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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents a tentative advancement on walking control of small quadruped and humanoid

position controlled robots, addressing the problem of walkgeneration by combining dynamical sys-

tems approach to motor control, insights from neuroethology research on vertebrate motor control and

computational neuroscience.

Legged locomotion is a complex dynamical process, despite the seemingly easy and natural behav-

ior of the constantly present proficiency of legged animals.Research on locomotion and motor control

in vertebrate animals from the last decades has brought to the attention of roboticists, the potential of

the nature’s solutions to robot applications. Recent knowledge on the organization of complex motor

generation and on mechanics and dynamics of locomotion has been successfully exploited to pursue

agile robot locomotion.

The work presented on this manuscript is part of an effort on the pursuit in devising a general,

model free solution, for the generation of robust and adaptable walking behaviors. It strives to devise a

practical solution applicable to real robots, such as the Sony’s quadruped AIBO and Robotis’ DARwIn-

OP humanoid. The discussed solutions are inspired on the functional description of the vertebrate

neural systems, especially on the concept of Central Pattern Generators (CPGs), their structure and

organization, components and sensorimotor interactions.They use a dynamical systems approach for

the implementation of the controller, especially on the useof nonlinear oscillators and exploitation of

their properties.

The main topics of this thesis are divided into three parts.

The first part concerns quadruped locomotion, extending a previous CPG solution using nonlinear

oscillators, and discussing an organization on three hierarchical levels of abstraction, sharing the pur-

pose and knowledge of other works. It proposes a CPG solutionwhich generates the walking motion

for the whole-leg, which is then organized in a network for the production of quadrupedal gaits. The

devised solution is able to produce goal-oriented locomotion and navigation as directed through high-

level commands from local planning methods. In this part, active balance on a standing quadruped is

also addressed, proposing a method based on dynamical systems approach, exploring the integration of

parallel postural mechanisms from several sensory modalities. The solutions are all successfully tested
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on the quadruped AIBO robot.

In the second part, is addressed bipedal walking for humanoid robots. A CPG solution for biped

walking based on the concept of motion primitives is proposed, loosely based on the idea of synergistic

organization of vertebrate motor control. A set of motion primitives is shown to produce the basis

of simple biped walking, and generalizable to goal-oriented walking. Using the proposed CPG, the

inclusion of feedback mechanisms is investigated, for modulation and adaptation of walking, through

phase transition control according to foot load information. The proposed solution is validated on the

humanoid DARwIn-OP, and its application is evaluated within a whole-body control framework.

The third part sidesteps a little from the other two topics. It discusses the CPG as having an alterna-

tive role to direct motor generation in locomotion, servinginstead as a processor of sensory information

for a feedback based motor generation. In this work a reflex based walking controller is devised for the

compliant quadruped Oncilla robot, to serve as purely feedback based walking generation. The capa-

bilities of the reflex network are shown in simulations, followed by a brief discussion on its limitations,

and how they could be improved by the inclusion of a CPG.

Keywords: Legged robots, locomotion, central pattern generators, oscillators, dynamical systems,

reflexes



SUMÁRIO

Esta tese apresenta uma tentativa de avanço no controlo de locomoção para pequenos robôs quadrú-

pedes e bipedes controlados por posição, endereçando o problema de geração motora através da com-

binação da abordagem de sistemas dinâmicos para o controlo motor, e perspectivas de investigação

neuroetologia no controlo motor vertebrado e neurociênciacomputacional.

Andar é um processo dinâmico e complexo, apesar de parecer umcomportamento fácil e natural

devido à presença constante de animais proficientes em locomoção terrestre. Investigação na área da lo-

comoção e controlo motor em animais vertebrados nas últimasdecadas, trouxe à atenção dos roboticis-

tas o potencial das soluções encontradas pela natureza aplicadas a aplicações robóticas. Conhecimento

recente relativo à geração de comportamentos motores complexos e da mecânica da locomoção tem

sido explorada com sucesso na procura de locomoção ágil na robótica.

O trabalho apresentado neste documento é parte de um esforçono desenho de uma solução geral,

e independente de modelos, para a geração robusta e adaptável de comportamentos locomotores. O

foco é desenhar uma solução prática, aplicável a robôs reais, tal como o quadrúpede Sony AIBO e

o humanóide DARwIn-OP. As soluções discutidas são inspiradas na descrição funcional do sistema

nervoso vertebrado, especialmente no conceito deCentral Pattern Generators(CPGs), a sua estrutura e

organização, componentes e interacção sensorimotora. Estas soluções são implementadas usando uma

abordagem em sistemas dinâmicos, focandos o uso de osciladores não lineares e a explorando as suas

propriedades.

Os tópicos principais desta tese estão divididos em três partes.

A primeira parte explora o tema de locomoção quadrúpede, expandindo soluções prévias de CPGs

usando osciladores não lineares, e discutindo uma organização em três níveis de abstracção, partil-

hando as ideias de outros trabalhos. Propõe uma solução de CPG que gera os movimentos locomo-

tores para uma perna, que é depois organizado numa rede, paraa produção de marcha quadrúpede. A

solução concebida é capaz de produzir locomoção e navegação, comandada através de comandos de alto

nível, produzidos por métodos de planeamento local. Nesta parte também endereçado o problema da

manutenção do equilíbrio num robô quadrúpede parado, propondo um método baseado na abordagem

em sistemas dinâmicos, explorando a integração de mecanismos posturais em paralelo, provenientes de
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várias modalidades sensoriais. As soluções são todas testadas com sucesso no robô quadrupede AIBO.

Na segunda parte é endereçado o problema de locomoção bípede. É proposto um CPG baseado

no conceito demotion primitives, baseadas na ideia de uma organização sinergética do controlo motor

vertebrado. Um conjunto demotion primitivesé usado para produzir a base de uma locomoção bípede

simples e generalizável para navegação. Esta proposta de CPG é usada para de seguida se investigar

a inclusão de mecanismos defeedbackpara modulação e adaptação da marcha, através do controlo de

transições entre fases, de acordo com a informação de carga dos pés. A solução proposta é validada

no robô humanóide DARwIn-OP, e a sua aplicação no contexto doframeworkdewhole-body controlé

também avaliada.

A terceira parte desvia um pouco dos outros dois tópicos. Discute o CPG como tendo um papel

alternativo ao controlo motor directo, servindo em vez comoum processador de informação sensorial

para um mecanismo de locomoção puramente emfeedback. Neste trabalho é desenhado um controlador

baseado em reflexos para a geração da marcha de um quadrúpedecompliant. As suas capacidades são

demonstradas em simulação, seguidas por uma breve discussão nas suas limitações, e como estas podem

ser ultrapassadas pela inclusão de um CPG.

Palavras-chave: Locomoção robótica, central pattern generators, osciladores, sistemas dinâmicos,

reflexos
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The present manuscript describes the work the author developed throughout his doctoral studies

while integrated in the Adaptive System Behaviour Group at Universidade do Minho. This work ad-

dresses the problem of walk generation for legged robots by combining insights of dynamical systems

theory, concepts from computational neuroscience and robotics. It presents a tentative advancement for

walking control on small quadruped and humanoid position controlled robots through the application

of concepts from neuroethology research on vertebrate motor control and the concept of Central Pattern

Generator (CPG).

Motivation Legged locomotion is characterized by a discrete sequence of support points for support

of the body and progression on the environment. The ability to explicit choose support points present

several advantages over other forms of robot locomotion, presenting a better alternative for mobility

on certain tasks on unstructured environments. It has the advantage of minimal environment impact,

high maneuverability on unstructured terrains with the possibility of negotiating obstacles and terrains’

features, while enabling to decouple between the base and the ground, providing attitude manipulation.

However, to achieve agile robot legged locomotion, many challenging problems and requirements

must be addressed. Broad research topics are included in robot walking, including the problems related

with mechanical design, such as energy efficiency and actuation method, or problems related with the

control of walking, dealing with environment perception, planning and high redundancy of the closed-

loop kinematics. Agile locomotion requires the control of the dynamical interactions between the robot

and the environment, possibly partially unknown and subject to unperceived perturbations. Generated

motions are required to provide support for the body’s weight, while producing the necessary propulsion

and maintaining the balance as it negotiates the varied terrain features, where each foot placement is

a potential disturbance to the robot stability. As a partially solved problem with a great potential for

mobility and autonomy, legged locomotion is a very interesting research field related to dynamic motor

control in robotics.

One usually does not realize the complexity of legged locomotion unless one ponders on it, espe-
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cially because walking, running and climbing are ubiquitous abilities in one’s life experience. Legged

animals are proficient walkers on unstructured terrains andare able to generalize their ability to unex-

plored terrains by choosing appropriate strategies on the fly within their motor abilities. These abilities

have always roused the interest of researchers on understanding the neural mechanisms governing mo-

tor behavior. Research in the last decades has brought many insights on vertebrate motor control, on

the organization of the central nervous system (CNS), on thecontrol of voluntary movements and on

the centers responsible for the production of rhythmic motor actions, the CPG, including those of loco-

motion.

Inspiration from the concept of CPGs and the dynamic interactions of sensory feedback processes

have been used for a while in the design of robotic solutions.It is believed that if reaching an under-

standing of the mechanisms at play in the control of locomotion, one can design a better controller able

to achieve flexible and adaptive robot walking.

Goals and methods The work herein presented is part of a wider team project which endeavors to

achieve general and autonomous robot walking by designing acontroller capable of generating purpose-

ful, robust locomotion for unknown and irregular terrains.The project focus the research on the use of

the CPG concept and on a dynamical systems approach for the design of a walking control mechanism

for small quadruped and small biped robots.

In the present work is chosen an abstract approach for the design of a walking controller based

on the concept of CPGs, such that the proposed models are better suited for robotic implementation.

It addresses the problem from an engineering perspective, rather than trying to faithfully model the

neuronal circuits and organization, it takes inspiration from the functional description of the vertebrate

CNS, CPGs, their structure and organization, components and sensorimotor interactions.

The proposed solution relies on the dynamical systems approach for the implementation of the con-

troller, especially on the use of nonlinear oscillators andexploitation of their properties. The dynamical

systems approach has proven to be successful in several robotic applications [44,91,94,189,192,198],

providing desirable features for dynamic motor control. Furthermore, the proposed model extends

other’s [44,174] and the team’s related work on: postural control [36]; locomotion-induced head move-

ment minimization [186]; gait transition [131] and a drumming task [46]. This choice allows to apply

previously proposed mechanisms and solutions, and enablesthe sharing of the advancements within the

framework.

The goal is to devise a general model free solution using the discussed framework, capable of

arbitrarily generate complex movements for the execution of different locomotor behaviors. The used

framework allows the inclusion of feedback mechanisms, enabling the influence of sensory information

from multiple modalities for the correction and adaptationof the produced rhythmic motions, to achieve

a more robust, flexible and adaptive walking. It aims to design a solution which achieves a correct

coordination and timing of motor patterns, posture and behavior selection to environment and body

changes through feedback mechanisms.

The present work strives to devise a practical solution applicable to real robots, such as the Sony’s
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quadruped AIBO and Robotis’ DARwIn-OP humanoid.

Contribution The contributions of the present work relates to the advancement and expansion of

capabilities of current solutions based on the concept of CPGs and dynamical systems for the control of

walking robots. It addresses the problem of quadruped and biped walking by proposing two solutions

which are based on two current views on the possible organization of vertebrate CPGs.

Purposeful, goal-oriented quadruped omnidirectional locomotion has been accomplished on a CPG

based solution. The proposed organization of interconnected oscillators within a CPG allows for whole

coordinated leg control, requiring no explicit low-level planning. The proposed CPG is capable of

producing rhythmic and discrete motions for all three joints in a leg, including double peak motions for

the knee joint, reducing the dimensionality of the low-level control of the end effectors. Furthermore,

quadrupedal gaits are achieved as a result of the coordinated interaction among the CPGs, enabling

the performance of different quadruped gaits. The proposedsolution successfully decouples low-level

planning and trajectory generation from high-level planning of the walking task, as demonstrated in

simulated and real quadruped robots [184,185].

A method for active balance on a standing quadruped was also proposed. Based on the features

of dynamical systems approach, it accomplishes the integration of parallel postural mechanisms from

several sensory modalities. It was demonstrated in simulation and in a quadruped platform that the

robot satisfyingly maintains stability and does not fall when subject to different perturbations.

In the topic of biped locomotion, a distinct view on the CPG organization was used, since the

problem is slightly more challenging in matters of balance and trajectory generation on a biped walker.

The proposed CPG solution is based on the idea of two separatelayers, one for rhythm generation

and other for pattern generation. The solution exploits theidea of motion primitives for a modular

construction of the robot’s motor abilities. A successful identification of a minimum required set of

motion primitives for a capable goal-oriented walking was also achieved. This is demonstrated in a

small humanoid DARwIn-OP and in simulation for several robot models, including on the iCub model

where it is achieved the integration of the CPG within a method for whole-body control [182].

A feedback mechanisms was proposed for the regulation of thetiming of the step phases. These

phase regulation mechanisms adapt the produced motions depending on the current step phase and

current sensory information, coupling the controller to the exhibited behavior and environment. The

application of phase regulation mechanisms has been demonstrated to achieve adaptation to small un-

perceived slopes on the DARwIn-OP robot [130].

Lastly, a reflex based controller is presented in an effort toexplore a possible alternative role of

the CPG in the generation of legged locomotion. It aims to promote the discussion on the role of the

CPG as a filter, or process coordinator of a motor reflex chain,instead of having a role as explicit motor

generator.

After a survey on motor reflexes observed in animal locomotion and a review of reflex based so-

lutions in simulation and legged robot control, it is defineda generalized set of reflexes elicited from
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sensory events, to be implemented in a reflex chain network. The proposed reflex chain network pro-

duces locomotor patterns in the compliant quadruped robot Oncilla according to sensory information

and sensory events. It is then used to discuss the possible integration of the CPG and its role on top of

the reflex network.

Outline After the introductory notes on the motivation, goals and contributions, the context of legged

locomotion is presented in chapter 2. It covers some important concepts of legged robot locomotion

and legged locomotion in general. The concept of CPG is clarified, providing some insight on the

role of sensory information within locomotion generation,and reviews its interesting features for robot

locomotor control. A small survey of CPG application on robotics is then presented, explaining its

approaches, characteristics and interpreting its results. Chapter 3 presents the methodology and frame-

work employed in this thesis, presenting two method for modeling CPGs. These CPG models are

employed for the formulation of quadruped (chapter 4) and biped walking (chapter 5) generation, and

is demonstrated its application in goal-oriented scenarios. Chapter 6 discusses an alternative role for

the CPG within locomotion generation, and presents a reflex based walking generator for the compli-

ant quadruped robot Oncilla. A summary and discussion of theresults of this thesis is presented in

chapter 7.

A list of movies pertaining to this thesis is available athttp://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/

user/1.
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CHAPTER 2

CONTEXT AND RELATED WORK

Mobility in autonomous robots can be a means to alternate andmove between distant task loca-

tions, or can play a very important role on the execution of the task itself, e.g. carrying cargo, explore

environments, human interaction as in the case of humanoid robots.

The goal of research on legged robot locomotion is to create mechanisms providing for the improve-

ment of the performance on their mobility and autonomy. Locomotion performance in legged robots

is often defined by energy efficiency, locomotion smoothnessand stability, walking velocity, adaptabil-

ity to the terrain and robustness to unforeseen perturbations. Performance requirements from walking

robots ought to be defined by the required mobility, largely influenced by the task and the environment

the robot must navigate.

The final result of legged robot research would be to have a robot capable of achieving a locomo-

tion performance similar to humans and other legged animals, which excel in walking and running,

especially when innately generalizing their abilities to novel environments or rough terrains.

In this chapter is presented an overview of the first defining works in the field of legged robot loco-

motion. Having this overview one can have a better understanding of following and current research,

what kind of problems face, how are addressed and accompanying technological advances. This de-

scription will allow for framing the discussion around locomotion solutions based on Central Pattern

Generators (CPGs).

After a small description of CPGs and their role in the production of locomotion within the Central

Nervous System, the most interesting features are aggregated and presented as basis of the motivation

of recent works applying the CPG concept to legged robots. These works are discussed regarding the

target platform, design methodology and implementation, and the feedback mechanisms employed.

2.1 Legged robot locomotion

Terrestrial animal locomotion is rich in its diversity and variety, and it provides an immense research

subject in several fields, from biomechanics to neuroscience. Focus is herein placed in bipedal and

7
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quadrupedal terrestrial locomotion, as it is argued that knowledge from these subjects could help in

improving current legged robot locomotion capabilities. Studying, understanding and simulating the

animals’ locomotion mechanisms can be an efficient method for advancing current state of the art on

robot mechanical designs and control solutions. This pursuit tries to close the gap in locomotion agility

in a wide range of terrains, between robots and the familiar mammal tetrapods, as cats, dogs, horses,

cheetahs or gazelles.

Achieving such desired agility is no trivial task, as the main problems to solve involve the complex-

ity of legs and body, stability and power consumption [197].

The versatility which legged locomotion allows is also one considerable challenge. On each leg,

increasing the number of DOFs may allow for more versatile movements, but with the cost of more

complex control and planning, and increasing energy expenditure. The dual role of legs in such a

system is to provide propulsion while supporting the robot’s weight, balancing the robot against gravity

and accelerations from the walking itself. Maintaining a stable locomotion in the archetypal application

of legged robots, walking on unstructured and uneven terrains, requires a good perception of the type of

environment, acquisition of terrain properties, planningof ground contacts, and the subsequent motion

generation for all the DOFs.

Robust locomotion under perturbations and on unperceived terrains is also a defining ability for ob-

taining an agile and stable locomotion. The ability to recover from perturbations is crucial for maintain-

ing balance when the robot state gets out of scope of the initial planning, as in situations when slippage

occurs or the robot encounters unperceived terrain features that might cause a fall. For instance, animals

recover effortlessly and immediately after stumbling on unperceived obstacles, exhibiting what seems

like innate stereotyped reflexes that counteract the perturbation, allowing it to balance itself and resume

the walk.

Mechanical design of legged robots is also a major contributor for the success and achievement

of agile legged locomotion. Biological energy storage, themuscle actuation systems employed in an-

imal and insect locomotion, achieve torques, response times and conversion efficiencies much larger

than similar scaled artificial made systems [197]. Many efforts have been made to increase energy ef-

ficiency [20], locomotion speeds, actuation power, flexibility and agility [87, 193, 222], while reducing

weight and manufacturing costs of walking machines.

The proper design of the machine is a very important aspect toease control requirements, and

simultaneously allowing the exploitation of dynamical properties in order to perform energy-efficient,

natural movements (i.e. regarding natural dynamics) and likely reaching the so desired versatility. Not

only intelligence requires a body(here, motor intelligence), but there is a coupling betweensensory-

motor activity and body morphology, from which a better exploitation of the dynamics may result in

simpler control [84]. However, current readily available commercial legged robots, such as those used

in the present work, do not take such considerations into their design.
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2.1.1 Characteristics of quadrupedal and bipedal walking

Terrestrial quadrupeds and bipeds adjust the locomotion’spatterns of the limbs, the gait, to adequate

the walking motions under different requirements, as changes in terrain, desired behavior or desired

walking velocity [3]. The specific set of gaits of a given animal is limited by the structure and geometry

of the body and the limbs. The execution of a given gait aims toreduce the energy expenditure while

increasing walking velocity, increase maneuverability and to achieve different locomotor behaviors, as

creeping behind a prey or running from a predator.

Gaits are grouped into three categories: walking gaits, running gaits and leaping gaits. These are

differentiated according to their patterns of support sequence and walking velocity. Walking gaits are

slow gaits where the animal keeps at least three feet on the ground at any given time in a step cycle.

Running and leaping gaits are fast gaits that produce flight phases, with the body airborne and all the

feet in the air at a given time during a step cycle.

A gait is characterized through its: stride frequency, the number of complete footfall sequences in

a unit of time; the stride length, the covered distance during a single stride; the duty factor, the ratio

of the duration of foot support relatively to the stride duration; and the interlimb relative phase, the

relationship between the phase of the foot strike among the limbs as a fraction of the stride duration. A

single stride can be described in simple terms, divided intotwo distinct phases, starting when the foot

is lifted and placed in a more rostral position, the swing phase, followed by a supporting and propulsive

motion that propels the body forward, the stance phase.
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Figure 2.1: Figure adapted from [81], plotting the wide range of symmetric gaits exhibited by tetrapod
animals. The regions of three common gaits are identified, which are easily generated by the quadruped
CPG system proposed in the present work.
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In quadrupeds the most common gaits are symmetrical gaits asthe walk and trot gaits. The left and

right limbs in a girdle perform the stride in strict alternation between swing and stance phases, having a

relative phase of 0.5 between contralateral limbs. A wide range of possible symmetric gaits exhibited by

tetrapods are depicted in fig. 2.1. The gait sequence of the lateral sequence walk and trot are presented

in fig. 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Gait diagrams with black bars representing footcontact and bottom axis the % of cycle time.
It is depicted two symmetric gaits: lateral sequence walk and trot, and two asymmetric gaits: gallop
and bound. FL: fore left, FR: fore right, HL: hind left, HR: hind right.

Asymmetrical gaits such as gallop and canter, or leaping gaits as bound and pronk, on the other

hand, do not exhibit strict alternation between the limbs onthe same girdle. Trot and bound gait se-

quences are depicted in fig. 2.2.

Humans and similar biped walking animals usually perform symmetrical gaits, maintaining strict

contralateral alternation for walking and running. But they can also perform other symmetrical and

asymmetrical gaits such hopping or child’s skipping [144],usually not employed unless deliberately,

since these gaits require much effort.

The distinction between walking and running gaits are basedon the existence or not of flight phase,

or in the number of feet in the ground at any time can be considered a simplistic method that does not

consider mechanical dynamics [22]. Walking and running gaits exhibit distinct dynamics and center of

mass motion.

Inverted pendulum models can be used to describe the motion and dynamics of bipedal walking,

describing how kinetic energy of a stiff inverted pendulum is traded of into rise in potential energy and

sequentially back to kinetic energy, how energy is expendedduring each of the steps, and the mechanical

work required [118]. In running, a SLIP (spring loaded inverted pendulum) model is the simplest model

used to describe the conversion between kinetic, potentialand elastic energy, describing the motions

and dynamics of running [24]. It was later demonstrated thatthe use of an inverted pendulum model

is not sufficient to correctly reproduce the basic mechanicsof walking, as well as the SLIP model

reproduces for running. Geyer has shown that the same model used for biped running not only can

be used for reproduce walking, but that also compliant legs are essential to obtain the basic walking
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mechanism [69].

2.1.2 Static balanced locomotion

A robot walk is basically successful if equilibrium is maintained and the robot does not fall over.

Generally legged robot locomotion is divided into two balance conditions: static balance and dynamic

balance. In static balance the robot moves completely stable at all instants, with small velocities and

accelerations, with the only balance condition of the projection of the center of mass to be inside of the

convex hull of the supporting points, the support polygon. Astatically balanced walking robot can cease

the movements at any instant and remain in equilibrium without falling. On the contrary, dynamically

balanced robots can not cease the walking movements withouta high risk of losing equilibrium and

falling. Dynamic balanced locomotion is characterized by the continuous need to carry on proper motor

actions to maintain equilibrium, even with the possibilityof having the projection of the center of mass

outside the support polygon.

Static and dynamic locomotion are quite distinct, meritingtheir own hardware and technological

implementations, control architectures, mathematical frameworks and system analysis tools. The choice

of performing static or dynamic locomotion is largely dependent on the actuation type, mechanical

design of the robot, and the application of the robot. Staticlocomotion is ideal for slow and precise

walking, when a slow terrain progression, careful transportation or external manipulation tasks are

required. Dynamic locomotion on the other hand is much more adequate for higher velocities, as well

as jumping and more reactive locomotion behaviors.

Early walking robots used static stable walking due to the weight, mechanical design and actuation

technology of these early walking machines. It required slow, carefully planned movements of the legs,

while producing a large enough support area where the COM would be maintained at all times [141,

199].

Static locomotion is an important method to robot locomotion, as some tasks and applications re-

quire important features offered by static mobility [16]. Slow, carefully planned support points, com-

pletely controlled positioning, leveling and heading of the robot’s body, are features provided by static

walking and it is typically used on multi-legged robots as they tend to have larger choice of foot place-

ments.

Frequently used control schemes for static locomotion start with a definition of a set of 3D points

for foot placements and COM progression, chosen to maintainthe projection of the COM inside the

support polygon at all times while guaranteeing a strong support point able to hold the weight. Foothold

sequence planning algorithms may maximize static stability measures for even terrain [95], or focus on

the minimum energy expenditure, movement agility by using acrab-walk gaits or free gaits in uneven

terrain [59,83,90,223].

Having the gait planned and the foothold sequence, the next step usually encompasses the applica-

tion of classical control for the generation of trajectories and the proceeding execution and tracking [40],

with the possibility of having dedicated online adaptationmechanisms for coping with terrain uncer-

tainties, obstacles and disturbances [90].
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Static locomotion controllers usually follow some variation of these methodologies, for hexapod,

quadruped and biped robots.

2.1.3 Dynamic balanced locomotion

Static locomotion offers many important features for certain tasks, but can not achieve fast walking

because dynamic effects are usually discounted from the stability criteria and from the control for-

mulation. For faster walking or running, the considerationof dynamic effects is necessary. Dynamic

locomotion is difficult to control due to the nominal unstable and nonlinear characteristics of the robot,

their interaction with the environment, exhibiting time variant and intermittent dynamics.

In case of bipedal robot walking, static balance places tight constraints in the motions and velocity

the robot can achieve in order to reduce the dynamics from accelerations of the body. The most popular

method to produce walking motions while accounting and addressing these dynamic effects is the con-

cept of Zero Moment Point (ZMP), firstly presented by Vukobratovic. The first practical demonstration

was achieved in collaboration with Laboratory of Ichiro Kato’s group on the WL-10RD robot [217].

ZMP is the point where the reaction force at the foot and the ground does not produce any mo-

ment, keeping vertical inertia and gravity forces equal to zero. Typically on a solution using the ZMP

criterion, a sequence of foothold locations are chosen, thedesired ZMP over the planned support ar-

eas are determined and the joint space vector is calculated using the inverse of the robot’s model. In

this solution a faster walking is achieved, tracking the COMreference trajectory, using for instance

predictive control [220], and allowing it to take small excursions outside the support area while walk-

ing, stabilizing the robot by maintaining the ZMP inside thesupport area instead. Up to now, this

method has been widely applied in commercial high-gain position controlled bipedal robots and im-

proved upon, thede factosolution for full sized humanoid robots, used currently in most advanced

humanoid robots [82,104,121] and also used for quadruped locomotion [35,223].

Pioneering the theme of running, hopping robots and fast actuation, Raibert designed monopod,

biped and quadruped robots actuated by hydraulic hips and pneumatic or mechanical springs to achieve

the hopping. The hopping robots are controlled using simpledecoupled control rules regarding hopping

height, forward velocity and posture [166, 169, 170]. This seminal work not only demonstrated the

possibility of achieving running locomotion with robots, previously limited to static and slow walks,

but also suggested that stiffness in actuation is undesirable in running robots and passive dynamics

should be exploited to increase their energy efficiency.

The early works by Raibert [169, 170] in hopping robots and McGeer [140] in passive walkers are

the foundation and inspiration of many current works in dynamic locomotion, providing insight on the

importance of designing robots with proper mechanical characteristics and underactuation, allowing to

exploit the natural dynamics of walking and how to better control the interaction with the environment,

fundamental for achieving better performances in legged robots.

Passive dynamic walking has been extended to the study of quadruped walking by Remy et al. [171].

The authors present a detailed simulation framework to study passive dynamic gaits of quadrupeds,

achieving stable two-beat (e.g. trot and pace) and four-beat (e.g. walk gait) symmetric gaits through the
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use of a wobbling mass.

Research on legged robot locomotion has focused on how to getprecise, but simultaneously com-

pliant control, how to get robust and yet versatile behavior. Many works follow on the paradigm of

force control and dynamical interaction control, by pursuing the design of better actuators and by de-

signing appropriate control schemes. Some actuators mimicmuscles from animals using antagonistic

implementations with artificial pneumatic muscles [150, 180], cables and pulleys [161], or springs and

electric motors [175]. The goal is to design robots and actuators with the relevant features for flexible

locomotion, such as decreasing actuator impedances, provide controllable stiffness, and provide force

control for active compliance [167].

Then by using a proper control framework, such as Virtual Model Control or inverse dynamics and

force control [30, 168], one can achieve compliant and fast locomotion, including capability to handle

some unplanned terrain impacts and unperceived disturbances. Other works investigate the resonant

properties of the robot dynamics, with simple actuation andpassive compliant elements paired with in-

novative simple control based on entrainment properties, in order to investigate the role of embodiment

on locomotion [162].

Most of the works mentioned so far, for both static and dynamic locomotion, rely on model-based

methods for the applied control algorithms. These algorithms typically use some form of forward and

inverse models of the robot, models of the interaction with the environment and of the environment

itself, for the planning and the generation of control policies, according to the desired task and under

several constraints. However it may be hard to model more complex environments, compliant behavior

in actuation and more dynamic interactions. These approaches may also not fare well on situations

where the trajectories have to be adapted in real-time to unmodeled and unperceived perturbations.

In contrast, some model-free approaches, or which do not useexplicit models, aim to tackle these

limitations and generalize the control policies, such as approaches inspired by insights from biological

research, as herein discussed briefly.

2.1.4 Bio-inspired robotic locomotion

Bio-inspiration in design is the application of knowledge from biological studies into real world

engineering applications, as in biosensing, bioactuationand biomaterials, which may take the form of

simple application of concepts to full biomimicry. In robotics, bio-inspiration has long been used to

design robots which mimic animal’s method of locomotion, from flying, snake and fish like, biped,

quadruped and other multi-legged robots [74]. As presentedin the previous section, researchers have

reached important conclusions regarding the dynamic effects on the locomotion of legged robots, in part

by generalizing the knowledge from animal locomotion studies. Not only this knowledge allowed for

the design of new technologies in low impedance actuation and robot design, but also for the control of

robots. In certain works the use of a bio-inspired motor control complements the bio-inspired structure

and physical characteristics [17,51].

For the presented work it is relevant to focus on the topic of motor control, specifically generation
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of walking and rhythmic movements. The broad field of computational motor control in neuroscience

can provide useful inspiration to robot motor control, by drawing parallels between biological strategies

and methods of control theory, studying the relationship between sensory signals and motor commands,

identifying the methods employed in motor planning, motor control and the strategies by which the

nervous systems overcomes the complexities of flexible and versatile movement generation [190].

Interesting insights from how movement may be modularly organized at spinal level could explain

how nature simplifies the problem of motor generation. A promising perspective is that a set of stereo-

typed movements are flexibly combined to produce a variety ofmuscle tasks. The idea is that unit

patterns of muscle activation, a synergy, are a specific output of simple functional units, and the motor

movement is the result of a weighted combination of their output [23]. In the production of rhyth-

mic motor patterns for walking, it has been suggested that these synergistic outputs are the product of

Central Pattern Generators (CPGs).

The concept of CPGs has gained a widespread attention in robotics community as inspiration for

the design of low level motor control, and is the central concept exploited in the presented work. The

next section presents in more detail what is understood as a CPG, their role in motor producing, the

CPG interaction with sensory information for adaptation and supraspinal motor commands.

2.2 Central Pattern Generators

It is generally accepted and defined the Central Pattern Generators as the functional ensembles of

neural networks of the central nervous system which endogenously produce and govern the rhythmic

motor processes in the body, such as respiration, swallowing, and locomotion [14].

Complex walking behavior is believed to be generated majorly by locomotor CPGs, which retain a

repertoire of motor programs used in locomotion [72]. In complete absence of rhythmic inputs, the CPG

produces the rhythmic motor patterns for locomotion, generating complex rhythmic movements which

level of activity is solely commanded through tonic stimulation from supraspinal regions. Equally im-

portant, or even crucial, in the concept of CPGs, is the integration of sensory information and feedback

mechanisms governing and shaping the generated patterns. This aspect is very important to provide the

ability of adapting and correcting the walking behavior accordingly to the current environmental and

behavioral context.

Evidence for Central Pattern Generators The initial finding of locomotor CPGs came from the

first studies by Brown in 1911 [27], suggesting that locomotor behaviors are the result of central rhyth-

mogenic mechanisms in the cat, followed by research in both invertebrate [128] and vertebrate ani-

mals [107,154]. There is definite evidence on the existence of CPG for locomotion in lower vertebrates

like the cat, dog, rabbit, but only indirect evidence has indicated the existence of CPG for locomotion

in humans [52,54]

Experiments in isolated preparations of the lamprey spinalcord have shown that it is possible to

record patterns of activity similar to those of swimming [41]. These patterns of activity, or fictive
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locomotion, have been recorded in similar preparations of isolation of the spinal cord in several other

animals [106].

One of the first significant experiments in the cat evidence the role of the supraspinal commands

upon the CPGs and demonstrates its ability to generate coordinated movement for several gaits [195]. A

decerebrate cat (removal of the fore and mid-brain) stands supported over a treadmill, as is made to pro-

gressively walk and run through an increasing constant electric stimulation of the mid-brain. Through

the strength of the stimulation it was possible to control the walking rhythm, induce gait transition

to running gaits and then back to walk. Despite the removal ofthe fore and mid-brain, the exhibited

characteristics of walking and running were similar to the intact animal. Authors also demonstrated

the existence of entrainment properties of the CPG through sensory integration, by moving the tread-

mill while providing no stimuli to the mid-brain, and observing walking behavior stimulated through

mechanical action, and the respective velocity adjustmentto varying speeds of the treadmill.

Organization and coordination Although not completely understood how vertebrate mammals’

CPGs are neurally composed and organized, studies have strongly suggested the locomotor CPGs as

distributed unit generators flexibly coordinated, able to generate a myriad of different coordinated lo-

comotor patterns.

It is suggested that there is one CPG controlling each limb, and that vertebrate locomotor CPGs

are located in the spinal cord, thought to be distributed rostrocaudally accordingly to its rhythmogenic

ability. With the fore limbs’ CPGs located in the cervical spinal cord, and the hind limbs’ CPGs in

the lumber spinal cord [107]. Each mammalian locomotor CPG is composed of multiple distributed

rhythmic generating units, with one unit per articulation,exhibiting an excitability gradient in rhythmo-

genic capacity between rostral and caudal units. The highest rostral rhythmogenic capacity where hip

motor neurons are located suggests that the units controlling hip movements may act as leading units in

the CPG, entraining more caudal and less excitable units, for example, those controlling the knee and

ankle [107].

Another interesting suggestion of CPG organization is the proposal that the mammalian CPG is

divided in two layers: a rhythmic generation layer responsible for the rhythmic coordination within

the CPG and between the coordination among the CPGs, and a pattern generation layer responsible for

generating the patterns of locomotion [119,139]. This proposed organization would allow for indepen-

dent afferent influence onto each layer, with changes actingon motor pattern not directly influencing

the rhythmic activity, or the rhythmic changes not influencing the motor pattern.

Both of these considerations on CPG organization may explain how motor complexity is addressed

by nature and should be included in the formulation of robotic CPGs. It is a very interesting concept, a

distributed organization of units within the CPG which provides for the production of several types of

basic walking patterns and a myriad of complex locomotor behaviors, by simply modulating how these

units interact with each other.
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2.2.1 Sensory modulation and adaptation

Signals from supraspinal, spinal and peripheral structures are continuously integrated by the CPG

for the proper expression and short-term adaptation of locomotion. Sensory mechanisms can select

rhythmic patterns, modulate amplitude of muscle bursts andpattern frequency. It can also regulate the

structure and transition between step phases, assist foot positioning and correct the movements when

obstacles appear [176]. This short-term adaptation provides great versatility to an otherwise fixed set of

motor patterns in the CPGs repertoire, dynamically adapting the movements to the environment.

Herein it is briefly mentioned a small selection of feedback mechanisms and observations from

studies on the role of sensory feedback on locomotion. In thepresented work the aim is not to discuss

in detail how these mechanisms are organized and function atneuronal level, but the aim is rather to

serve as reference of the possible roles of feedback in the adaptation of the CPG output. More detailed

descriptions of the feedback mechanisms, behaviors and experiments are found in several reviews [138,

159,160,176].

The dynamic sensorimotor interactions between the centralpatterns and the feedback mechanisms

are quite complex, relying on a multitude of sensory information, from cutaneous (skin afferents) and

proprioceptive afferents (muscle spindles and Golgi organ), sensory inputs reaching supraspinal struc-

tures through ascending spinal pathways, descending supraspinal command signals, and through espe-

cial senses, such as: visual, vestibular, auditory.

Naturally, this multitude of information and feedback mechanisms translate into different kinds

of influence on the adjustment of central patterns, from low-level, fast, stereotyped reflexes, to long-

term adaptation of the locomotor movements. There are several closed loops of sensory information

at different levels, depending on the recruited neural structures and the complexity of the feedback

mechanism. Some are circumscribed to spinal structures dueto the delays on the transmission of

sensory information, because the locomotor movements may be faster than the time information takes

to travel and be acted upon [145]. Others extend further and cover supraspinal structures, recruiting

areas of the cortex to command and adjust locomotion.

These dynamic interactions have also been shown to include the influence of the CPG in the se-

lection of feedback pathways or reflex reversals, dependingon the locomotor behavior, step phase and

type of stimulation [159]. This important organization andfunctionality of phase dependent sensory

feedback would not exist without the operation of the CPGs [138].

Muscle Spindles

Muscle spindles are sensory receptors inside the muscles, parallel with muscle fibers, signaling the

stretch (II afferents) and stretch velocity (Ia afferents) of the muscles.

It has been demonstrated that information from hip muscle afferents is used to signal the range of

joint angular excursion, taking part on the adjustment on the duration of step phases [63, 143]. Hip

extension contributes for the control of the transition from stance to swing, providing for resetting and

entrainment by: prolonging ongoing phase of locomotion, orinducing a switch from one phase to the
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other [158]. Some experiments have shown that by preventinghip extension in a hind leg, stepping

movements are stopped, and swing is initiated when the hip was slowly extended past an angle [158].

Golgi Tendon Organs (GTOs)

Group Ib afferents originate in the Golgi Tendon Organs, located in series with the muscle fibers

and sensing the tension, transmitting information relatedwith the exerted force at the muscle.

This sensory information has been shown to play a role in the regulation of the duration of step

phases, the initiation of the swing and also reinforcing theactivity of extensor muscle group during

the stance. Activation of extensor groupIb afferents in the cat regulates the duration of the stance

phase, inhibiting flexor burst generation and preventing the transition into swing while the ankle is

under load [158,159].Ib afferents also reinforce ongoing motor activity within a positive feedback loop

during stance, increasing extensor muscle activity [80,159,176].

Cutaneous afferents

Cutaneous afferents are the cutaneous nerves projection onto the spinal cord, transmitting informa-

tion relative to the sense of touch on the skin, spread all over the body, including the foot pads and

dorsum.

These receptors serve several purposes in locomotion, as incorrective actions of the movements

and in eliciting locomotion. It has been shown that the removal of cutaneous sensing from the pads do

not prevent locomotion, but it does influence the swing duration, increases the double support phase,

provide regulatory input to assess load on the limbs during up and down slopes, and mainly interferes

with precise foot placement [63].

Cutaneous afferents and its role on stumbling corrective reactions is the best case in which it is

observable the phase dependent feedback mechanisms. When awalking cat touches an obstacle while

performing the swing phase, it elicits a prominent knee flexion and a simultaneous flexion of the ankle

and hip to step over the obstacle and place the foot in front [137]. This mechanism is elicited depending

on the step phase at when the foot touches the obstacle, whether the cat is walking forward or backward,

and if the pads or dorsum collides with the obstacle. e.g. if walking forward, and the dorsum of the foot

is stimulated during stance phase, no stumbling reaction iselicited.

Postural

One other type of adaptation and changes of the locomotor movements are related to posture and

balance. Appropriate posture is essential for the coordinated control of motor behaviors, including lo-

comotion. Postural activity can be divided into two modes ofpostural activity, feedback which compen-

sates the deviation from a correct posture, and a feedforward mode, resulting from anticipatory postural

adjustment to counteract voluntary movements. Analysis ofdifferent species has shown that there are

individual central systems for posture and locomotion, that interact when required [48, 49]. Posture

and balance tasks are achieved by adapting and correcting the locomotor movements, through innate
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reflexes ready to be elicited depending on context, and by sensory dependent responses that maintain

the proper expression of locomotion in specific conditions.It requires concurrent processing of several

sensory modalities, while the motor system simultaneouslycontrols muscle actions [102].

It is suggested that in quadrupeds, the system stabilizing the trunk orientation in frontal plane con-

sists of two relatively independent sub-systems, stabilizing the anterior and posterior parts of the trunk,

and each sub-system is driven by somatosensory input from corresponding limbs [48]. These two sub-

systems are driven by input from limb proprioceptive information in addition to information from visual

and vestibular centers, compensating postural disturbances by generating corrective motor responses.

The mechanisms are also activated by tonic drive from some brain structures, which send commands to

the spinal cord via descending pathways, contributing to corrections in posture.

Supraspinal centers

Supraspinal structures include all the brain regions abovethe spinal cord, the hindbrain, midbrain

and forebrain. Each of these regions have a distinct role in the control of locomotion, with the voluntary

motor control originating in the motor cortex, and the basiclocomotor behaviors like food seeking and

directed navigation mediated by the midbrain [71,72,103].

These descending signals from supraspinal regions exert powerful influences on locomotion, such

as during precise visually guided walking, imitation and learning, necessary for the full expression of

locomotion [53]. Various descending pathways from these regions are involved in activating, stopping

and modulating the spinal locomotor CPG, as well as the excitability of transmission in the reflex

pathways.

2.2.2 Interesting features for robot motor control

Interesting features can be taken from the concept of CPGs and vertebrate motor control, even if

not completely understood the details of the CPG neural organization, how it integrates with other

feedback and motor control mechanisms, and how descending commands influence voluntary changes

in locomotion.

The current work aims to base the design of a robot locomotioncontroller on the interesting func-

tional features of the CPG and organization of vertebrate locomotion control structures. The goal is not

to use robotics to better understand biology by providing tools to test hypothesis or biological models.

Herein only the concept of CPGs is considered, and mainly thefunctional features in a certain abstrac-

tion that allows an easier and more adequate transfer and implementation to legged robot control.

In a nutshell, the CPGs are structures with the capability ofendogenously generate rhythmic activ-

ity without the need of an input driving signal. The CPG produces coordinated patterns of activation

for several muscle groups, through a distributed organization of unit generators, which enables the

production of different motor behaviors through their coordination and reorganization. This method

of synergistic activity results in the reduction of the solution space, and tackles the problem of com-

plexity in actuation of redundant limbs, the coordination of complex motor patterns and the interlimb
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coordination for several gaits.

The integration of the CPGs and feedback control loops is expected to provide the required adapt-

ability to produce agile locomotion, organized in mechanisms covering different spinal and supraspinal

levels, achieving fast reflexes, and long-term walking adaptations to varied types of terrains and entrain-

ment to imposed rhythms.

Descending commands from supraspinal structures modulatethe walking activity through simple

tonic signals. The CPGs progressively change the gait as thetonic signal increases in strength, in-

creasing locomotion velocity. This organization reduces the dimensionality of the descending control

signals, reducing the complexity of commands from higher centers to the spinal cord.

Another interesting aspect is the developmental perspective of the CPGs and the vertebrate motor

system, their ability to learn new motor tasks and adapt to the growing body. This is an important aspect

in robotics, how can robot autonomy be increased by providing it with learning capacity.

All these features make the CPG concept a good candidate for the control design of legged robots,

which can potentially generalize their ability in dynamic environments.

2.3 Central Pattern Generators in robotics

The Central Pattern Generator can be a powerful concept withinteresting features to explore and

apply in robotic motor control, as mentioned in the previoussection. An extensive variety of imple-

mentations throughout the years reflects it, as surveyed by Auke Ijspeert [92].

In this section the author tries to expose the most relevant CPG works, trying to relate important

aspects among them.

2.3.1 Robot locomotion and motor control

Before focusing in the application of CPGs for legged robots, it is worth mentioning briefly some

works where CPGs have been applied to other types of robot locomotion and motor control.

The most relevant CPG works in non-legged robot locomotion are applied to anguilliform robots.

Travelling undulating motions are produced for lamprey [12,93], snake [210] and fish robots [86]. For

the salamander robot from Crespi and Ijspeert [93], the CPGsproduce solely undulating motions until

the driving signal elicits a qualitative change in the rhythmic activity, recruiting the movement of the

limbs for walking out of water.

CPGs can also be used for other rhythmic tasks besides locomotion. One curious example is the use

of CPGs for the generation of an undulating motion of a flexible spine in a humanoid robot [153]. The

humanoid robot walks while a ZMP monitor verifies at all timesthe performed ZMP, modulating the

CPG activity which undulates an actuated spine. When the ZMPstability of the robot becomes at risk

the undulation patterns are reduced. Another curious example is the CPG as a rhythmic manipulation

generator for a simulated robot hand with 9 DOFs [39]. Using reinforcement-learning, the system

searches parameter’s sets for the CPGs, developing different manipulation skills, able to manipulate

different objects.
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2.3.2 Level of abstraction

Computational implementations and studies of CPGs are not only applied in the realm of robot

locomotion, but also as a means of studying and further propose possible models for describing the

spinal CPGs. These models were developed in several abstraction levels, as a means to explore sev-

eral features, explain observed phenomenain vivo preparations and verify suggestions to the cellular

organization of the CPG.

For instance, CPGs have been modeled as networks of simplified neuron models, as leaky inte-

grators [55], integrate-and-fire neurons [177], continuous neuron models [133] and Hodgkin-Huxley

model [75], with the objective of verifying the possible neuronal organizations of the CPG at the cel-

lular level abstraction. At a higher abstraction, models intend to explain intersegmental coordination

exhibited by the neural networks in the isolated spinal cordof the lamprey [41], explore entrainment of

forcing frequencies in chains of oscillators, or synchronization for gait achievement in legged animals.

Some of the works only address the phenomena of coordinationand synchronization between the

CPGs for the expression of the correct gait phase relationships of legged gaits. Take as example the

works by Golubitski, Buono and Pinto [33,165], addressing only the problem of achieving quadrupedal

and bipedal gaits in terms of gait phase relationships.

In other works, bio-mechanical simulations alongside withCPG model simulation complements

the research, by answering if the proposed models and mechanisms are sufficient to explain the be-

havior observed at the complete systems. For instance, Ekerberg [55] in his work, simulates fish body

mechanics, including the interaction with the water and stretch receptor feedback, demonstrating that

the proposed cellular organization on the CPG model is sufficient for producing swimming and turning

by asymmetric descending stimulation, requiring no especial circuitry. Maufroy [134] used a detailed

CPG implementation using neuronal models, divided in threeneural structures and testing it on detailed

musculoskeletal simulations of cat’s fore and hind girdles.

2.3.3 Locomotion in legged robots

The distributed characteristics of CPG based controllers allows it to be applied in multi legged

robots. It can be applied in robots with as little as two legs,such as humanoid robots, up to robots

with six, eight, or more legs. CPGs have been shown to be a simple method to control centipede like

robots, with an indeterminate number of pair of legs, such inthe modular robot presented by Shinya

Aoi et al. [7]. However the most typical application, and themost extensive application of CPG based

controllers are in hexapod, quadruped and biped robots.

Hexapod robots are good for applications where added stability is required, and where CPGs are

able to easily produce the coordinated patterns of the different hexapod gaits [13,60,96,97,125,127].

Quadruped robots are designed with distinct leg geometries, providing distinct stability character-

istics to their walking, simplifying the control problem insome works. Some quadruped robots are

designed with leg geometries similar to hexapod robots, with sprawling legs, providing a wider stance

and greater stability [60, 208, 209]. Other quadruped designs have an erect posture, with a geometry
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closer to small mammals like the cat or dog [110,115,178], and even crawling toddlers [45,174].

Bipedal robot walking is more challenging when compared to hexapod and quadruped walking.

Having only two legs, the walking requires the alternate support of the body and constant adjustment of

balancing for maintaining stability, with an higher chanceof falling, unlike other multi legged robots.

Even though biped walking presents an increased level of difficulty, CPGs have also been applied suc-

cessfully to several kinds of biped robots. From servo actuated tethered bipeds constrained to the

sagittal plane [114, 123, 149], to full sized humanoid robots [88, 147], including compliant actuated

humanoids [89] and football playing robots [18].

An extensive number of works apply CPGs in simulated bipeds,many of which aim to demon-

strate the feasibility of CPG based controllers and their integration with feedback mechanisms, or to

achieve an easier system analysis [9, 187, 206, 207]. Although important the existence of extensive

works demonstrating the capabilities of CPG based controllers on simulation, controlling a real robot

can be considered in many aspects more challenging [57, 149]. Many dynamic effects are not consid-

ered correctly in simulation, either by using a simplified model, by the incomplete representation of

mass distributions, the simplified actuator models, or eventhe choice of collision models.

2.3.4 CPG modeling and implementation

Many approaches to CPG based controllers have been tried throughout the years. Several mathe-

matical tools and methodologies have been used to implementcontrol solutions featuring the biological

CPG characteristics.

Designing a solution for robot locomotion based on CPGs usually requires identifying the desired

architecture of the system, how many DOFs will be controlled, identify the required motor patterns

and how motor patterns are coordinated. One must decide the output of the system. Whether the CPG

directly produces joint position, joint velocity, torque or simply a swing/stance step phase signal.

Neural Oscillators

One of the most applied tool in CPG based solutions is the Matsuoka oscillator/Neural oscilla-

tor [133]. Taga in 1991 presented a seminal work where walking and running was generated for a

simplified biped model, resorting to a half-center approachto the CPG, using neural oscillators for pro-

ducing torques to be applied at the joints [207]. The work wasprogressively improved and expanded to

a more complex 7 DOFs biped model with feet and torso in 1995 [204, 205], to a 3D simulated biped

in 1998 and expanded with the ability of anticipatory obstacle avoidance [206]. These works were so

significant that many CPG based solutions have followed similar implementations.

Another significant work is the research conducted by Kimuraand Fukuoka using neural oscillators

in quadruped locomotion, first applying it in the Patrush quadruped robot [108]. Later, it was applied

to the more capable quadruped robot Tekken [64, 109, 110], capable of achieving medium velocities

in irregular and natural terrain. The CPG system produces the coordinated sequence of step phase

sequences, defining swing and stance, for which PD controller gains and joints positions are selected.
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These works in Tekken have shown that by integrating the CPG with sensory dependent responses and

corrective reflexes, the robot can walk on natural and irregular environment.

Neural oscillators were extensively used in the solutions proposed for the Titan robots [100,196,208,

209], for the quadruped walking machine BISAM [19], for simulated biped [77, 99, 146] and bipedal

robots [57,58,114,132].

Phase oscillators

Another very popular approach to the implementation of CPG based solutions, is the division of

the CPG into two functional layers. A distributed rhythmic generator layer is usually implemented as a

phase oscillator with a unit for each leg, producing the coordinated base rhythmic signal that drives the

pattern generation layer. The temporal reference generation layer and a spatial coordination layer can

be controlled separately.

Tsujita and colleagues apply this approach with the phase oscillator driving a nominal end effector

trajectory defined by key points on the task space, and temporally in swing and stance phases [216].

At each instant in time, the end effector position is returned by the nominal trajectory, and the leg

joint positions are provided using the inverse kinematics of the robot. This became a popular approach

that has been extensively used in subsequent works, by the authors and others, in biped [4, 5, 8, 151],

quadruped robots [10,11,135,136] and multi-legged robots[7].

A slight different approach was performed by Morimoto and colleagues, where the pattern gener-

ator consists on an ensemble of sinusoidal profiles for the joint trajectories rather than obtained from

inverse kinematics [147,148,202]. Authors argue that since the nominal gait patterns are sinusoids, the

approach does not need careful design of desired gait trajectories, as they are modulated through the

detected phase and synchronization with the inverted pendulum the robot dynamics.

Dynamic movement primitives (DMP) is an imitation learningmethod for the representation of

motor primitives, which also divides a motor primitive, rhythmic or discrete, into a temporal reference

and a spatial reference. In the case of the rhythmic DMP, a temporal reference is also achieved by em-

ploying a phase oscillator, which drives the rhythmicity ofthe spatial reference. This imitation learning

approach of rhythmic motor primitives was used to learn and generate bipedal walking patterns [88,149]

and quadruped walking [61].

Limit cycle oscillators

CPG solutions implemented as nonlinear oscillators typically produce the temporal reference and

coordination jointly with the spatial patterns. The characteristics of the nonlinear oscillators can be

exploited to reproduce the features of the biological CPGs,as demonstrated by the extensive research

by Ijspeert and his group.

Quadruped walking in simple compliant robots has been demonstrated to harness the character-

istics of nonlinear oscillators to achieve global entrainment and resonant frequency tracking [26, 29].

This characteristic was also used to design an imitation framework using nonlinear oscillators, using
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the concept of Fourier decomposition. A given number of Adaptive Frequency Oscillators (AFO) is

used on each joint to imitate a pre-defined trajectory, providing a system with the desired features of

nonlinear oscillators. Its capabilities were demonstrated in a biped walking task [173]. The use of

nonlinear oscillators was also explored to generate rhythmic and discrete motions, tackling the problem

of hand-placement while walking for a crawling toddler robot [44, 45, 65]. Righetti [174] introduced

a mechanism controlling the stance and swing phase on the solution produced by the Landau-Stuart

oscillator, and feedback mechanisms for the control of phase transitions depending on the measured

foot force. The Landau-Stuart oscillator is also the base ofother works in biped robots [120].

Nonlinear oscillators such as Van der Pol and Rayleight havealso been used to implement CPGs for

simulated planar biped models, mimicking the trajectoriesof human hip, knee and ankle joints [163,

164].

Neural networks

Neural networks have also been used in the implementation ofCPG based controllers. In [194]

a small humanoid HOAP-1 robot walks resorting to three sub-controllers, implemented as recurrent

neural networks (RNN). RNN were also used to reproduce the kinematical motions for a quadruped

robot [213]. Using Cellular nonlinear networks (CNNs), Arena and colleagues implemented a hierar-

chical implementation for a hexapod robot [13], with high level commands translated into parameters

through a motor map. Implementing a kind of pattern generation layer, a fuzzy neural network (FNN)

controls the joints of the quadruped robot TIM-1 [203], and with a feed-forward neural network (FFNN)

by Estevez et al. [60].

2.3.5 Feedback mechanisms in CPG based controllers

The possibility of feedback integration in CPG based controllers is one of the major arguments

for the application of the CPG concept in robotics. It is intended that the integration of feedback

mechanisms will provide a better framework for robot walking and running with increased flexibility

and agility, through the desired features of motor adaptation and mutual entrainment.

Global and frequency entrainment

Taga’s main contribution is the demonstration of the important role of global entrainment between

the rhythmic activity of the nervous system and the rhythmicmovements of the musculo-skeletal sys-

tem, including interaction with the environment, for the generation of a more stable and flexible loco-

motion [207].

Typically when using CPGs implemented as neural oscillators, sensory information is input directly

into the oscillator’s dynamics, influencing directly its activity and achieving entrainment between the

generated motions and the exhibited walking dynamics. Usual sensory information are the signals

from proprioceptive information, such as joint position, joint velocity and exerted joint torques, and

exteroceptive information as foot touch, foot ground reaction forces and body angle [19, 209].This
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mechanism is sufficient for these solutions to produce walking motions and in some cases to also walk

on uneven terrains and reject small perturbations [58,108,205,225]. In [132] was demonstrated that the

appropriate sensory information used in the CPGs could be learned using reinforcement learning.

Another method to achieve global entrainment is the exploitation of the natural dynamics, such

as the pendulum dynamics of biped robots [88, 147, 148, 202],or taking advantage of the nonlinear

oscillators’ entrainment properties for tracking the resonant frequencies of a compliant system [26,29].

Global entrainment has also been demonstrated to replace explicit interlimb coordination. Ishig-

uro and colleagues have demonstrated that interlimb coordination could be achieved through ground

reaction force influence on the phase dynamics of the CPGs [105, 155], achieving good adaptability to

changes in weight distribution and walking speed.

Phase resetting and step phase transition regulation

Another method that has been used on CPG based controller, for achieving entrainment between

the system and the environment is phase resetting and phase transition mechanisms. These mechanisms

take on the idea of regulating the timing of step phases, controlling the transition between swing and

stance accordingly to external sensory events, such as footplacement. They are typically used on

solutions which employ phase oscillators or limit cycle oscillators, from where the temporal reference

is easily accessible in the system.

Phase resetting mechanisms change the current state of the phase oscillator to the nominal phase

upon an external event, such as foot strike. It is used to provide robustness to small unperceived per-

turbations [149, 151, 173, 216], adapting the biped robot walking to split-belt treadmill with differ-

ent speeds [4], and in some cases to adequate the motor patterns to the real robot, stopping it from

falling [149].

It has been extensively used and studied by Aoi and colleagues [8,10,11], whom also analyzed the

functional role of phase resetting in the walk [5,6].

Slightly more complex are the transition regulations between the step phases, swing and stance. It

can however, offer more control options and is probably closer in concept to the phase transition regula-

tion in vertebrates. Righetti [174] proposed four transition mechanisms that regulate the transition from

swing to stance, and the transition from stance to swing. Themechanisms halt the transition, or elicit

the transition between the two step phases depending on footload conditions. Maufroy used similar

mechanisms in his quadruped controller [135,136], with thephase modulations providing stability and

robustness to unperceived slopes, steps and lateral perturbations.

Reflexes and rapid motor corrections

A reflex is here considered as a rapid corrective action triggered through sensory information or an

event, internal or external. Reflexes are responsible for reacting quickly to unperceived disturbances,

such as stumbling, crossed flexor reflex, lateral stepping and leg extension reflex.

Kimura, Fukuoka and colleagues have used reflexes within theCPG controller since the first work

in quadruped robots [64, 108], initially applying stumbling, stretch, vestibulospinal, and extensor and
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flexor reflexes. In later works they extended and improved theused reflexes, including sideways step-

ping reflex to stabilize rolling motion, corrective stepping reflex to deal with loss of ground contact

when walking down unperceived steps, and crossed flexor reflex [64, 110]. They argue that employing

reflexes and responses is not sufficient, but necessary for stable walking on natural terrain.

Similar leg extension reflex is used by Lewis [122], along with postural control reflexes, adjusting

bias of posture from foot pressure information.

A center of gravity (COG) adjustment is performed in the workby Fukuda [196], through the

application of a soft terrain recognition reflex, making therobot move its own COG to a more stable

position.

Long term motor adaptations and responses

Responses and long term adaptations modulate the motor patterns in a longer time frame than re-

flexes. These adaptations may adjust the rhythmic activity of walking to match the external condi-

tions [101] or from repeating occurring reflexes [149].

Postural responses adjust and modulate motor patterns to slope conditions [225], changing leg

height according to roll and pitch angles [64,110]. Slippery terrain adaptation is achieved by Takemura

et al. [208], through a mechanism which detects the slippageof the feet and chooses the appropriate

strategy.

Lewis [123] proposed a visual adaptation of the motor patterns, learning in a long term context the

required modulations of the step amplitude during obstacleapproach, for a correct paw placement and

obstacle step-over.

2.4 Dynamical systems approach

Dynamical systems approach to behavior generation and motor control has proven to be success-

ful in many robotic applications, offering interesting characteristics based on the theory of dynamical

systems, which apply well to robot motor control.

In this framework, behavior-based approaches to robotics link sensory events and perception to

actions, through to the natural evolving solution of a dynamical system, defined as stable and unstable

fixed points, modeling the task behavior relative to the goaland low-level sensory information [21,192].

Motor control is also achieved using this framework, encoding motor control policies into the dy-

namical system’s landscapes, as defined by fixed points and limit cycles. Motor control policies are

formulated recurring to systems with adequate attractor properties, resulting in a formulation which

generates in real-time kinematic trajectories (e.g. position and velocities), resistant against transient

perturbations and offering the ability for real-time modulations. Motor policies converge to goal states

as defined by attractive fixed points, can converge to stable rhythmic motions by converging to a limit

cycle (attractive closed orbit), while avoiding undesirable states or dealing with constraints which can

be defined by repeller fixed points.
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Dynamical systems present interesting properties for trajectory generation. It allows smooth real-

time modulation of the trajectory with respect to the system’s parameters, the location of the fixed

points, amplitude and frequency of limit cycles. These systems also provide for robustness against small

perturbations, converge to the original solution after transient perturbations because of existence of

globally stable attractors. Also it is possible to integrate sensory feedback terms, by directly specifying

the set of dynamical parameters as time-varying sensory-motor information, or by introducing external

forces or new attractors to the system, changing the attractor landscape and adapting movements to

external and dynamic conditions.

The motivation of the dynamical systems approach to motor control has been recently exposed [157]

using ideas from optimal control.

All these properties were explored and applied in several works in robotics to achieve the generation

of motor trajectories in multiple DOF robots. It has been applied to control of reaching movements

in a robust way, adapting to sudden changes in the environment or external forces acting on limbs and

generate collision free manipulation on redundant manipulators [78,98]; to represent motor actions used

in learning through imitation [79, 91, 94]; and to control task execution time by exploiting the timing

characteristics of nonlinear oscillators [198]. Also widely applied in tasks which involve rhythmic

motions such as biped and quadruped autonomous adaptive locomotion over irregular terrain [110],

juggling [191], drumming [46], and playing with a slinky toy[221].



CHAPTER 3

MODELING CENTRAL PATTERN GENERATORS

As presented in the previous chapter, many works achieve robot walking by successfully applying

CPG based methods in a wide range of legged robots. However, there is no defined framework for

applying CPGs, neither a fixed definition of what is understood as a CPG in robotics. The author

herein considers that a robotic implementation of a CPG based controller should present the identified

features from biological CPGs, as presented in section 2.2.2, regardless of the chosen methods for

implementation. A summarized list of CPG desirable features is presented:

a) Endogenous generation of rhythmic patterns, independentof rhythmic inputs and external events.

b) Production of coordinated movements, addressing the redundancy problem by using a reduced

set of synergistic motions.

c) Distributed implementation, allowing a flexible coordination to achieve different gaits.

d) Allow the modulation and control of locomotion through only a few high-level commands.

e) Allow the integration of feedback and reflex mechanisms forcorrections based on sensory infor-

mation.

f ) Capable of performing different locomotor behaviors.

g) Permit the inclusion of mechanisms for anticipatory and voluntary action.

h) Having the potential for improving rhythmic patterns and learning motor abilities.

This chapter presents the pursuit of these identified features by harnessing the characteristics of dynam-

ical systems and limit cycle oscillators, applied to the design of the proposed CPG on quadruped and

biped robots.

The proposed solutions in this work, for quadruped and bipedcontrol are distinct on how the tem-

poral and spatial references of motor activity are produced. For the quadruped walking problem, a CPG

model based on a method of distributed unit generators was chosen. Uses a simple representation of

the Landau-Stuart oscillator as its basic building block, producing the temporal and spatial references

27
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jointly. On the proposed CPG for the biped problem, the temporal and spatial reference is divided into

two layers. The temporal reference is produced using phase oscillators, and the spatial reference using

a pattern generator based on a set of forcing terms in attractor dynamical systems, which define motion

primitives.

These systems offer interesting characteristics, which apply well to model the biological CPG fea-

tures. Both the Landau-Stuart oscillator and phase oscillators produce endogenous rhythmic generation,

addressing featurea). They also allow for an easy coupling and synchronization due to their entrainment

abilities, allowing to accomplish featurec) straightforwardly.

Featureb) is the accomplished in the quadruped solution by the well-defined coupling between

the unit generators. The biped solution addresses the coordinated set of motion primitives, which are

dependent on the timing of the shared phase oscillator.

Both solutions allow for an easy modulation of the produced motor patterns by parameter manipu-

lation, resulting in straightforward and meaningful changes in the produced motor behavior (featuref )).

These changes result in smooth modulations for the producedtrajectories, even if through abrupt pa-

rameter changes. Moreover, it is possible to map changes from the control parameters to higher-level

command inputs, addressing featured).

These systems produce stable rhythmic patterns in respect to their limit cycle behavior, returning to

the normal stable state after small transient perturbations. This characteristic, the intrinsic robustness of

the dynamical systems allows for an easy integration of sensory feedback mechanisms, by temporarily

influencing the system’s state (featuree)).

The proposed method also has been demonstrated to have the ability to produce rhythmic and su-

perimposed discrete motions, allowing to tackle motor behaviors such as reaching movements while

walking [44] (featureg)).

Lastly, due to its parameterizable and modular approach, itis possible to use optimization [152] and

learning algorithms for extending the robot’s motor abilities, addressing featureh).

3.1 CPG model of distributed unit generators

The key component on the proposed solution is the Landau-Stuart oscillator, as its versatility has

allowed it to be used on several other motor generation contexts [44,46,186], and its properties are easily

investigated analytically and numerically (presented in appendix A). The oscillator is here presented

as a building block for motor generation, demonstrating itscapabilities and the possible parameter

modulations.
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3.1.1 Landau-Stuart oscillator

Consider the nonlinear dynamical oscillator containing a supercritical Hopf bifurcation [201], given

by the following differential equations:

ẋ =α
(

µν − r2
)

(x−O)− ωιz, (3.1)

ż =α
(

µν − r2
)

z + ωι(x−O), (3.2)

wherer =
√

(x−O)2 + z2, andx, z are the state variables. The oscillator presents two extra param-

eters relatively to the simple Landau-Stuart oscillator usually used in previous works,ν and ι. This

choice of introducing these two parameters was meant to decouple the role of the parameters that define

the quantitative solution from the qualitative solution ofthe oscillator.

This nonlinear oscillator contains an Hopf bifurcation such that the solution bifurcates to either a

stable fixed point at(x, z) = (O, 0) for µν < 0, or to a structurally stable harmonic limit cycle around

(x, z) = (O, 0), for µν > 0. Herein, only parameterν ∈ {−1, 1} is used to control these bifurcations,

while µ > 0 is maintained. Speed of convergence to the limit cycle or fixed point is given by
∣

∣

∣

1
2αµν

∣

∣

∣.

These two qualitatively different solutions are depicted in figs. 3.1(a) and 3.1(b), respectively.

Oscillation frequency is specified throughω > 0 (rad.s−1). Amplitude of the oscillation (limit cycle

radius) is given by
√
µ. VariableO controls the oscillatory offset on thex solution when the oscillator

bifurcates to a limit cycle, or the location of the point attractor inx when the oscillator bifurcates to the

fixed point.

Fig. 3.2 demonstrates the role of these three parameters. Infig. 3.2(a) the frequency of the oscillatory

solution is changed through the manipulation of the frequency parameterω. The amplitude of the

oscillatory solution is determined by parameterµ, which is set according to the desired amplitude:

µ = A2 (fig. 3.2(b)). The tracking of the desired oscillatory offset is demonstrated in fig. 3.2(c) for

t < 5.5 s (ν = 1), and the tracking of the desired point attractor fort > 5.5 s (ν = −1).

The oscillator can easily alternate the direction of the produced solution. As demonstrated in fig. 3.3,

the limit cycle rotates clockwise or counterclockwise ifι = −1 or ι = 1, respectively. This change in

the limit cycle’s direction results in the inversion of the solutions in time.

Independent control of oscillator phase durations

The oscillator described by eq. (3.1,3.2) generates oscillatory solutions in which the ascending

and descending portions have equal durations. However by manipulating the frequency parameterω

periodically, one can achieve durations with independent durations, as proposed by [174].

ω =
ω1

e−az + 1
+

ω2

eaz + 1
, (3.3)

where frequencyω alternates between two different values,ω1 andω2, depending on the value ofz.

For ι = 1, on the positive portion ofz (z > 0), the mechanism assignsω1 value toω, andω2 during the
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Figure 3.1: Oscillator solutions for the system defined by eqs. (3.1, 3.2). Whenν = −1 an attractor
fixed point solution is obtained ((a),(c)), and whenν = 1 a limit cycle solution is exhibited ((b),(d)). Ini-
tial points:(x0, z0) = (0.2,−0.4), (x1, z1) = (0.75, 0.8), (x2, z2) = (1.0, 2.0), (x3, z3) = (−5.0, 0.3).
The point attractor, and limit cycle center is(0, 0) (O = 0), with µ = 1 for a unitary amplitude.α = 1,
ι = 1 andω = 6.3 rad.s−1. In (a) and (b) the vector field is presented in the background. In (c) and (d)
x solution is the solid line andz is the dashed line.

negative portion ofz (z < 0). Forι = −1, the opposite is true. On the positive portion ofz (z > 0), ω2

is assigned toω, andω1 for z < 0. By changing the frequency value in each portion of thex solution,

it is possible to independently control the duration of eachportion. The alternation swiftness between

these two values is controlled bya.

Fig. 3.4 demonstrates this modulation mechanism, presenting the alternation inω value and the

resulting solution.

Summary

In summary, the discussed oscillator is able to produce solutions that can be summarized as follows:

• A discrete trajectory to a desired pointO, if ν = −1.

• Rhythmic trajectories with amplitude
√
µ and frequencyω around an offsetO, if ν = 1.

• The superimposition of both rhythmic and discrete solutions.

• Invertible solutions by setting parameterι.
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(b) Modulation ofµ to obtain{2, 10, 15, 30} amplitudes, by settingµ = {4, 100, 225, 900}, respectively.
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(c) Change of the offsetO = {−30,−20, 015, 20, 30}, translating the limit cycle offset untilt < 5.5 s, and
producing discrete motions with a point-attractor fromt > 5.5 s.

Figure 3.2: Demonstration of the quantitative changes on the solutions obtained when manipulatingω,
µ andO.

• Rhythmic trajectories with independent durations of ascending and descending portions.

Fig. 3.5 demonstrates the parameters’ roles in the generated trajectories and their modulation.

In panel (A) there is a discrete solution towards the offsetO parameter (dashed line). Sinceν = −1,

the rhythmic solution is off. Rhythmic solution is turned onat t = 0.5 s panel (B). The offset parameter

O is also changed, altering the offset of the rhythmic solution. This superposition of discrete and

rhythmic solution is verified both in panels (B) and (D).

In panel (C), small changes of theω parameter modulate the generated trajectories in frequency.

Note the fast but smooth amplitude modulation of the generated trajectories according to small changes

in the µ parameter. The oscillator promptly changes the frequency and amplitude of the generated

solutions, resulting in smooth and responsive trajectories. In (D) the oscillator is inverted.
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(a) Limit cycle exhibiting two oscillatory directions. Theoscillator rotates counter-clockwise in the first seconds,
as set byι = 1, and later rotates clockwise by changing the parameter toι = −1.
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(b) The change in oscillatory direction is identified by the change in precedence betweenx (solid) andz (dashed)
solutions. Forι = 1, x is ahead ofz, while for ι = −1 x is trailing z.

Figure 3.3: Demonstration of the direction reversal ability of the oscillator. At 5 s parameterι is changed
from 1 to -1, changing the direction of the limit cycle. For a better visualization of this change, the limit
cycle center point was changed from (-1.5,0) to (1.5,0) at 5 s.

These features enable the production of flexible trajectories within the solution space of the oscilla-

tor, encoded by the values of its set of parameters. It is therefore assumed that the presented oscillator

presents advantageous characteristics for rhythmic motorcontrol.

3.1.2 Oscillator coupling

The presented oscillator is also well suited for distributed use, as will be explored in the current

section. This aspect will allow creating an organized network of oscillators resulting in a CPG, and

after, a network of CPGs that result in the locomotor controller. Three different methods to achieve

phase coordination among the oscillators are here presented, establishing arbitrary phase relationships,

in-phase coupling and double frequency coupling, each witha distinct objective and application.

Besides the methods here presented, it would also be possible to use symmetry group techniques

to achieve coordinated spatiotemporal periodic solutionsin a coupled network, reflecting the temporal

relationships existing in quadruped and biped gaits. However the method’s simplest network requires a
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Figure 3.4: Frequency modulation mechanism as proposed by [174]. The frequency of the oscillator
alternates periodically between two values, achieving independent control of the duration of the oscil-
lation portions.
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of the generated trajectory (black) through several changes of parameters. Dashed
line depicts offsetO throughout time. On (A), sinceν = −1 the oscillator relaxes to the value ofO.
The rhythmic activity is activated in (B),(C),(D). In (B) and (D) both discrete and rhythmic trajectories.
Frequency is decreased from (B) to (C) and (D). In (D) the oscillator is inverted.

minimum of the double of cells to produce the possible gaits,eight cells in the case of quadruped gait

and four cells in the case of biped gaits [33, 165]. Moreover,it is not clear to the author which kind of

coupling terms should be used, and how to find the coupling values to achieve the desired spatiotemporal

relationships. Besides, it is not evident if it is possible to switch in real-time and straightforwardly,

among the possible spatiotemporal relationships.

Arbitrary phase relationship

Here it is considered that is desired to achieve an arbitraryphase relationshipθ between two oscil-

lators. This phase relationship may be obtained by the employment of a rotation matrixR(θ), which

rotates the linear terms onto each other, producing the correct influences on the oscillator to achieve the

desired entrainment, as outlined by Buchli [26,28].

The rotation matrix is added as a member to the oscillator, here represented in matrix notation.

[

ẋi

żi

]

=

[

fx(xi −Oi, zi)

fz(xi −Oi, zi)

]

+ κR(ιj θ
j
i )

[

(xj−Oj)
rj
zj
rj

]

(3.4)

This coupling mechanisms maintains a desired phase relationship, θji , imposing a phase relationship
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from oscillatorj onto oscillatori. Parameterκ specifies the coupling strength between the two oscilla-

tors, which can be useful when it is desired to decouple the specific oscillator, or increase the strength

of the influence between two oscillators. The oscillator’s influence is normalized, divided by the os-

cillator’s radiusrj , minimizing the effects of the difference in amplitudes between the two oscillators.

Parameterιi accomplishes a correct coupling between two oscillators, holding the information of the

direction of the coupled oscillator.

In-phase coupling

In phase coupling is a particular case when the desired phaserelationshipθ = 0, simplifying the

terms to be added to the oscillator equations.

ẋi =fx(xi −Oi, zi) (3.5)

żi =fz(xi −Oi, zi) + κ
zj

rj
(3.6)

However, as shown in eqs. (3.5,3.6), the coupling term inx is ignored, to accommodate the possibility

of oscillator with different limit cycle directions.

This mechanism allows for a very simple coupling method to achieve in-phase coupling between

two of the presented oscillators.

Double frequency coupling

It may be desirable to achieve in-phase relationship maintenance between two oscillators, where the

leading oscillator entrains a faster oscillator with double the frequency. By adding the coupling terms

presented in eqs. (3.7,3.8), oscillatori can be coupled to a leading oscillatorj.

ẋi =fx(xi −Oi, zi) (3.7)

żi =fz(xi −Oi, zi) + κ
zj (xj −Oj)

rj
(3.8)

Fig. 3.6 demonstrates what is meant by coupling two oscillators with double the frequency. Lead-

ing oscillator (x1, z1) presents a period of 4 s, while oscillator(x2, z2) presents the double of this

frequency. Notice that during one of the half portions of oscillator 1, a complete synchronized oscil-

lation is performed by oscillator 2. The mechanism synchronizes the onset of oscillations between the

two oscillators.

This coupling mechanism will be very useful in the achievement of periodic modulatory mecha-

nisms on the proposed organization of the CPG, as will be presented in the next chapter.

3.1.3 Discrete dynamical system

On the proposed locomotor system, along with the productionof rhythmic motions, it may also be

required to produce solely discrete, point to point motions. This ability is accomplished by using a set
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Figure 3.6: Leading oscillator 1 (top) performs a period of 4s, and oscillator 2 (bottom) a period of 2 s.
The coupling mechanism accomplishes a synchronized execution of oscillations between the oscillators,
with coincident onsets.

of differential equations based on the VITE (Vector Integration To Endpoint) model [32], and based on

the discrete system of [46].

A discrete motion is generated by:

ẏ = v, (3.9)

v̇ = −b
2

4
(y − yg)− bv. (3.10)

The system produces stable, critically damped solutions that converge asymptotically and monotoni-

cally to targetyg, defined as an attractive fixed point, with a speed of convergence defined by parameter

b.

The simplicity of the system is a very attractive characteristic for motor control, with one only

tuneable parameterb and a control variableyg for the goal of the motion. It also produces smooth and

continuous trajectory accelerations, and its suited for the application along the proposed CPGs, or even

into the CPG as control input.

3.2 Two layer CPG model

The proposed two layer CPG model is implemented by resortingto two dynamical systems tools

into two distinct functional layers, a rhythm generation layer and a pattern generation layer. The division

onto two layers addresses temporal and spatial generation independently, which allows to generate more

complex spatial solutions than the previous Landau-Stuartoscillator.

For the rhythm generation layer, a phase oscillator is employed. The pattern generation layer is

divided in several units of pattern generators, each including a set of forcing terms driven by the rhyth-
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mic phase produce periodic trajectories. The final periodictrajectory produced by a pattern generator is

the overall result from the employment of these forcing terms. Forcing terms describe simple motions,

meant to be employed as components for building and achieving more complex motions. Motor behav-

iors are achieved by performing complex motions, broken down into simpler constituent motions. It is

a synergistic approach, considering that by weighting, modulating or sequencing the simpler motions,

one can accomplish the generation of more complex trajectories.

This approach is based on the notion ofmotor primitives, which hypothesizes that the generated

motor output from the vertebrate motor system is accomplished through a combination of a number

of units of motor output [23, 62]. Small functional units in the spinal cord produce specific patterns

of muscle activation, also namedsynergies, as discrete building blocks which combined result in the

production of a variety of movements. This method for the problem of motor control allows the CNS to

handle a large space of solutions, simplifying the low-level activation of the muscles, handling only the

activation of synergies, instead of individual muscles involved in the movement [190]. It is an effec-

tive method to accomplish coordination among a large numberof DOFs for a determined stereotypical

behavior in low-level control. The problem of motor controlcomes down to a role in selecting, appro-

priately activating pre-existing motor primitives, or even transforming and deriving from an existing

limited number of stored motor primitives.

This concept is applied in the presented approach as kinematic motor primitives, herein named

motion primitives, proposed for the case of rhythmic motor behaviors in locomotion.

3.2.1 Rhythm generator

Similarly to other CPG implementations [10,147,216], a rhythm generator layer is implemented as

a phase oscillator, producing the driving rhythmicity for the pattern generation.

The coupled phase oscillator is given by:

φ̇i = ω + k sin (φo − φi + π) , (3.11)

whereφi (rad) is the phase CPGi andφo (rad) is the phase of CPGo. The phase increases monoton-

ically and linearly with rate ofω (rad.s−1), bounded in the range[−π, π] (fig.3.7(a)). The goal is to

have the phase of the oscillator set the pace for the generation of periodic trajectories, as a time keeping

clock for the generation of the rhythmic motions for the CPGi.

The use of a phase oscillator provides for a simple mechanismfor entrainment and phase locking,

which has been extensively studied and applied to synchronization phenomena [1]. The included cou-

pling termk sin (φi − φo + π) maintains a desired phase relationship ofπ between oscillatoro andi,

with a coupling strength ofk. Analytical demonstration of the coupling is presented in appendix B
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3.2.2 Motion pattern generator

In the proposed implementation, each pattern generator is based on a basic point attractive system,

represented by a first order dynamics.

ż = α(O − z) +
∑

fj(z, φi, φ̇i) (3.12)

O specifies the goal attractor, or baseline for the final generated rhythmic motion, andα its time con-

stant. Without any forcing termsfj, the system converges asymptotically towards the goalO, and no

rhythmic activity exists. The system must then be subject toperiodic influences through the forcing

terms and the phase oscillator output, producing the final rhythmic trajectory.

A single forcing functionfj(z, φi, φ̇i) maps the current position and the phase of the step cycle to a

force which influences the system’s final output. Each forcing function is anchored into a specific phase

value from[−π, π] rad, resulting in a rhythmic pattern driven byφi. The final generated trajectoryz

results from the sum of all forcing functions.

Fig. 3.7(b) demonstrates the output of the pattern generator when employing a forcing termf1 =

10φ̇ sin (φ) for z1, andf2 = −10φ̇ φ
0.274 exp

(

− φ2

0.548

)

for z2. The final pattern fromz3 is achieved by

employing the two forcing terms,f1 + f3, resulting in a more complex rhythmic pattern.

In terms of stability, the system is guaranteed to converge to the attractorO in the absence of

forcing terms if an appropriateα is chosen (α > 0). Furthermore, the magnitudes of the forcing

terms employed in eq.(3.12) are limited and bounded by design, thus the system is BIBO (Bounded-

Input, Bounded-Output) stable, producing a solution around O given that the rhythmic forcing terms

are limited in amplitude [94].

The system in eq. (3.12) could easily be substituted by a second-order system, like a linear spring-

damper such as in forced velocity DMPs [91].

In this formulation, a single motion primitive is defined as aset of forcing functions assigned to

the pattern generators among the required joints. The set offorcing functions defines a rhythmic motor

behavior, coordinating all the recruited DOFs, used as a building block for the final motor behavior.
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Figure 3.7: Demonstration of two distinct rhythmic patterns inz1 andz2 resulting from applyingf1 and
f2, respectively, as well as the combination inz3, resulting fromf1 + f2.



CHAPTER 4

QUADRUPED LOCOMOTION

Locomotion generation for legged robots is a complex problem that can be divided in several sub-

problems such as: gait generation, posture control, adaptation to the environment, planning; too enu-

merate just a few. In order to tackle some of these problems inquadruped locomotion, a bio-inspired

architecture is proposed, based on the functional model of biological motor systems, and on the use of

dynamical systems to model Central Pattern Generators (CPGs), as presented in chapter 3.

The proposed architecture is able to produce a varied range of quadruped motors skills, having the

ability to achieve goal-oriented locomotion and navigation as directed through high-level commands

from local planning methods.

The chapter will start with the design of the proposed CPG controller, and explain how the tools

presented in chapter 3 are used to produce the motor actions for quadruped locomotion. A series of

experiments and simulations are subsequently presented todemonstrate the adequacy of the proposed

CPG controller to produce purposeful, goal-oriented locomotion. The omnidirectional walking capabil-

ities on the AIBO ERS-7 are presented, and a navigation application in simulation. Later on, a tentative

approach to include a phase entrainment feedback mechanismis presented. Lastly a feedback mech-

anism for posture and balance maintenance for a standing quadruped is proposed, and tested on the

AIBO ERS-7, subject to postural perturbations in a testing platform.

4.1 Related works

Quadruped omnidirectional locomotion Quadruped omnidirectional locomotion has been achieved

through different methods in several works and applications. The most usual method for achieving

omnidirectional walking is by employing model based methods, requiring the planning of footholds,

resorting to a desired gait plan and the use of inverse kinematics and body dynamics [37,59,90,224].

Parameterizable walking motions are also used and omnidirectional walks can also be found [76],

where optimization was used to find the best parameters for the leg motions [38,85].

There are some implementations of CPG based controllers where quadruped steering is achieved,

39
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but not omnidirectional locomotion. Tsujita and colleagues [215] proposed a dynamic turning control

system for a quadruped robot with a body yaw joint, which is not is not suitable for the AIBO robot

due to its configuration and rigid body. Hiroshi Kimura and colleagues [111] designed a locomotor

controller based on neural systems and integrated it with a new navigation controller in order to achieve

the turning motion, however their steering approach is specific for a quadruped robot with yaw joints

on the legs. Omnidirectional locomotion by neural oscillator networks is presented and demonstrated

in 6 and 8-legged robots in the work of Manoonpong [127], describing modular neural control struc-

tures consisting of three different functional modules, utilizing discrete-time neurodynamics, capable

of performing omnidirectional walking as well as reactive behavior.

However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, omnidirectional locomotion has not been addressed

in the framework of dynamical systems and limit cycle oscillators. The proposed work tries to serve this

purpose by presenting a general, model free controller using the framework of limit cycle oscillators

and dynamical systems, that autonomously generate the required leg trajectories, modulated according

high-level commands to achieve omnidirectional walking.

Entrainment in quadruped locomotion Many efforts have been taken to design methods for cor-

recting and adequating the CPGs’ nominal output in face of unexpected perturbations or unperceived

changes in the environment. One typical approach is the adjustment of the nominal stepping frequency

of the CPG, either by phase manipulation or frequency tracking.

In quadruped robots step phase manipulation has been achieved through phase resetting and through

phase regulation. The former resets the phase of the step cycle upon an external event, typically foot

strike [11, 216]. The other method for phase regulation controls the transition between step phases,

delaying and eliciting the transition depending on external conditions, typically leg load [135,136,174].

Other methods exploit the entrainment properties of the oscillators employed in the CPGs. For

instance, frequency tracking was demonstrated for the compliant quadruped robot Puppy [29].

The present chapter explores a phase feedback inspired in the work of Morimoto [88] and Fukuoka [64],

aiming to entrain the CPG oscillators with the phase of the robot’s periodic motions. The goal is to ex-

ploit the entrainment properties of the oscillator, while achieving phase manipulation for the adjustment

of the nominal step frequency.

Posture control There are already a few works that apply CPGs and nonlinear dynamical systems to

address locomotion and postural control. Hiroshi Kimura and colleagues [64] generate a dynamically

stable gait on irregular terrains. They include avestibulospinal reflexand atonic labyrinthine response

to adjust the pitch and rolling during locomotion.

Lewis et al. [122] apply CPGs to generate the movement for thehip and knee joints. Their goal is

to equalize pressure on the feet by making suitable shifts intrunk position and trunk configuration, and

therefore achieve postural control. However, it is required a twist joint in the robot trunk to apply the

mechanism.

Ridderström and Ingvast [172] implemented a standing quadruped robot postural control to control

the trunk’s desired roll angle, pitch angle and height. Theyachieve posture control, maintaining the
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trunk’s horizontal position by distributing the applied vertical forces of the body on the legs through

hybrid control, relying on impedance and torque control from the WARP 1 robotic platform.

Maufroy [135,136] achieves postural control in the frontalplane of the quadruped robot, by applying

phase resetting mechanisms, which extends the stance phaseof the leg supporting the body’s mass.

However the proposed system does not explicitly deal with postural control, such as trunk attitude and

height control. The postural corrections are an implicit result from the phase resetting mechanism.

Zhang and Zheng [225] present a control strategy biologically inspired that allows a quadruped

robot to walk smoothly up and down hill. They present a CPG based control that uses the pitch angle

of the trunk as feedback to adjust the body, argued by the authors as similar to the way that cats do.

The proposed work a places greater interest in exploiting the integration of different sensory modal-

ities, creating a more robust response in posture. The proposed work strives only for standing posture

control, as a precursor to locomotion integrated with posture control.

4.2 Quadruped CPG approach

The purpose of this section is to design a locomotor controller capable of generating and controlling

the joints of the legs of a position controlled quadruped robot. The proposed architecture is bio-inspired

in the vertebrate biological motor systems, and is structured in functional hierarchical levels according

to their role on the motor control of locomotion, similarly to the motor control systems involved in

goal-directed locomotion in vertebrates. The design of thearchitecture takes into account experimen-

tal knowledge about how the nervous system deals with the control problem in a robust and flexible

way [47,72,189,214]. Fig. 4.1 presents a schematic of the proposed architecture.

A generation level addresses the role of the spinal cord and generates the motor patterns by networks

of CPGs [47, 107]. The concept of biological CPG includes theidea of hierarchical organized unitary

oscillators: the unit-CPG. A single unit-CPG controls and activates the antagonistic muscle pairs, con-

trolling the movements of a single joint. Movements of a leg are controlled by a limb-CPG, composed

by a group of coordinated unit-CPGs within a leg. They are coordinated to provide flexible generation

of motor patterns in a single leg, a synergy of movements fromthe joints that result in purposeful leg

movements.

The regulation level models very basically the brainstem command centers for initiating, regulating

and stopping CPGs activity and therefore initiate walking,switch among gaits, control the direction

of movement and stop the locomotion, similarly to signals derived from the brainstem of biological

systems [71]. It is assumed that despite the complexity of the desired motor behaviors, they should be

built upon small blocks, which can be modulated according toparameter values that explicitly reflect on

the desired final behaviors. Therefore, each motor behaviorshould have an associated set of parameters,

selected, modulated and timed from high-level commands. This level receives the desired robot angular

velocity, the robot walking orientation and a modulatory signal which encodes the desired duty factor

and outputs the set of CPG parameters: frequency, amplitudeand relative phases. By sending these at

the right timing to the generation level, it results in the modulation of the generated trajectories and thus
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Figure 4.1: Proposed architecture based on a CPG network. Each CPG has a set of parameters that
specify the leg movement.

in different motor behaviors. A smooth behavior switch and behavior modulation, which also can be

elicited according to sensory information.

A third planning level would be responsible for the planningand execution of voluntary and an-

ticipatory motor actions. It could use high-level sensory information, such as vision, and knowledge

on the environmental context to elicit voluntary foot placement, or anticipatory balancing actions. In

section 4.4, a simple local navigation controller will takethe place of the planning level, as means of

demonstrating the modularity of the architecture.

Similar architecture for accomplishing other behaviors isproposed by Degallier [44, 45], using

simple dynamical systems that are able to generate discreteand rhythmic motor primitives, and more

complex movements through their superposition.

Next, each of these levels is explained in more detail.

4.2.1 Generation level

This level generates the low-level motor activity that directly controls the joints of the robot. It is

a coordinated network of four CPGs, able to produce quadruped walking motions, depending on the

desired motor behavior specified by a set of parameter values. Each CPG controls the generation of the

motor patterns within a leg, by employing coordinated unit-CPGs, one per joint. This scheme for the

generation level addresses the problem of redundancy, through the tight coordination of the unit-CPGs,
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and the subsequent coordination among the four CPGs, reducing the solution space of possible motions

to be generated.

Hip unit-CPG

The unit-CPG is the conceptual unitary constituent of the low-level movement generator and is

considered to be implemented by the oscillator given in eqs.(4.1, 4.2, 4.3) (described in section 3.1)

that generates movement for a single joint.

ẋ =α
(

µν − r2
)

(x−O)− ωιz, (4.1)

ż =α
(

µν − r2
)

z + ωι(x−O), (4.2)

ω =
ω1

e−az + 1
+

ω2

eaz + 1
, (4.3)

The generatedx solution from this oscillator is used as the control trajectory for both hip joints of

the robot legs. These trajectories encode the values of the joint’s angles (◦) and are sent online to the

lower level PID controllers of each hip joint.

It is assumed that the descending phase of thex trajectory, whenι = 1, corresponds to the stance

step phase, in which the foot moves backwards, and the hip-swing joint value is decreasing, thus pro-

pelling the robot forward. The ascending phase is the movement that places the foot in a more advanced

position, ready for the next step, and corresponds to the swing step phase. This is depicted in fig. 4.2(a).

Changes in the limit cycle direction, through parameterι, result in changing the step stance phase

between descending (ι = 1, counterclockwise limit cycle) and ascending (ι = −1, clockwise limit

cycle) phases of thex trajectory. In practice this change specifies the directionof the propulsive action

on the stance phase, and the direction of the protraction on the swing phase.
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Figure 4.2: Stance and swing phases forι = 1. a) The robot is pushed forward. The corresponding
movement of the descending trajectory is the movement of pushing the robot forward.b) x (solid line)
andz (dashed line) trajectories.x trajectory (solid line) is the control policy for the hip-swing joint of
the robot. Whenz < 0, the robot is performing the swing phase. Forz > 0 the robot is performing the
stance phase.
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The stance and swing phases are also easily identified by solution z, independently of the current

limit cycle direction. Determined by the frequency modulation mechanism in eq. (3.3), whenz < 0

the leg is executing the swing step phase. Whenz > 0 the leg is executing the stance step phase

(fig. 4.2(b)).

Duty factor In quadruped locomotion, an animal changes its velocity by increasing or decreasing the

number of steps per second [72, 81]. The two main phases of themovement are not equal in duration:

the swing phase period (extension) keeps approximately constant, whereas the stance phase (flexion)

varies in duration from a slow walk to fast running, a trot or agallop [72, 81]. These two step phases

are related through the duty factorβ ∈ ]0, 1[, given by:

β =
Tst

Tst + Tsw
, (4.4)

whereTst, Tsw are the stance and swing phase duration, respectively. By controlling the duration of

the ascending and descending phases of thex trajectory with the frequency modulation mechanism

from eq. 3.3, it is possible to control the durations of the swing and stance step phases independently,

and thus the duty factor. To achieve a desired gait, a duty factor (β) is achieved by keeping the swing

frequency constant
(

ωsw = π
Tsw

)

, and changing only the stance frequency for the different quadrupedal

gaits (eq. 4.5).

ωst =
1− β

β
ωsw (4.5)

Input parameters Each unit-CPG takes a set of parameters for the modulation ofthe generated tra-

jectories for the specified joint. The set of input parameters are:

• ν ∈ {−1, 1}, switches on/off the rhythmic activity

• µ > 0, modulates the amplitude of oscillations (µ = A2)

• ι ∈ {−1, 1}, modulates the direction of the trajectory

• β ∈]0, 1[, changes the walking velocity since it controls the stance duration within the period of

the step

• O, sets the value of the oscillation’s offset or the goal-discrete movement

The goal is to have this set of parameters to serve as inputs, specified by the mechanism presented

in the next sections, controlling the parameters for the different motor behaviors.

The parametersα, ωsw anda are seta priori. Parameterωsw specifies the swing phase duration,

which is kept constant. Its value depends on the desired speed of movements and on the robotic plat-

form.

Notation It would be desirable to have a small clarification on the usednotation from here onward.

The quadruped AIBO robot has four legs, each with three joints. Therefore, each instantiated unit-

CPG for one joint will be identified using subscript notation, in the system variables and on the variable
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parameters. Subscriptj denotes a joint, out of three possible joints within one leg,each one with their

own subscript. i.e. hip-swing (flexion/extension):s; hip-flap (abduction-adduction):f and knee:k.

Subscripti denotes a leg, out of the four: fore left -FL, fore left -FR, hind left -HL and hind right -

HR.

Some examples:

• xf,i - x state from the hip-flap unit-CPG, on the general legi.

• ιs,FL - control parameter for the hip-swing unit-CPG on the left foreleg.

• ωsw - general frequency for the swing phase.

• zj,i - general representation for az state from a unit-CPG, in jointj and legi.

Knee unit-CPG

Two methods for the knee unit-CPG are here proposed. The firstmethod accomplishes a simple

mechanism to produce the flexion and extension of the knee. The second mechanism is a little more

complex, as it must be able to produce a parameterizable double peak trajectory of the knee, mimicking

the yield during the stance phase.

Simple flexion/extension The knee joint can also be controlled as simple as possible, by specifying a

single angle valueθsw for a flexed state of the leg during swing, and one other angleθst for an extended

leg during stance. This simple motion can be achieved by employing the discrete system presented in

chapter 3 by eqs. (4.6,4.7).

ẏ = v, (4.6)

v̇ = −b
2

4
(y − g) − bv (4.7)

Goal attractorg is alternated between the two angle valuesθst, θsw, depending on the current step phase,

as given by the hip unit-CPG:

g =
θst

e−azs+1
+

θsw

eazs+1
(4.8)

If zs < 0, the leg is in the swing phase and the knee flexes toθsw. If zs > 0, the leg is in the stance

phase and the knee joint extends toθst. Each timeg is changed between these two values according to

the current leg step phase, the system solution converges asymptotically towards the desired joint angle.

A smooth and continuous joint acceleration is produced, as output from second order system generates

the movements for the knee.

Double peak trajectory A parameterizable double peak trajectory is produced by employing the

Landau-Stuart oscillator from eqs. (4.1),(4.2). For producing the double peak, the knee unit-CPG must

have a general step period of half of the step cycleT , and produce two cycles during a step, one on
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swing and one on stance. Furthermore, for achieving a desired duty factor, it is required to have two

frequencies for both cycles, one frequency for stanceωk,st and one frequency for swingωk,sw. By

employing a similar frequency modulation mechanism as eq. (3.3), the frequency of the knee oscillator

alternates between these two values, accordingly to the current leg step phase, as determined by the

hip-swing unit-CPG (zs in eq. (4.9)).

ωk =
ωk,st

e−a(zs−zadj) + 1
+

ωk,sw

ea(zs−zadj) + 1
, (4.9)

To provide a little more temporal flexibility in the specification of the flexion and extension trajec-

tories of the knee, thezadj is introduced. This parameter allows to widen the temporal duration of the

swing phase, extending the duration of the swing cycle in theknee, by a fraction of the stance duration

(δadj ∈ ]0, 1[). Parameterzadj and knee frequencies are calculated from:

zadj =sin

(

δadjπ

2

)

A, (4.10)

ωk,st =
2π

Tsw − Tstδadj
, (4.11)

ωk,sw =
2π

Tst(1− δadj)
, (4.12)

whereωst is the employed stance frequency in the hip unit-CPG, andA its frequency.Tsw andTst are

the swing phase and stance phase duration of the step cycle, respectively.

The parametrization of the trajectory profile is performed by specifying three values: the amplitude

during the stance phase,Ak,st; the amplitude during the swing phase,Ak,sw; and the offset during the

stance phase,Ok,st. Offset of the knee during the swing phase is determined according to the three

values:Ok,sw = Ok,st −Ak,st +Ak,sw

The same mechanism used in frequency modulation is used for the periodic modulation of amplitude

and offset.

µk =
A2

k,st

e−a(zs−zadj) + 1
+

A2
k,sw

ea(zs−zadj) + 1
, (4.13)

Ok =
Ok,st

e−a(zs−zadj) + 1
+

Ok,sw

ea(zs−zadj) + 1
, (4.14)

(4.15)

Fig. 4.3 demonstrates a knee unit-CPG (bottom) producing a double peak trajectory with a stance

amplitude ofAst = 5 aroundOst = 0, and a swing amplitude ofAsw = 25 with and offset ofOsw = 20.

On the first example (left), the duration of the swing phase isexactly the same as the swing duration of

the hip unit-CPG. On the second example (right), the swing phase of the knee is extended by half of the

duration of the hip’s stance phase.

In practical terms, this mechanism allows a more detailed production of knee trajectories, employing
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Figure 4.3: Double peak trajectory as produced by the knee unit-CPG (xk, zk). Both hip unit-CPG
and knee unit-CPG are coordinated in the production of the stance and swing phases. The knee CPG
is parameterized to produce an amplitudeAsw = 25 on swing, and an amplitudeAst = 5 on stance,
around an offset ofOst = 0. On the left both unit-CPGs execute the same swing duration.On the right,
the knee swing duration is increased in half the period of thestance phase.

the same oscillator, without increasing the dimensionality of the system.

Limb-CPG

For a correct expression of the movements within a single leg, a proper synergy of movements in all

joints within a leg must be ensured. The generated rhythmic trajectories for the different leg joints must

be therefore coordinated in time. The step phase in all leg’sjoints must be coordinated, accomplishing

synchrony of step phases.

This kind of intralimb coordination is achieved within the limb-CPG1. The limb-CPG is composed

by three unit-CPGs, one for each joint of a leg. i.e. hip-swing (s), hip-flap (f) and knee (k).

Coordination of the DOFs within a leg is achieved by coupling, in a specific manner, the unit-CPGs

within the same leg. These couplings explore the entrainment and synchronization properties of the

used oscillator. Specifically, when a swing joint is in the swing phase, also the corresponding flap joint

should be in the swing phase; independently of their individual limit cycle directions, amplitude and

offset.

Fig. 4.4 presents how the three unit-CPGs will be coordinated within a limb-CPG. It presents an

hierarchical influence, with the hip-swing unit-CPG actingas a leading oscillator, entraining the other

unit-CPGs. This coupling organization considers the ideasfrom the distribution of the spinal locomotor

CPGs [107]. Each of the coupling mechanisms represented on the figure will be further detailed.

1In this work, CPG and limb-CPG are interchangeable terms.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic view of hierarchical coupling between the unit-CPGs. All the units are coordi-
nated in order to generate the correct leg movement during locomotion.

Unidirectional coupling from hip-swing to hip-flap Each flap unit-CPG is unilaterally coupled to

the corresponding hip-swing unit-CPG. This coupling is achieved by the mechanism presented in sec-

tion 3.1.2. The unit-CPGs are coupled throughz because it allows the simplest in-phase coupling

method, where it is possible to independently control the directions of oscillations on both unit-CPGs.

Unidirectional coupling from hip to knee It is required to couple the knee unit-CPG to its leading

oscillators when using double peak unit-CPG for the knee. Because the knee unit-CPG produces a

faster rhythmic output, with double the frequency of the hipunit-CPGs, it is necessary to employ the

coupling method presented in section 3.1.2.

The coupling accomplishes a correct synchrony of swing and stance phases between the hip unit-

CPGs and the knee, even if the rhythmic activity in one of the hips is stopped.

CPG network

The four limb-CPGs are then coordinated among each other in order to generate the adequate step-

ping sequence of the desired gaits. This interlimb coordination is achieved by bilaterally coupling the

swing and flap unit-CPGs among each other, ensuring a correctcoordination between the legs.

Fig. 4.5 depicts how the coupling between the four limb-CPGsis achieved. Using the mechanism

presented in section 3.1.2, two unit-CPGs are coupled together, maintaining a desired phase relationship

θ. A layered approach is chosen: every hip-swing unit-CPG is coupled among each other, and all hip-

flap unit-CPGs are coupled among each other. This approach isrequired to address the generation of

decoupled trajectories for the hip-swing and hip-flap joints. e.g. in case of forward walking, hip-flap

joints activity is stopped; in case of lateral walking, hip-swing activity is stopped.

Each unit-CPG has a parameterκj,i, which specifies the coupling strength upon itself, the unit-CPG

for joint j in legi. This aspect may be useful to detach a specific leg from the others, if ceasing rhythmic

activity and performing tasks other than walking.
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Figure 4.5: Structural view of the CPG network. The swing unit-CPGs are bilaterally coupled among
each other, as well as the flap unit-CPGs (dashed arrows). Theswing unit-CPGs are unilaterally coupled
to the corresponding flap unit-CPGs (solid arrows). This level receives the required parameters from
the upper level.

Quadruped phase relationships The relative phase relationshipsθoi (rad) between the oscillators are

calculated according to the gaits’ relative phase. The gaitrelative phase of legi, ϕi, is the time elapsed

from the setting down of an arbitrary reference leg (herein chosen as the left foreleg), until the foot of

leg i is set down, given as a fraction of the cycle time. The relative phase relationships between legsi

ando are given by the difference of the gait relative phase of legi ando in radians:

θoi = (ϕi − ϕo) 2π. (4.16)

In this work are only addressed symmetric gaits, which always haveϕFL = 0, ϕFR = 0.5, and

ϕHR = ϕHL− 0.5. Fig. 4.6 presents the gait sequence of the two gaits addressed in the presented work,

walk gait and trot gait.
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Figure 4.6: Gait diagrams for the walk and trot gaits, representing the phase relationships between the
footfalls of the several legs.

By substituting the values onto eq. (4.16), it is possible toexpress the oscillators’ relative phasesθoi
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in terms of the gait phaseϕHL, as presented in table 4.1 (θoi = −θoj ). Interlimb coordination can then

be achieved by specifying only the gait phaseϕHL. Typically,ϕHL = 0.5 andϕHL = 0.75, for trot and

walk, respectively.

Table 4.1: Phase relationships between the oscillators.

i o θoi

FL FR −π
FL FL −ϕHL2π

FL HR (−ϕHL + 0.5) 2π

FR HL (−ϕHL + 0.5) 2π

FR HR (−ϕHL + 1) 2π

HL HR π

Overview of the generation level

The final CPG network (fig. 4.5) has controlled phase relationships and is able to generate complex,

synchronized rhythmic patterns; discrete movements and a combination of both in a stable and flexible

way. Due to the properties of this type of coupling among oscillators, the generated trajectories are

smooth, stable and robust to perturbations; and thus ideally suited for trajectory generation in a robot.

This network constitutes the lower level of the proposed architecture (fig. 4.7). It receives from the

upper level the required parameters that specify and modulate in a simple and straightforward manner

the generated trajectories. Each limb-CPG receives two sets of ν, µ, ι andO parameters for the hip

unit-CPG, andOk,sw, Ok,st, µk,st andµk,sw parameters for the knee unit-CPG. For all the unit-CPGs

a common set of parameters is specified. The coupling strength among limb-CPGs is specified by

parametersκs, κf andκk for swing, flap and knee unit-CPGs, respectively. And the parameters that

specified the desired gaits,β andϕHL, andωsw.

The features of this network will allow for achieving omnidirectional locomotion. All the move-

ments are performed allowing independent control of step movements of the different joints and still

maintaining the intralimb and interlimb coordination.

4.2.2 Regulation level

The regulation level models very basically the brainstem command centers for initiating, regulating

and stopping the CPGs activity of the generation level. It isresponsible for selecting a motor behavior

and for determining and sending the corresponding parameters for the generation level such that the

desired task is achieved.

Bio-inspiration suggests that single tonic signals from supraspinal regions should somehow encode

the required activity and/or modulation, providing a mapping from the tonic signals to the set of CPG

parameters. Such mapping reduces the dimensionality of thecontrol problem to just one excitatory

signal. For instance, increasing activation of the brainstem locomotor center commands leads to an

increase in quadruped locomotion speed, and to a gait switchfrom walk to trot.
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Figure 4.7: Representation of the generation level and its inputs and outputs. A global set of parameters
for all CPGs:β, ωsw, φHL. Each CPG receives a set of parameters, for each of the three unit-CPGs. All
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The behaviors’ parameters are the inputs of the four limb-CPGs, the control parameters required for

generating movements. As they may be defined relatively to the environment, according to the time-

varying sensory information, movements are adapted to the environment and allow for coordination and

timing as well as behavior selection.

In order to perform omnidirectional locomotion, the robot must be able to move to any point of

interest, with a given translation speedv, a turning rateφ̇ and walking orientationφw (fig. 4.9).

Gait Transition

In the presented model [131, 184], a given modulatory drive signal, m, models the mechanisms

that underlie gait transitions induced by simple electrical stimulation of the brain stem, and regulates

the activity of the CPG network. Different values of the drive lead to different walking behaviors,

namely: locomotion initiation, speed change with adjustment of interlimb coordination and consequent

gait transition, similarly to the biological counterparts[71]. In order to increase the robot stability the

wave gait rule [95] is applied, meaning a gradually shift in interlimb coordination, from walk to trot.

These behaviors correspond to different specifications of the set of CPG parameters{ν, β, ϕHL}: ν

parameter for stopping/initiating locomotion; duty factor β for adjusting frequency and gait phaseϕHL

for adjusting interlimb coordination.

Herein an arbitrary mapping is suggested, from a modulatorydrive signalm, to the desired walking

activity. Below a low threshold,m = 0.2, the robot ceases stepping. Above this threshold, the robot

starts with a slow walk (non-singular crawl), gradually increasing speed without adjusting the phase

relationships. Abovem = 1, locomotion speed is increased with adjustment of interlimb coordination.

At m = 2.5, the robot is in trot.
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Initiating/stopping locomotion Theν parameter controls whether or not there are oscillations gen-

erated by the unit-CPG and thus, locomotion generation.

Thus, theνj,i parameters are set according to the modulatory drive,m, as follows:

νj,i =

{

−1, m < 0.2

1, m ≥ 0.2
, (4.17)

wherej ∈ {s, f}, andi represents the leg∈ {FL,FR,HL,HR}.

Robot velocity modulation As the modulatory drive increases in strength, the duty factor, β, linearly

decreases from 0.89 (for the crawl gait) toβ = 0.5 (for the trot gait). The duty factor is mathematically

defined as a piecewise linear function of the modulatory drive:

β =











0.89 ,m < 0.2

−0.1667m + 0.9167 , 0.2 ≤ m < 2.5

0.5 ,m ≥ 2.5

(4.18)

This function presents a saturation forβ = 0.5 because the robotic platform can not perform faster

gaits.

Interlimb coordination modulation In this work, between0.2 ≤ m < 1, the robot gradually in-

creases its speed from a slow walk, but without adjusting thephase relationships. For aβ ranging be-

tween 0.89 and 0.76, the robot presents a non-singular crawlgait with a constant gait phaseϕHL = 0.75.

For1 ≤ m ≤ 2.5, the crawl gait slowly transfers into a trot gait while adjusting the phase relation-

ship accordingly. For this purpose the wave gait rule for a quadruped is applied [95]:ϕHL = β. In

the resulting gait, subsequent legs are lifted closely after previous ones are set down, such that the time

difference between the two events is equal to zero. Hence,m modulates the gait phases by specifying

the gait phaseϕHL (eq. 4.19) as follows:

ϕHL =











0.75 ,m < 1

−0.1667m + 0.9167 , 1 ≤ m < 2.5

0.5 ,m ≥ 2.5

(4.19)

The gait phase remains inϕHL = 0.5 for values of the modulatory drive greater than 2.5, that correspond

to aβ = 0.5. The robot performs then a trot gait.

Omnidirectional locomotion

The proposed omnidirectional implementation is based on the wheel modelpresented by Hengst et

al. [76], applicable AIBO and other quadruped robots with similar configurations.

The wheel modelbasically assumes that each foot performs a step with a specified direction and

length, and that the overall propulsion of the steps resultsin the desired robot motion. The feet move on
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a certain locus, creating an analogy of the leg as a small wheel, describing a circular movement during a

step in a vertical plane with a specific direction. By controlling the orientation of this plane it is possible

to control the step orientation and therefore the robot movement.

For performing a step with a specified orientation and lengthit is necessary to combine the feet

movements on the sagittal and frontal plane. If feet movements are only in the robot’s sagittal plane,

the robot moves straight: forward or backward. When feet movements are only in the robot’s frontal

plane, it moves sideward: left or right. Movement in any direction is achieved by superimposing the

movements of a foot on these two planes.

On the AIBO robot, it is assumed that the movements on the sagittal and transverse planes are

controlled by the hip-swing and hip-flap joints, respectively. Fig. 4.8 shows some possible combinations

of step directions and the resulting robot movement.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4.8: Some examples of possible robot movements. Resultant movement is indicated by light
grey arrow. a) Rotation in spot; b) walk forward and turn; c) walk straight diagonally to the left; and
d) walk straight sideways to the right. Swing and stance phase directions are indicated by curved and
straight arrows near the legs, respectively.

The robot rotates in the spot in (a). All flap joints rotate therobot to the right, with fore and hind

flaps moving in opposite directions, and the swing joints maintaining the robot in place. The robot

steers right while walking forward in (b). The fore flap joints make the robot front move to the right,

while the hind flap joints move the robot back to the left. All the swing joints propel the robot forward.

This superposition of movements steers the robot right while walking forward.

When the flap joints make the robot move to the left and the swing joints propel it forward, the robot

moves straight diagonally to the right (c).

The robot moves to the right in (d), because only the flap joints are employed to propel the robot.

By independently generating movements for the hip-swing and flap joints, it is possible to generate

the desired movements in the sagittal and transversal planes, and thus a step with a certain direction and

velocity.

Velocity of a step can be changed by either adjusting the stance phase duration or the step length.

However, stance phase duration must be the same for all the legs for proper expression of the gait. The

step length is then changed in the sagittal and transversal planes for each leg, enabling to achieve the

desired step direction and velocity: All the legs perform a step with the same duration, but possibly with

different amplitudes: steps with greater length propel therobot with greater velocity, and the opposite

for smaller step lengths.
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The wheel modelis well suited for the proposed CPG network since both the step direction and

length in the sagittal and frontal planes can be controlled independently for each leg, while maintaining

the required intralimb and interlimb coordination. Modulating the CPGs requires finding the correct

movement amplitudes, activations and directions of each step in the sagittal and in the transverse plane.

Because it is possible to describe the rotation of any point of the robot around a certain common

point, where the translation speed is zero, i.e. the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR), it is possible to

find the trajectory of any point of the robot when performing such rotation. For the robot to move around

a certain ICR, each leg should perform a step of proportionalsize into a suitable direction, tangential to

the circle with radiusr = vref

φ̇
, around the rotation center (fig. 4.9). When moving forward (φ̇ = 0) the

ICR is located at infinity.

ICR

vrefÁ
w Á

.

Figure 4.9: Robot motion foṙφ 6= 0, v > 0 andφw. The robot walks in a circle path centered on
the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR). The figure also depicts the steps direction and length for
achieving such walking motion.

From the ICR is possible to ascertain the movement for each leg. These trajectories will not describe

ideal circles having the ICR as common centers, but instead approximate straight tangential trajectories.

By applying trigonometry, the amplitudes for hip-swing (s)and hip-flap joints (f) are given as

follows, according to the walking velocity (vref ), desired angular velocity (φ̇) and the desired walking

orientation (φw):

As,i = Aref
φ̇Yi − vref cos (φw)

vref
, (4.20)

Af,i = Aref
−φ̇Xi + vref sin (φw)

vref
, (4.21)

where(Xi, Yi) are the legi coordinates in the robot reference frame.vref is an approximate obtained
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velocity when using a reference amplitudeAref and the desired duty factorβ (encoded inm). vref can

be calculated from the duration of the propulsion phase (Tst) and the length of the step (lst),

vref =
lst

Tst
. (4.22)

The length of the step can be roughly deduced from the length of the leg (lleg) during the stance

phase and the full amplitude of the locomotor movements (2Aref(deg)), aslst = 2llegAref .

Aref is an amplitude value seta priori, when tuning the parameters for locomotion. Since it is the

value from where the calculated amplitudes will used as nominal reference, it must be suitable for the

robotic platform, with the possibility to be increased and decreased without impairing locomotion.

CPG parameters have to be set such that small parameter changes modulate the generated trajec-

tories. Therefore, for each of these unit-CPGs, a mechanismmust determine their parameter values

according to their roles in the final modulation.

As,i andAf,i encode all the information needed to parameterize the CPGs,as demonstrated next.

Initiating/stopping locomotion To accommodate the calculated behaviors from thewheel model, the

rules that modulate parametersν are expanded. Now,νj,i parameters are set according to the modulatory

drive,m, and also to calculated amplitudesAj,i, as follows:

νj,i =

{

−1, m < 0.2 ∨ |Aj,i| ≤ 0.5

1, m ≥ 0.2 ∧ |Aj,i| > 0.5
, (4.23)

wherej ∈ {s, f}, andi represents the leg∈ {FL,FR,HL,HR}. An arbitrary dead zone is defined

such that when the amplitude of the movement is negligible, the unit-CPG oscillatory behavior is turned

off.

Amplitude Each unit-CPG amplitude is modulated such that the corresponding controlled foot de-

scribes a step with the correct step length, and thus the correct velocity. Theµ parameter modulates

the amplitude of each hip-swing and flap unit-CPG, accordingto theAs,i andAf,i values, as follows

(j = {s, f}):

µj,i = A2
j,i. (4.24)

Step direction The signs ofAs,i andAf,i hold the information on the direction for the step movements

of each unit-CPG.

Limit cycle direction is specified by the value ofι. Basically, changing the limit cycle direction is

changing whether the step stance phase is the ascending (ι = −1) or descending phase (ι = 1) of thex

trajectory.

When the robot walks forward (As > 0), all the swing unit-CPGs must haveιs = 1, performing

the stance phase during the descending trajectory of the movement. When the robot walks backwards
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(As < 0), the opposite happens, and the unit-CPGs haveιs = −1, performing the stance phase during

the ascending trajectory.

For the hip-flap joints, another mapping is required. When walking right (Af > 0) and during the

stance phase, the left joints perform the ascending trajectory and the right joints perform the descending

trajectory. The opposite happens when walking left (Af < 0).

Table 4.2 shows the assigned values ofι according to this set of rules, depending on the swing and

flap amplitudes.

Table 4.2:ι values for the hip-swing (s) and hip-flap (f) unit-CPGs.

ιs,FL ιs,FR ιs,HL ιs,HR

As,i > 0 1 1 1 1
As,i < 0 -1 -1 -1 -1

ιf,FL ιf,FR ιf,HL ιf,HR

Af,i > 0 1 -1 -1 1
Af,i < 0 -1 1 1 -1

In the following sections is demonstrated how the proposed controller achieves omnidirectional

walking, and how it can be used in a navigation application.

4.3 Omnidirectional walking experiments

Several experiments were performed to verify the adequacy of the locomotor CPG network both to

movement generation, velocity change, to achieve omnidirectional locomotion and to verify if the re-

sulting robot motion matches the desired, specified high level commands, i.e. walking velocity, walking

orientation and angular velocity.

Experiments were performed both on the Webots robotics simulator [219], a simulator based on the

ODE physics engine for 3D rigid body dynamics, and on the realAIBO ERS-7 robotic platform. Four

experimental results obtained with the real platform are depicted.

1. The robot walks forward and steers with a given angular velocity.

2. The robot walks diagonally with a given walking orientation.

3. The robot walks sideways.

4. The robot moves diagonally while steering with a given angular velocity.

The AIBO robot is a 18 DOFs robot made by Sony. Unlike its natural counterpart this robot has

three joints per leg, with different configurations of a realdog legs. Besides, the robot body and legs are

rigid with non-compliant servo joints. The joints are stiff, without any elasticity and position controlled

with high feedback gains.

The CPG’s swing frequency is set toωsw = 6.28 rad.s−1 in regards with motor limitations, speci-

fying a minimum swing period of 0.5 s for the step. Further, the dynamical parameters controlling the
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speed of convergence of unit-CPGs were set to12αi µi
= 0.01 s, in regards to stability during the inte-

gration process and to feasibility of the desired trajectories. At each motor and sensorial cycle, dynamic

equations are calculated and numerically integrated usingthe Euler method with a fixed time step of

8 ms.

Experiments with the robot were carried on a flat environmentwith a grid of markers, spaced 20 cm

apart. This grid enables to visually measure the performed path, comparing it with the expected path,

to measure the achieved translational speeds, angular velocities and walking directions. A proper eval-

uation of performed the walking motions would require a proper motion capture system.

It is not expected precise and exact motions, since the CPG approach is not intended for such a goal.

It is expected that the overall motion of the robot respects the specified motion commands, especially

because in this work the CPG based controller is open-loop and disregards physical effects and other

disturbances.

4.3.1 Steering

As a first step, it is verified if the steering behavior respects a specified angular velocity. In this

experiment the robot walks forward,φw = 0◦, with an angular velocity oḟφ = −0.21 rad.s−1. The

modulatory drive is set tom = 2.5, performing a trot gait (β = 0.5, ϕFL = 0.5), where the diagonal

legs are in-phase and the stance and swing phases have equal durations. For the givenβ, the robot

velocity is approximatelyvref ≈ 5.7 cm.s−1. The robot is expected to perform a circle with a radius of

rICR ≈ 27 cm.

Fig. 4.10 presents an image composition of the experiment. It is possible to verify that the robot

performs a circular path with an approximate radius of 30 cm,a marginal error when compared to the

overall setup dimensions. This error is both due to the physical effects, error measurements and the

open loop nature of the proposed controller.

Figure 4.11 depicts actual trajectories recorded from the joints encoders and planned trajectories

xj,i. Trajectories were generated as expected. Because the robot is steering right, amplitudes for the

right hip-swing joints are smaller than those for the left hip-swing joints.

The knee joints flex and extend at the correct times, reducingthe leg length while on swing and

extending the leg during the stance phase employing the simple flexion/extension mechanism (right

panels on fig. 4.11) .

The platform’s weight and the resultant dynamics and forceson the legs influence the performed

joint angles. For instance, fore right knee does not extend to the planned value. Considering forelegs’

hip-swing joints, during the stance phase, the weight of therobot induces a further extension of the

joint.

Highest discrepancies between generated and performed trajectories can be seen in flap joints. This

difference is mainly due to the forces exerted over the legs and to the fact that flap joints torque limit is

lower than swing joints.

Despite these discrepancies, the main features of the generated trajectories are still present on the

performed joint trajectories and the desired robot motion was achieved.
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Figure 4.10: Image composition when the robot steers right when φ̇ = −0.21 rad.s−1 andφw = 0◦.
The resulting radius is≈ 30 cm.

4.3.2 Diagonal walk

In this experiment, the robot ability to walk with a given walking direction is verified. The robot

performs a slow walking gait given bym = 0.4, yielding aβ = 0.8 andϕFL = 0.75, meaning an

vref ≈ 2.4 cm.s−1. An angular velocityφ̇ = 0◦ and a walking orientationφw = −45◦ are specified,

such that the robot is expected to walk diagonally, forward to the left, with equal forward and lateral

velocities and no angular motion.

Resulting parameters are:νs,i = 1 andνf,i = 1, i ∈ {FL,FR,HL,HR}, such that both hip-swing

and flap joints produce walking movements. Forward motion isachieved by obtaining the oscillators

direction in the hip-swings,ιs,i = 1. Right lateral motion is achieved by obtaining the direction of the

hip-flap oscillators toιf,FL = ιf,HR = −1 andιf,FR = ιf,HL = 1. Both swing and flap joints should

perform stepping movements with the same amplitudes, propelling the robot equally forward and left.

Fig. 4.12 depicts the performed path on an image composition. The robot accomplished a forward

displacement of about one grid forward, and two grid squareslaterally, achieving a diagonal path of

about−63◦ .

Fig. 4.13 depicts planned (dashed) and performed (solid) trajectories for hip-swing, hip-flap and

knee joints. As expected, swing and flap trajectories have equal amplitudes. Further, intralimb and

interlimb joints are coordinated as required. Hip-swings and hip-flaps are synchronized because swing

and stance step phases are in phase. Directions in left fore and hind legs are inverted as specified in the

parameters.
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Figure 4.11: Planned trajectories (dashed) and actual performed movements (solid) for hip-swing, hip-
flap and knee joints, for the steering motion depicted in fig. 4.10. All the generated trajectories respect
the coordination constraints imposed by the couplings.

Generated and performed joint movements are much more similar than on the steering experiment

because the frequency of movements is lower, and the used gait is much more stable, which results in

walking dynamics that exert less force on the joints.

4.3.3 Walking laterally

This experiment is meant to demonstrate the robot capacity to walk laterally with a specified walking

orientationφw = 90◦. The robot performs a slow walking gait according tom = 1, yielding aβ = 0.75

andϕFL = 0.75, thusvref ≈ 3.25 cm.s−1.

This requires the hip-swing joints to be at rest,νs,i = −1, i ∈ {FL,FR,HL,HR}, while the

hip-flap joints perform the rhythmic locomotor movement,νf,i = 1. The robot to moves to the left and

hip-flap joint directions are obtained asιf,FR = ιf,HR = 1 andιf,FL = ιf,HL = −1.

Fig. 4.14 shows snapshots of the robot walking laterally, achieving a straight path laterally, covering

two grid squares in about 11 s, reaching a velocity of≈ 3.6 m.s−1.

4.3.4 Steering diagonally

If the robot moves with a certain walking orientation and angular velocity, the robot will perform a

circular path while not heading straight forward. i.e. the body orientation will not be tangential to the
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Figure 4.12: Image composition of four individual snapshots when the robot walks slowly (m = 0.4)
forward diagonally to the left. It describes the path withφ̇ = 0 rad.s−1 andφw = −63◦.

circular path.

In this experiment the robot moves with a trot gait, specifiedby β = 0.5 andϕFL = 0.5 (m = 2.5),

expecting avref ≈ 5.7 cm.s−1. The walking orientation is set toφw = 65◦ and angular velocity to

φ̇ = 0.27 rad.s−1. The robot is expected to walk while turning, heading about≈ 65◦ to the center of

its circular path with 22 cm radius. The obtained robot path is shown in fig. 4.15. It achieves a circular

path of 2.5 grid squares in diameters, which indicates that the performed radius is close to 25 cm.

Similarly to previous experiments, flap joints have more difficulty in following the planned trajecto-

ries. However, the executed movements do present the features of the planned trajectories, even though

the forces exerted on the legs influence greatly the angles ofthe joints (fig. 4.16).

Despite the discrepancies between generated and performedtrajectories, the robot does perform the

desired path with a heading orientation that approximates the desired one.
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Figure 4.13: Planned trajectories (dashed) and actual performed movements (solid) for hip-swing, hip-
flap and knee joints for the diagonal walk motion depicted in fig. 4.12. The robot generally performs
the planned trajectories.
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12 s 15 s

Figure 4.14: Snapshots depicting the robot trotting sideways to the right, with an reference velocity
of 3.25 cm.s−1. A walking orientation ofφw = 90◦ was specified. The accomplished behavior is
a lateral straight path, covering two grid squares in about 11 s, achieving an approximate velocity of
≈ 3.6 m.s−1.
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Figure 4.15: Image composition of four snapshots when the robot steers while heading to the center of
the path, withφ̇ = 0.27 rad.s−1 andφw = −65◦. It walks diagonally to the right while steering right,
in a path with a radius of≈ 25 cm.
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Figure 4.16: Planned trajectories (dashed) and actual performed movements (solid) for hip-swing, hip-
flap and knee joints for the robot steering diagonally motiondepicted in fig. 4.15. The joints do not
correctly follow the planned trajectories.
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4.3.5 Remarks on omnidirectional walking

These experiments have shown that by specifyingm, the walking orientationφw, and the angular

velocity φ̇, the CPG network produces the required leg movements in order for the robot perform om-

nidirectional locomotion. Results suggest that the procedure to calculate the movement’s amplitudes

and directions of each leg, despite being based on an approximate velocity value, can successfully be

used to modulate the CPG parameters in terms of the desired translational speed, angular velocity and

walking orientation.

As expected, the robot achieves successful omnidirectional locomotion and exhibits the desired

general features, despite the model free and open-loop approach of the proposed CPG. However, the

accomplished locomotion showed some inconsistencies in performance, exacerbated by the limitations

of the approach and robotic platform. For instance, torque limits are not considered for the generation

of the trajectories, which were reached in some experimentsand resulted in the robot turning itself off.

The approach also does not produce the optimal trajectoriesfor static walking, as in the walking gait,

or for dynamic walking, such as in the trot gait. In many casesthe simplified nature of the trajectories

means that robot kinematics and dynamics are not consideredfor the maintenance of the static and

dynamic stability. The maintenance of a stable walking is intrinsic to the parametrization of the CPGs,

in terms of offsets, frequency and amplitudes.

In the walking gait, static stability is not always guaranteed, resulting sometimes in a foot that

should be in the swinging phase touching the ground, or in a leg in stance phase not supporting the

robot. In these cases the approach would benefit on a proper COM motion planning and more detailed

trajectory planning based on kinematical specification of the robot. During the trot gait is also observed

similar problems in guaranteeing a proper execution of the step phases and maintaining a dynamically

stable walk.

In the next section, the capabilities of the proposed CPG approach are explored by addressing

navigation in a cluttered environment.

4.4 Navigation application

If omnidirectional locomotion is expected to be useful in a behavioral context, a more complex form

of sensory motor integration is required, for better adaptation to the environment. In this section, the

ability of integrating the proposed CPG controller with a local navigation controller is tested. The robot

is tested in a cluttered environment where it is expected to reach a target.

Visual information is acquired through a fixed camera mounted on the head of the robot. Target and

obstacles are represented in a simulated world, by green andred colored, respectively. The location of

the target and obstacles is continuously extracted from visual segmented information.

Steering is based on a dynamical system that determines the heading direction angle (steering an-

gle), that enables the robot to circumnavigate obstacles and find their way to a target, while at all times

the dynamical variable sits in a fixed point attractor. Extensive studies about this system can be found

in other works [21,183,192].
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The robot’s angular velocitẏφ, one of the commands that specify the desired locomotion, isthe

output of another dynamical system based on the discrepancyof the robot’s desired and current heading

directions.

The desired tonic drivem is herein given by a very simple dynamical system, which assures that in

the case of obstacle presence the robot’s velocity is reduced as required.

The third and last command, the walking orientation (φw) is kept constant, with the robot always

facing forward.

4.4.1 Heading direction dynamics

The robot’s heading direction,φh, in angular space and in an allocentric coordinate frame, iscon-

trolled by a nonlinear vector field in which task constraintscontribute independently. The task of reach-

ing the target,Ftar(φh), attractsφh towards the direction in which the target lies. The task of avoiding

obstacles,Fobs(φh), repelsφh from the direction in which obstacles are perceived. These variables are

depicted in fig. 4.17

y

x

Á
tar

Á
obs

Á
h

Figure 4.17: The anglesφh, φtar andφobs are measured in the allocentric coordinate system(X,Y ).

Integration of these tasks is achieved by adding each of themto the vector field that governs heading

direction dynamics.

φ̇h = Fobs(φh) + Ftar(φh) + Fstoch. (4.25)

A stochastic component,Fstoch, is added to ensure an escape from unstable states. For otherexamples

and a full discussion see [21,192].
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Target reaching

The following dynamics are formulated for the task of targetreaching

Ftar(φh) = −λtar sin (φh − φtar) . (4.26)

This dynamical system erects an attractive force at the direction φh = φtar, specifying the position

of an attractor in the heading direction dynamics.

The parameterλtar (> 0) controls speed of convergence of the target attractor in the heading direc-

tion dynamics.

Obstacle Avoidance

In order to avoid obstacles and make the robot steer away, a repulsive-force,fobs,i(φh), centered

at φobs,i is erected for each obstaclei detected, and summed up for the overall obstacle avoidance

dynamics.

Fobs(φh) =
∑

fobs,i(φh)

=
∑

λobs,i (φh − φobs,i) e
−
(φh−φobs,i)

2

2σ2
i (4.27)

Parameterλobs,i controls the repulsive magnitude of each erected repulsive-force and decays expo-

nentially with the distance between obstacles and the sensors.

Parameterσi defines the angular range over which each obstacle force exerts its repulsive effect.

Precedence of obstacle avoidance is accomplished making the strength of the obstacles contribution

stronger than the target contribution.

Steering dynamics

The steering dynamics is given by:

ω̇h = −αh (ωh −∆φ)
[

1 + (ωh −∆φ)
2
]

, (4.28)

that formulates a simple attractor (αh > 0) at∆φ, specifying the robot’s angular rate with the goal to

steer towards the desired heading direction.∆φ = φh−φr, whereφh is the reference heading as output

from heading dynamicsφr is the robot’s actual heading direction.

The solution from the steering dynamics is assigned as reference to the angular velocity command:

φ̇ = ωh

4.4.2 Velocity dynamics

The robot’s gait, and its velocity, is controlled by the tonic drive commandm ∈ [0, 2.5], which is

afterwards mapped onto the required limb-CPG parameters. The robot has to slow down when coming
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close to an obstacle, changing from the trot gait (m = 2.5), used when the path is clear, to a walk, or

even crawl when it approaches an obstacle. The following dynamical system governsm:

ṁ = −αm
(

m−
(

2

1 + e−ma(min(dc,i)−mc)

))

, (4.29)

The fixed point is shifted depending on the current tonic drive and the distance to obstacles within a

mc range. By settingma andmc parameters, the curve response form is specified on the minimum

distance over all the detected obstacles (min (dc,i)). Parameterαm sets the convergence ofm to the

solution.

4.4.3 Simulations

This section presents the simulation results in Webots, where the autonomous goal-direction loco-

motion is achieved with the presented navigation dynamicalsystem.

Simulations in Webots are used to evaluate the architecture’s ability to switch between motor behav-

iors, and are delineated such that the selection between thebehaviors is triggered according to external

stimuli. The robot walks in an environment towards a visually acquired target. During its path, obsta-

cles may appear and force the robot to adjust its motion in order to successfully reach the target. The

navigation system provides for the robot angular velocity and the required translational speed. These

together with the robot walking direction, modulate the amplitudes of the flap and swing oscillators.

The CPG parameters are modulated accordingly, and the joints’ movements are generated such that the

robot reaches the target, as required.

The built-in camera in the AIBO’s head is used to online detect both obstacles and the goal. Since

this work is focused on real-time visual control rather thanscene understanding, image processing has

been simplified by working with simple colors for the obstacles (red) and for the goal (green), balls with

known dimensions, and in a structured environment, returning to the system the object distance and its

angle to the robot. The target is always located higher, suchthat obstacles do not block its visibility.

Consider the experiment depicted in fig. 4.18, in which whilethe robot walks towards the target,

two obstacles block its most direct route. Fig. 4.19 depictsthe distance to obstacles (top) and them

tonic drive (bottom).φh, φtar, and two differentφobs (top) andφ̇ (bottom) are shown in fig. 4.20.

Initially, at t = 0s, the robot is stopped (m = 0). It faces both the target and two obstacles. The

tonic drive increases towardsm = 2.5, to reach the nominal trot gait (fig. 4.19, left). As the robot

approaches the obstacles (dc < 1m), it adjusts the gait in order to slow down and safely steer away

(fig. 4.19, middle). The gait is only slightly adjusted, never reaching the walk gait (m < 1).

The robot walks towards the target, but steers away from the obstacle (snapshot at 12 s). Obstacles

are to the right of the robot (grey dashed and dashed-dotted lines), so it steers left (̇φ > 0). However,

while it steers away from the obstacles, it also steers away from the target (dotted black line) (fig. 4.20,

left).

After clearing the obstacles, the robot steers back to the target’s direction (fig. 4.20, middle). This

situation can also be visualized at snapshots att = 18, 25s in fig. 4.18.
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2 s 12 s 18 s

25 s 36 s 49 s

Figure 4.18: Six top-view relevant snapshots of the simulation. Time increases from left to right, top to
bottom. The robot avoids the two red obstacles, and walks towards the green target. Snapshots of the
camera view at those instances are presented at the left downcorner of each snapshot.
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Figure 4.19: Distance to obstacles (top) and them tonic drive (bottom) for the simulation depicted
in fig. 4.18. Middle panels: As the robot approaches an obstacle, it adapts its gait to slow down the
locomotion. Right panels: When no obstacle is detected, it walks with its nominal trot gait.
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Figure 4.20:φh, φtar, and two differentφobs (top) andφ̇ (bottom) variables for several intervals of
time along the simulation depicted in fig. 4.18. Left panels:The robot steers left (̇φ > 0) to avoid the
obstacles on its right. Middle panels: After clearing the obstacles, it steers back to the target. Right
panes: When facing the target, it walks straight forward (φ̇ > 0).

In the final moments of the simulation,t ≈ 49s, there are no more obstacles, and the robot walks

with φ̇ = 0 (fig. 4.20, right) towards the target. The tonic drive is increased towards 2.5, performing the

trot gait (fig. 4.19, right). Finally, att ≈ 60s, the robot reaches the target.

When the robot steers to the left (φ̇ > 0) the amplitudes of hip-swing on the left side decrease, while

on right side increase, and the hip-flaps start to move (fig. 4.21, left). All these coordinated movements

of swing and flap joints steer the robot left.

When steering right (̇φ > 0), the robot increases the left hip-swing amplitudes, whilethe flap joints

invert their step direction (fig. 4.21, middle).

After facing the target, the robot walks forward. Hip-swingmovements have the same amplitudes

on both sides, and the hip-flap joints stop their movement (fig. 4.21, right).
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Figure 4.21:φ̇ (top) and trajectories of the hip-swing (middle) and flap joints (bottom) of the fore left
(dotted grey) and hind left (solid grey) legs for several intervals of time along the simulation depicted
in fig. 4.18. Left swing movements decrease when steering left (φ̇ > 0), and increase when steering
right (φ̇ < 0). Flap rhythmic movements are performed when steering, with opposite step directions for
steering left and right.
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4.4.4 Remarks on quadruped navigation

This section demonstrated that the proposed CPG approach and architecture is able to achieve pur-

poseful, goal-directed locomotion. A simple navigation task is accomplished by applying a local navi-

gation controller based on the dynamical systems approach.

Results from this simplified navigation task shows the ability of the system to modulate in real-

time the walking motions and to switch between locomotor behaviors, as deemed necessary by external

behavioral context. The division in levels of abstraction in the control problem allows applying a local

navigation controller which only deals with the problem of producing the high-level commands which

specify the walking velocity and angular rate, and the low-level which continuously modulates the

motion’s amplitudes and the quadruped gait.

The important problem of selecting the best omnidirectional movement is not considered in this

example. For instance, in order to walk diagonally the robotcould either walk diagonally or instead

rotate in spot and then walk forward in the desired direction. To fully exploit the capabilities of the

system to produce omnidirectional locomotion, a more complex mechanism for action selection and

navigation would have to be employed.

4.5 Entrainment of pendular effects

This section expands the previous quadruped locomotion controller, pursuing and exploring further

contributions in the feedback process, ubiquitous for short and long-term adaptation of any kind of

legged locomotion.

CPG systems can be designed starting from different conceptual approaches. They can be designed

firstly from the CPG model as a feedforward generator, and only then the effect of feedback signals is

included and the loop is closed; endorsing what kind of information should be considered and how will

affect the final behavior [64, 174]. Or can be designed from the beginning with the closed-loop goal in

mind, using feedback signals to tightly generate trajectories [29,105,135].

Systems of coupled oscillators are widely used for modelingCPGs, and while there exists extensive

work and methods for analyzing these dynamical systems, less work has been carried out on methods

and frameworks for synthesizing oscillators that have to exhibit a specific desired behavior. For instance,

Buchli [31] presents a framework for characterizing and designing oscillators, as well as defining de-

sired perturbations in order to achieve frequency-locking, phase-locking of any specific output signal

shape.

Step phase feedback plays an important role in locomotion, allowing the adaptation of the onset

of the swing and stance phases [158]. These were explored in legged robots, whether through phase

resetting [9] or phase transitions depending on load/unloading of the legs [135,174]

This section explores a different approach for phase feedback. A phase feedback inspired in the

work of Morimoto [88] and Fukuoka [64] is devised, aiming to entrain the CPG oscillators with the

phase of the robot’s periodic motions. Here the effects of the addition of feedback on the rhythmogenic

ability of the CPGs is discussed, and is proposed a methodology to explore the possibilities of physical
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entrainment with the system.

The proposed feedback couples the CPG system to the pendulumrolling motion of the projected

Center of Gravity (pCOG). Robot’s sensory information regarding body angle, joint position and foot

touch sensors are used to calculate pCOG, which modulates the frequency of the leg oscillator through

the feedback mechanism. The goal of this feedback is to avoidthe swinging of a leg before the robot

pCOG is transferred to the opposite support polygon, and this is achieved by synchronizing the oscilla-

tor’s phase with the performed step phase.

The inclusion of feedback is expected to improve robot performance, herein measured by the Sup-

port Stability Margin (SSM), an adequate measure for a static stable walk. Besides, the proposed

feedback should not affect the required duty factor and phase relationships of the nominal crawl gait.

Simulations are conducted with the model of an AIBO quadruped robot, and the robot’s perfor-

mance is studied, regarding velocity, SSM and the correct execution of the step phases. The influence

of integrating this phase feedback along with the coupling network of CPGs is also explored.

4.5.1 Revisiting the locomotor system

The general locomotor system presented in section 4.2 is able to generate the complete leg motions

for producing omnidirectional walking behaviors. Howeverhere, a simplified version of the controller

is applied, as only forward locomotion is addressed with theinclusion of the proposed feedback.

The hip flap unit-CPGs are not employed, and therefore hip flaps are not actuated and kept fixed

throughout all the tests. The knee is controlled using the simple flexion/extension mechanism as de-

scribed in section 4.2.1. For simplicity, joint specification through notationj has been dropped, as only

the hip swing unit-CPGs are employed.

The goal is to achieve a walk gait, by achieving a 0.75 duty factor and a 0.75 gait phase. Phase

relationships for the walk gait are presented in table 4.3, note thatφoi = −φio. Coupling strength

constantκj,i from section 4.2.1 is here referred tokosc. All the hip swing unit-CPGs are coupled with

the same coupling strength specified by the value ofkosc.

Table 4.3: Phase relationships for the walk gait.

i FL FL FL FR FR HL
o FR HL HR HL HR HR
φoi −π −3π

2 −π
2 −π

2
π
2 π

4.5.2 Robot phase coupling

The goal of using phase coupling in this CPG approach is to synchronize the phases of the CPG

network to the dynamics’ phase of the robot. The act of walking exhibits periodic motions, from which

the phase of the robot’s locomotion is extracted (robot phase). The periodic motion of the projected

Center of Gravity (pCOG) is used to calculate the robot’s phase, considering the body angle, joint po-

sitions and touch sensors. The proposed coupling tries to synchronize the generated swing phase of the
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CPGs with the measured point in the step cycle in which the robot has its pCOG over the contralateral

support polygon during the walk gait (fig. 4.22).

If this phase coupling is achieved correctly, the swing phase of each leg will be performed when

the pCOG is over the contralateral support side, ensuring that the weight is not over the swinging leg,

and thus the robot does not fall over it. This feedback mechanism by coordinating the swing phases

with the correct support polygon presents the potential of improving the walk, by increasing the stability,

forcing the pCOG to be over the side with most legs supportingthe body. This improvement on stability

is especially desired when the body COM goes from one side to the other, cases A to B, and C to D in

fig. 4.22. Otherwise the normal tendency is to the COM make therobot fall over the swing leg.
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Figure 4.22: Depiction of oscillatory movement exhibited by the projected Center of Gravity during
the walk gait (dashed trajectories). The pCOG (denoted by the star) moves between the contralateral
triangular support polygons. Open circles denote feet ground contact.

To achieve this kind of entrainment between the oscillatorsand the robot dynamics, general guide-

lines from [31] are followed. The desired perturbation effect on the oscillator’s phase is specified using

its polar representation and transformed back to its cartesian representation.

Coupling mechanism

Consider the oscillator from eqs. (4.1),(4.2) in polar coordinates:

φ̇i = ωi (4.30)

ṙi = α
(

µ− r2i
)

ri. (4.31)

Consider the movement of pCOG in the frontal plane due to the robot’s rolling motion as a simple

oscillatory motion with its phase described byφr = arctan 2
(

˙pCOGy,pCOGy

)

. The robot’s phase

(φr) is coupled with the oscillator’s phase (φi) with a desired phase difference ofφir and coupling

constantkr, as follows:

φ̇i = ωi + kr sin
(

φr − φi − φir
)

, (4.32)

ṙi = α
(

µ− r2i
)

ri. (4.33)
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In cartesian coordinates this phase coupling becomes:

ẋi = α
(

µ− r2i
)

(xi −Oi)− ziωi, (4.34)

żi = α
(

µ− r2i
)

zi − (xi −Oi)ωi, (4.35)

ωi = ωi +
kr

ri

[

xi sin
(

φr + φir
)

− zi cos
(

φr + φir
)]

. (4.36)

Phase relationships

The desired phase differences are chosen to respect the following observations and assumptions

(fig. 4.23):

a) When the robot leans left with itspCOG over the left support polygons, its obtainedφr = 0, and

the right legs should perform the swing phase,−π < φi < 0;

b) When the robot leans right and thepCOG is on the right side,φr = π, the left legs should swing

while the right legs perform the stance phase,−π < φi < 0; and

c) The CPGs’ oscillators should reflect the phase relationship and the sequence of the walk gait and

exhibit a relative phase difference ofπ2 among them.

Table 4.4: Robot phase relationships with the four limb-CPGs.

i FL FR HL HR

φri
π
4

−3π
4

3π
4

−π
4

Phase relationships are presented in table 4.4, and represented visually on fig. 4.23. Fig. 4.23 is a

general representation of the limit cycles of the four coupled limb-CPGs (blue and red dots), and of the

pCOG oscillation on the frontal plane. It depicts how the phase relationship between the phaseφr and

the four unit-CPGs should be maintained throughout the rhythmic motion. It shows which unit-CPGs

should be performing the swing or stance phase, while pCOG moves between left and right positions.

4.5.3 Simulations

A series of simulations were performed in a simulated flat environment with the model of Sony

AIBO quadruped robot in Webots.

First the coupling of interlimb coordination and robot phase is studied, by changing the values of

the coupling weightskosc, kr. A systematic parameter exploration is performed on the parameter tuple

〈kosc, kr〉 in the range[0, 9.5], in steps of 0.5. On each run the robot walks with a desired nominal gait, a

statically stable walk gait (β = 0.75) for 10 s from where all the information on the robot’s performance

is recorded. Then the obtained average Support Stability Margin (SSM) and the achieved velocities are

compared, followed by a discussion of the obtained results.

SSM is the smallest distance of thepCOG to the edge of the polygon defined by the supporting feet

projection onto the plane with the gravitational acceleration as its normal. SSM is an indicator that tells
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Figure 4.23: Limit cycle of the pCOG oscillation on the frontal plane (pCOGy). When the pCOG is
on the left side (pCOGy > 0) the robot’s phase isφr = 0 , andφr = π when is on the right side
pCOGy < 0. Each CPG performs the swing phase when−π < φi < 0.

if the pCOG is inside the support polygon at all times, when consideringstatically stable gaits, like a

walking gait. The greater the SSM value, the most centered isthepCOG on the support polygon, and

the most stable is the robot. The placement ofpCOG outside the support polygon is translated as a

negative distance to the closest edge of the support polygon.

A set of〈kosc, kr〉 values are chosen so that it results in the best walk in terms of trade-off between

the average SSM and the achieved velocity, to compare and quantify the improvement of the walk

without and with robot phase coupling. The robot’s performance is analyzed regarding velocity, SSM

and is used to discuss improvements over the execution of thestep phases.
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Figure 4.24:kosc, kr parameter exploration, and its effects on velocity (m.s−1) and support stability
margin (SSM). Velocity and SSM are mostly influenced by the value ofkr.
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Parameter exploration

Interlimb coupling,kosc, and robot phase coupling,kr influence the walk in different ways. While

interlimb coupling simply coordinates the phase relationships between the CPGs, robot phase coupling

tries to coordinate the phase of each CPG to the phase of the robot motions.

From fig. 4.24(a) it is possible to observe that the achieved velocity does not change when the

strength of interlimb couplingkosc is increased or decreased. However, when changing the strength of

phase coupling,kr, the achieved velocity is influenced, decreasing when the coupling increases. This

is a possible indicator that the oscillators are being adapted to respect the current step phase of the

walk, being slowed down to match the robot dynamics. Forkr > 4.5 the velocity decreases greatly,

suggesting that beyond this point the influence and strengthof this phase coupling is no longer adequate

and tries to stop the robot.

Similarly, SSM shows no major variation for a changing interlimb coupling strength,kosc (fig.

4.24(b)). The major determinant of the achieved SSM is the phase coupling strength,kr. There is a

range ofkr where the SSM shows higher values,[1; 3.5]. It suggests that the CPGs are being coordinated

according to the robot dynamics, correcting the execution of the step phases. However, above 3.5 the

SSM decreases to low values, similarly to the velocity.

The velocity achieved without phase coupling was0.134 m.s−1 (kosc = 1, kr = 0) and the obtained

SSM was6.14 mm. The highest obtained SSM was12.97 mm, when usingkosc = 2.5, kr = 2.5, with

achieved velocity0.098 m.s−1. This result can be considered to be a fair trade-off betweenthe achieved

SSM and velocity for a walk gait.

Locomotion comparison

With phase coupling (kosc = 2.5, kr = 2.5) it is expected that the left legs’ swing phases are

performed when thepCOG is over to the right side of the support polygon. It is possible to verify this

is true in fig. 4.25 (right) since the swing phase of both left legs (ascending trajectories) are performed

whenpCOGy < 0. These results show that the proposed phase coupling synchronizes the swing step

phase of ipsilateral legs to the respective step phase of thecycle. The nominal step period is 0.8 s,

specified from a swing period of 0.2 s and a duty factor of 0.75.When phase coupling is employed,

the interaction of the CPGs with the robot’s phase changes slightly the achieved average step period,

from 0.8 s to 1.2 s, while maintaining the chosen duty factor,adapting the swing period to 0.3 s.

This adaptation did not change the relative phases among theCPGs, maintaining the desired interlimb

coordination of the nominal walk gait.

Fig. 4.26 shows the achieved SSM over the two runs. The dotted(solid) lines show the achieved

SSM without (with) phase coupling. Positive values denote that thepCOG lies inside the support

polygon, while negative values denote a position outside the support polygon, with a distance to the

nearest edge correspondent to the absolute value.

In fig. 4.26 it is verifiable that the performed SSM increases when phase coupling is employed.

Negative values of SSM indicate the robot may fall over the swinging leg. The moments of the step
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Figure 4.25:pCOG position in the frontal plane (grey) and left hip joints’ trajectories (dashed:fore
and dotted:hind). Swing phases correspond to the ascendingparts of the trajectories. Without phase
coupling the hind leg (dotted yellow) swing onset happens while thepCOG is in the ipsilateral side
(left panel), meaningpCOGy > 0. With phase coupling (right panel) the swing phases on both left legs
happen when thepCOG is in the contralateral side,pCOGy < 0.

wherepCOG falls outside the support polygon (negative values) are reduced from66% of the step

phase without feedback (dotted), to29% of step phase when feedback is employed (solid). The average

value of SSM also increases due to the maintenance of thepCOG inside the support polygon.
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Figure 4.26: SMM without (dotted) and with (solid) robot phase coupling during a step cycle. The
average SSM is 6.14 mm without phase coupling (dotted grey) and 12.97 mm with phase coupling
(solid grey). Using phase coupling, increases the chance ofbrief four feet support (solid black).

The walk gait sequences from the two simulations are shown infig. 4.27. Without phase coupling

(top) thepCOG is generally closer to the edge of the support polygon than with phase coupling (bot-

tom). pCOG also is in the same side in the onset of some swing phases when phase coupling is not

employed, at 9.10 s and 9.50 s, which was solved when phase coupling is employed (bottom, at 9.10 s

and 9.60 s). The concerning point of contralateral swing onset was dealt with by the proposed feed-

back mechanism and the result was to achieve brief four feet support between these contralateral phases

(bottom, at 9.00 s and 9.50 s).

The differences between the nominal generated trajectories (kosc = 1, kr = 0, dotted lines) and the

trajectories obtained when applying the phase feedback (kosc = 2.5, kr = 2.5, solid lines) are presented

in fig. 4.28. The nominal step period is extended from 0.8 s to 1.2 s and the produced trajectories of the
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Figure 4.27: Performed gait sequence of the walk gait without (top) and with (bottom) phase coupling.
Black dot is the position of the projected Center of Mass. Colored filled dots represent stance trajectories
and empty dots swing trajectories. (red:left fore, blue: right fore, yellow:left hind, green: right hind) In
this figure, the reference frame is centered on the robot.

fore legs present a slight shape change in the stance phase.
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Figure 4.28: Generated trajectories from a nominal walk without phase feedback (dotted), and adjusted
trajectories by the phase feedback (solid). It is observable the extension of the step period from 0.8 s to
1.2 s, and a slight shape change in the stance phase.

Results also show that unwanted touching during the swing, and lifting during stance has been

slightly reduced in most cases (fig. 4.29). Front feet touching the ground incorrectly during the swing

phase decreased from12.60% to 11.90% of the swing phase period and from1.30% to 0.07% on the

hind feet (fig. 4.29(a)). The unwanted lifting of the feet occurring during stance phase decreased in the

fore legs from23.40% to 5.09% of the stance period, but increased for the hind legs, from25% to 29%

of the stance period (fig. 4.29(b)).
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Figure 4.29: Average percentage of time of the swing and stance phases, on which unwanted touching
and lifting occurs, respectively. Touching during swing decreased on the swing legs from12.60% to
11.90%, and on the hind legs from1.30% to 0.07%. Lifting on the stance phase decreased on the fore
legs from23.40% to 5.09%, but increased on the hind from25% to 29%.

4.5.4 Remarks on entrainment of pendular effects

The feedback mechanism presented in this section investigates a simple phase coupling mechanism

by exploring the properties of the oscillators used to modelthe CPGs, introducing a phase coupling

term as given by the periodic motion of the projected COG. It is hypothesized that the inclusion of this

coupling term could improve the stability of the walk gait and avoids the lifting of a foot which should

be executing the stance phase.

Results from the simulations indicate an improvement of thestability on the walk gait, as measured

by the SSM, maintaining the desired general features of the crawl gait such as duty factor and interlimb

phase relationships. Simulations also demonstrated that the initial aim of the feedback is achieved in

the forelegs, but not in the hindlegs. The inclusion of the phase feedback reduces the lifting of the fore

feet during stance, but on the other hand increases slightlythe lifting of the hind feet during stance. It

also marginally reduces unwanted foot contact with the ground during the swing phase in the fore legs.

The application potential of the feedback seems however quite limited. It focuses mainly in the

stability of the walk gait, as measured by the SSM, and it applies only on flat terrain. Further work

could also investigate the integration with other kinds of feedback within the same framework, such as

phase transition [174] and postural control [200], as well as on other legged robots, including robots

with compliant actuators.
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4.6 Standing postural control

Postural stability is one important requirement if the goalis achieving autonomous adaptive loco-

motion on irregular terrains. A robot should be able to maintain its orientation in respect to gravity,

keep its equilibrium and adapt the body segments to the ongoing movement.

This chapter addresses postural control in quiet standing,considering it a first step for the design of

a postural controller for locomotion. The CPG system proposed in section 4.2 is used to generate basic

rhythmic motor patterns for locomotion, which assumes thatcomplex movement is generated from the

combination of discrete and rhythmic motions, modeled as dynamic systems. The independent nature

of the rhythmic and discrete motor generation of the controller is the property which allows for the

application of the presented approach and which is very interesting to be explored. While standing, the

rhythmic movements are turned off, and the proposed postural system specifies discrete motions for the

hip and knee joints [36,44].

The system is validated through a few experiments in an AIBO ERS-7 robot. The robot is subjected

to different posture perturbations ranging from roll and pitch variations to loss of feet support, reacting

promptly and smoothly in a way to recover postural control.

4.6.1 Postural control

Neurobiological research has brought interesting concepts into the field of robotics, as the presented

concept CPG that is used in legged robot locomotion. Researchers are also interested on how body

posture during standing and walking is maintained, a ubiquitous and vital motor function, as most

terrestrial, aquatic and flying animals maintain a defined global orientation in relation to the gravity

force.

Mammal posture maintenance can be distinguished in two modes of control [49]. A feedback mode

employs feedback loops to respond to perturbations of orientation and produces the postural actions to

counteract the perturbations and bring the posture back to an equilibrium. The other is a feedforward

mode, which entails the anticipatory postural changes in advance to expected external perturbations or

voluntary destabilizing movements.

The motor responses of the legs are coordinated resulting ina final posture task, possibly from

processed and integrated characteristics of the body posture, like the Center of Mass, body geometry and

limb axes, or even orientation of the body [124, 129]. However under certain conditions, it seems that

the postural system is divided in fore and hind mechanisms, controlling the stability of the anterior and

posterior parts of the body independently, receiving information from the leg’s mechanoreceptors [48,

49].

The postural system is suggested to be divided in two feedback loops, spreading between spinal

and supraspinal levels (fig. 4.30). Mechanisms residing in the spinal cord are majorly driven by leg

mechanoreceptors and contribute by generating correctiveresponses. These may be activated and mod-

ulated by higher structures, involving supraspinal centers that receive information from both girdles,

and vestibular and visual information, outputting descending corrective commands. An interaction of
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fore and hind controllers seems to exist through supraspinal levels, to accurately coordinate the efforts

of the individual legs [48,50].

Visual and vestibular
signals

Supraspinal
corrective commands

Fore
load and position

afferents

Spinal postural 
mechanisms

Forelimbs

Spinal postural 
mechanisms

Hindlimbs

Hind
load and position

afferentsspinal loop

supraspinal
 loop

Figure 4.30: Representation of the feedback mode for posture control. Postural actions counteract
through a two feedback loops. The spinal feedback loop receives input from leg mechanoreceptors and
activation and modulation from supraspinal regions. Figure adapted from [49].

The proposed work concerns the feedback mode of postural system, loosely based on the concepts

from studies on mammal’s postural system. It shares the ideaon the existence of postural mecha-

nisms that respond to perturbations in body orientation supervised through different sensory modalities,

closely interacting with the locomotor system and generating the movements for postural corrections.

Herein is hypothesized that:

• The resulting leg corrective action is the overall output ofparallel responses related to different

sensory information modalities.

• Each response may be directly influenced by:

1. Low level direct sensory signals, e.g. foot ground contact, joint position

2. Processed regulated variables, e.g. center of mass

Thus, the integration of the parallel responses produces the final correct posture, and acts as the integra-

tion of somatosensory signals. Some of the responses that compose a leg controller have been designed

based on existing reflexes observable in animals (e.g. tilt compensation), and others in requirements

from a robotics point of view. Also, some responses are coordinated among the four legs, allowing

joined efforts when corrective movements of full amplitudefrom one leg are required. Each of these

responses will be detailed in the following sections.

4.6.2 Revisiting the CPG model

As presented in section 4.2, a network of four coordinated CPGs is responsible for generating the

basic locomotor motions. All CPGs are composed by three unit-CPGs, controlling the hip-swing, hip-

flap and knee joints, modeled using the oscillator in eqs. (4.1,4.2). In order to uniquely address the
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standing postural problem, the rhythmic activity is turnedoff by settingν < 0. Thus, the generated

solution of the unit-CPGs (x) follows the input valueO for the discrete component.

The proposed postural system outputs joint position into the threeO inputs to the locomotor system,

interconnecting both systems for the three joints of each leg: hip-swing, hip-flap and knee. The offset

inputOs,i for the hip-swing,Of,i for the hip-flap, andOk,i for the knee. Subscripti specifies one of the

four legs, fore left, fore right, hind left or hind right.

4.6.3 Postural control system

The postural control system generates movements for posture correction. It enables integration of

sensory feedback such that movements are robustly generated and adapted to the environment. Sensory

information is noisy and changes as a result of the generatedrobot movement. The proposed postural

control depends on a variety of sensory modalities through the integration of several responses, each

based on its own sensory input. This integration of posturalresponses provides the system with some

aspects of coordination, competition and redundancy.

Each response individually contributes to the posture of the robot with respect to its given sensory

inputs. The different responses are then integrated to produce the final corrective motions.

The AIBO robot has a 3-axis accelerometer built into its body, enabling to calculate the sagittal

and lateral tilt of the robot body. Each leg has a touch sensorin its foot, an encoder and PWM motor

information for each joint. This work considers that information regarding the body angle, namely roll

and pitch angles, foot touch information and a value relating to joint load are all available. The postural

corrective responses and the respective sensory inputs arepresented in fig. 4.31.

CPGCPG+
+

+
CPGCPG+

Roll compensation

Joint limits

Resting posture

Touch control

Load distribution

Anti-collision

COM adjustment

Pitch compensation

Roll angle

Pitch angle

Encoders, attitude

Joint torque

Foot touch

Encoders

Encoders

Encoders

4x Os,Of,Ok

Figure 4.31: Parallel postural responses and the respective sensory modality. The overall solution of all
postural responses is output and used as the offset for the unit-CPGs: hip-swing, hip-flap, and knee.

These responses are set for each leg, some of which work independently within the leg, while others

are coordinated between the other legs. This coordination enables the assistance when the required

corrective movements assigned to a leg are greater than the full amplitude.
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Responses are designed as equilibrium forcing functions ona differential equation, and their com-

bination is simply the sum of their dynamics.

˙yj,i = f rollj,i + f
pitch
j,i + fCOM

j,i + f loadj,i + f touchj,i + f
disperser
j,i + f resetj,i + f limits

j,i (4.37)

The solutionyj,i is the corrective movement for jointj on legi, and is assigned to the unit-CPG’s input

Oj,i. Each response has one parameterizable gain, specifying the speed of converge to the equilibrium

point. A careful parametrization of these gains allows to define the overall role of each response on the

final postural correction, by weighting the responses. The parametrization of these static gains has been

achieved empirically on the present work.

In order to prevent the system’s solution to evolve out of allowable and desirable values, and at the

same time limit the range of action of each joint, two system limits were added as repellers.

f limits
j,i = kjl (yj,i −Mj,i) e

(yj,i−Mj,i)
2

2σ2 + kjl (yj,i −Dj,i) e
(yj,i−Dj,i)

2

2σ2 , (4.38)

By havingf limits
j,i (eq. (4.38)) in eq. (4.37), the range of solutions is limitedto a range betweenDj,i

andMj,i. Parameterkjl defines the amplitude andσ the width of the repellers.

Roll and pitch balance responses

The objective of these two responses is to adjust the body inclination, opposing to changes in terrain

slope, so that the roll and pitch angles are reduced to a minimum. Slope compensation is achieved

through extension and flexion of the legs, changing legs’ height.

Figure 4.32: Robot’s pitch angle is adjusted by extending/flexing the front/rear legs in coordination.

Pitch response uses the information about the robot’s pitchangle and adjusts the body in the sagittal

plane, changing the front and hind legs height by manipulating the joint position for the hip-swing and

knee joints. When the robot is inclined backwards, it extends the hind legs and flexes the fore legs until

it reaches a leveled position (fig. 4.32). Symmetrically, when the robot is inclined forwards, it flexes the

hind legs and extends the fore legs.

The following function models the pitch response, for the hip-swing (j = s) and knee (j = k) of
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each leg:

f
pitch
j,i = kpitch pi (φpitch) , (4.39)

whereφpitch is the actual pitch angle, as measured by the robot’s IMU.pi(φ) is a piecewise linear

function defining a dead-zone in order to deal with sensor noise.pi(φ) also returns a positive or negative

value, as required by the robot’s joint configuration, in order to the solution result in the correct behavior.

e.g. forφpitch it returns the symmetric value for the fore legs and positivefor the hind legs. The static

gainkpitch defines the speed of convergence to equilibrium.

Figure 4.33: Robot’s posture in the frontal plane is adjusted by extending/flexing the right/left legs in
coordination accordingly to the current roll angle.

The same principle is applied to the frontal plane of the robot. Using the roll angle information

φroll, the roll response changes the leg height on the left and right sides independently. If the robot

is inclined to the left, it should extend the left legs and flexthe right legs (fig. 4.33). Alternatively, if

inclined to the right it should flex the left legs and extend the right legs.

The roll response also acts in the hip-swing (j = s) and knee (j = k) of each leg, as defined by:

f rollj,i = krollpi (φroll) , (4.40)

with φroll as the roll angle measured by the robot’s IMU, andkroll the speed of convergence. Similarly

for the pitch response, the samepi(φ) piecewise linear function defines a dead-zone, and returns a

positive or negative value depending on the robot configuration. For theφroll it returns a negative value

for the left legs and positive value for the right legs.

These two responses address the same joints, with possibly distinct behaviors as the resulting output,

e.g. roll response tries to extend one leg while the pitch response flexes the leg. This is a clear case of

possible coordination or competition between the output solutions of the different postural responses.

Roll and pitch coordination There are certain situations where the corrective movements of full

amplitude are not sufficient to reduce the robot’s inclination. On these situations, extending and flexing

the legs to their limits does not yield a complete correctionof the pitch and roll angles. The solution
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is a coordination of the previously presented responses,f rollj,i andfpitchj,i , in order to work together on

more difficult postural tasks.

In the situation where no action will produce a postural action, due to reaching an extension or

flexion limit of a given leg, the other diagonal legs should change their height, taking the leg to within

a workable range. The strategy is to flex or extend a current leg that has reached its equilibrium state in

its own pitch and roll responses:e
−(pi(φpitch)+pi(φroll))

2

0.01 , and if one of the other diagonal legs still has

not reached the equilibrium state:pi (φpitch) + pi (φroll) 6= 0.

The previously presented pitch and roll are then expanded byadding a member, reflecting this

strategy:

f rollj,i + f
pitch
j,i =kpitchpi (φpitch) + krollpi (φroll) (4.41)

+ kC

( |pl (φpitch) + pl (φroll) |
2

)

e
−(pi(φpitch)+pi(φroll))

2

0.01 ,

wherekC is a static gain,l denote the diagonal legs, andi the current leg. By choosing a smaller gain

kC than the gainskpitch, kroll, this mechanism is ensured to not overtake the role of the pitch and roll

responses.

Center of Mass compensation

The center of mass (COM) compensation response is intended to position the robot’s COM over

the center of the support polygon, increasing the Static Stability Margin (SSM) of the actual robot’s

posture. By adjusting the hip-swing (s) and hip-flap (f) joints, the body is shifted, displacing the COM

over the support polygon (fig. 4.34).

y

Figure 4.34: The projection of the robot’s center of mass is displaced towards the support polygon’s
center, increasing the static stability margin.

A point attractor brings the hip joints to an equilibrium when the COM coordinates match the

support polygon’s center. The solution changes the offset of the hip-swing and hip-flap through the
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contributions defined in:

fCOM
s,i = kCOM,s(COMx − xcenter), (4.42)

fCOM
f,i = kCOM,f(COMy − ycenter), (4.43)

whereCOMx andCOMy denote the center of mass projection position in thex andy axis, respectively,

andxcenter andycenter are the position of the support polygon’s center.kCOM,s andkCOM,f are the static

gains for the hip-swing and hip-flap compensation movements.

Load distribution

This response distributes the weight of the body equally over the four legs. Load information is

estimated from joints by reading the motor PWM values and then a simple averageF is calculated.

Legs which are above this load average are being pushed harder than the others, bearing more load due

to the gravitational force in this static setting. Load distribution is applied to hip-swing (s) and knees

(k) joints, controlling leg height as follows:

f loadj,i = kload(Fi − F ), (4.44)

wherekload is a static gain,Fi is the actual value read on the PWMs for legi andF is the average force

over the four legs.

Touch control

When the robot’s feet lose ground contact, the robot loses support on that point. This response

monitors the touch sensors in the foot and when it detects theloss of support, it searches for ground by

extending the leg (fig. 4.35). Leg height is controlled by adjusting the hip-swing and knee joints.

The response is formulated as:

f touchj,i = kt(1− Ti)yj,i, (4.45)

wherekt is a static gain,Ti is the footi touch sensor: 0 means that the foot is lifted and a 1 means that

it has ground contact.

Touch coordination Sometimes the ground is too far and a fully stretched leg is still not able of

regaining support. Therefore a method for coordinating thetouch control response is proposed, enabling

the other legs to lower at the same time that the lifted leg extends (fig. 4.35).

This mechanism uses the touch information from the other three feet touch sensors, which is used

to act on the hip-swing and knee joints. This mechanism is added as a term to the touch response:

f touchj,i = kt(1− Ti)yj,i + kC,t,i[(1− Tj) + (1− Tk) + (1− Tl)], (4.46)
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Figure 4.35: Foot touch sensors are used to monitor ground support loss, signaling the touch control
response to extend the leg.

whereTj , Tk, Tl are the foot sensors from all the other legs. Similarly,kC,t,i is a static gain that controls

the speed of convergence.

Leg disperser

It has been verified that in certain conditions the fore and hind knees would get very close or even

collide, which caused a few stability problems since it madethe robot become unbalanced and some-

times even provoked falls.

In order to avoid this undesired situation, a mechanism is proposed to prevent the knees from touch-

ing. The mechanism implements a leg disperser through an erected repeller, activated once the distance

between the knees reaches a minimum undesired value. This response controls the hip-swings and is

given as follows:

f
disperser
j,i = kdisperser

(

1− 1

1 + e−k(di−dmin)

)

, (4.47)

wherekdisperser is a static gain,di is the current distance between knees calculated using the robot

kinematics, anddmin is the minimum value allowed for the distance between knees.

Posture reset

After a certain number of corrective movements the robot maylose its own initial posture. To force

the quadruped to return to its initial position a weak attractor is implemented. The idea is to have a

contribution weak enough so it does not disturb the other responses, but if allowed, it will slowly and

surely return to the initial posture.

The response is given by:

f resets,i = kr (ys,i − IPs,i) , (4.48)

f resetf,i = kr (yf,i − IPf,i) , (4.49)

f resetk,i = kr (yk,i − IPk,i) , (4.50)

wherekr is the static gain and has a very low value.IPs,i, IPf,i and IPk,i are initial positions for
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hip-swing (s), hip-flap (f) and knee (k) joints.

4.6.4 Experimental results

In this section are presented the results from experiments performed on the AIBO ERS-7 to demon-

strate the feasibility of the proposed postural system to control the twelve DOFs for maintaining the

robot’s static stability.

Figure 4.36: Schematic view of the ERS-7 AIBO model depicting the controlled DOFs for the left side.

The robot stands over four independent supports (fig. 4.37) which when operated together can mimic

a stand-alone moveable plane, subjecting the robot to change in inclination, or can mimic the loss of

foothold.

Figure 4.37: Platform used to perform the various and different experiments. This platform is composed
by four independent moveable supports, where it is possibleto raise or drop each of them.

The postural control system is validated through experiments, where the robot is subjected to dif-

ferent posture situations ranging from roll and pitch variations to loss of feet support.
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The parameters used in the experiments are presented on table 4.5.

Table 4.5: Parameter values for the postural experiments.
kjl 5000
σ 0.05

kpitch 4
kroll 4

kC 4
kCOM,s 1
kCOM,f 1
kload 0.5

kt 2
kC,t 2

kdisperser 3
kr 0.5

Sagittal and frontal inclinations

This experiment intends to verify the robot’s behavior whensagittal and lateral inclinations are

applied. It is expected that the robot suppresses any inclination to values near zero. It is also expected

that the COM position converges to the center of the support polygon.

The four platforms start moving att = 8 s, performing an inclination−5◦ in the pitch plane

(lowering the fore part of the body) and−3◦ on the roll angle relatively to the ground (lowering the left

side), during 20 s. Att = 29 s the platform started to return to its initial position (0◦) taking 20 s.

Fromt = 8 s tot = 28 s the robot tries to oppose to the platform inclination (fig. 4.38), stretching

the fore and left legs and folding the hind right leg doing a forward left move. It succeeds on suppressing

it to values|φ| < 1◦ for the pitch and roll.

At t = 28 s the platform changed its movement, but despite the change,the robot continued sup-

pressing the platform inclination, slowly folding the stretched legs and stretching the folded one, re-

sulting in an opposite movement. At the end of the platform movement, att = 48 s, the roll and pitch

angles of the robot are near0◦.

Based on these results it is possible to say that the inclination goals were attained.

On fig. 4.38 is possible to see that at the beginning of the experiment the robot does not have its

COM centered on the support polygon. The first few seconds areused for the robot to position itself

correctly. Att = 8 s the platform starts its movement and throughout the experiment, the COM position

stays very close to the center of the support polygon. The COMresponse (fig. 4.39) normally opposes

to the roll and pitch control, not letting it to do exaggerating moves in either direction. This competition

resulted in a good performance since it was able to suppress the terrain inclination and center the robot’s

weight on the support polygon.

Fig. 4.39 shows each response for the fore left hip-swing. Note that the roll and pitch balance

response (f rollj,i + f
pitch
j,i , blue solid line) is the dominant one, and the joint limiter and leg coordination

were not activated since both are used at more demanding situations.

Touch and coordination

The purpose of this experiment is to demonstrate the implemented touch coordination. One of the

four supports is dropped, forcing the foot to lose ground contact. Once ground contact is lost, the robot

should stretch that leg in order to regain support. At the same time the other legs help out lowering the

body to solve the problem as quickly as possible.
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Figure 4.38: The first two plots show in degreesφpitch (1st panel) andφroll (2nd panel) variation of
the platform (dashed) and of the robot (solid). The bottom two show the robot center of mass position
(dashed) and the intersection point (solid) evolution.
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Figure 4.39: The top plot shows the response of the differentresponses for the fore left hip swing
joint. The dotted line is the COM response, the solid line is the roll and pitch response, the dash dotted
line represents the leg repeller, the dashed line is the joint limits control and the leg coordination is
represented by the light blue dashed line. The bottom plot shows the sum of all responses.
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Figure 4.40: Fore left (FL), hind right (HR), fore right(FR)and hind left (HL) leg’s touch. Filled area
means that the respective foot is on the ground, otherwise islifted.

At approximately 6 s the support beneath the fore right leg was lowered (fig. 4.40). On fig. 4.41 it

is observable that to compensate the missing support the fore right leg was stretched as expected, since

the swing and knee values of this leg are decreasing (dash dotted red line and dotted light blue line). In

the same scale but in opposite direction was the fore left swing lowering the body of the robot to help

the fore right leg. This lack of touch was soon eliminated showing a good coordination between the

legs.
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Figure 4.41: Top: Desired (solid line) and real (dashed line) trajectories for Fore Left Swing, desired
(dash dot line) and real (dotted line) trajectories for the Fore Right Swing. Bottom: Desired (solid
line) and real (dashed line) trajectories for Fore Left Knee, desired (dash dot line) and real (dotted line)
trajectories for the Fore Right Knee.

Note that despite the noisy sensory information, the solution and resultant joint trajectories are

smooth. Further, the joints are able to follow the planned trajectories correctly as expected.
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All responses

The aim of this experiment is to verify the robot behavior when subjected to disturbances in posture

that elicit the activation of all the postural responses, such as the experimented depicted in fig. 4.42.

Figure 4.42: Video snapshots from an experiment where the robot is subject to faster and greater per-
turbations, and where most responses were elicited.

Fig. 4.43 depicts results from this experiment. Att = 7 s the four supports started moving such that

during 15 s an inclination of−6◦ was produced (lowering the fore part of the body) in the pitchplane

and−3◦ (lowering the left side) on the roll angle relatively to the ground. Att = 22 s, the platform

starts returning slowly to the initial position (0◦), taking 15 s to execute the task. When the platform

reached the initial position (att = 46 s) it started moving again until reaching a pitch angle of−3◦ and

no roll angle. Finally, the platform is set back to0◦.

Fig. 4.43 shows that the robot suppressed satisfactorily the provoked pitch and roll angles. The

COM it follows closely the center of the support polygon throughout the experiment.

In fig. 4.44 is possible to observe that any loss of touch was regained as quickly as possible without

compromising the overall posture of the quadruped.

On fig. 4.45 is possible to see each response for the overall solution. Each response has its impor-

tance as almost every single one of them contributed for the attained result.
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Figure 4.43: The first two plots showφpitch(1st panel) andφroll(2nd panel) variation of the platform
(dashed) and of the robot (solid). The bottom two show the robot center of mass position (dashed) and
the intersection point (solid) evolution.

Figure 4.44: Fore left (LF), hind right (RH), fore right (RF)and hind left (LH) leg’s touch. Where the
filled area means that the respective foot is on the ground, otherwise is lifted.
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Figure 4.45: The top plot shows the response of the differentresponses. Where the dotted line is the
center of mass response, the solid line is the roll and pitch response, the dash dotted line represents the
leg repeller and with value zero is the joint limits control and leg coordination. The bottom plot shows
the sum of all responses.)
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4.6.5 Remarks on standing postural control

The proposed postural system presents an interesting and successful approach in accomplishing

equilibrium maintenance in a standing postural task. The most interesting aspect of the approach is

how the fusion of several responses based on different sensory modalities has been achieved. However,

the system requires manual parametrization of each postural response, and is performed incrementally

and individually.

Experimental results demonstrate that by having parallel postural responses, each defining a postu-

ral action according to a given sensory modality, the final behavior is achieved as a coordinated effort,

even when the output of postural responses contradict each other. These aspects on coordination, re-

dundancy and competition allow the system to tackle severalpostural disturbances, easily generalizing

for different situations.

The major drawback of the proposed approach is that it does not consider dynamic effects. The

proposed postural responses only tackle static conditions, disregarding dynamic effects, such as fast

postural disturbances, or the self-imposed accelerationscaused by postural actions. This drawback is

the major detractor of applying the proposed postural system to the problem of locomotion.

4.7 Discussion

This chapter presents a contribution which strived to accomplish a step forward in the control of

quadruped locomotion, with the goal to achieve efficient andadaptive, goal-directed locomotion. The

goal of the presented solution is to build onto previous workusing limit cycle oscillators to implement a

CPG based approach. It presents an architecture functionally organized in separate levels of abstraction,

dividing the role of high-level planning of locomotion, andregulation of locomotion and generation of

motor patterns.

The generation level encompasses a flexible organization ofLandau-Stuart oscillators, producing

strictly coordinated motor patterns, yet flexible enough toproduce a large range of movements which

allows the quadruped robot to achieve omnidirectional locomotion. This level is modulated by the

regulation level, receiving sets of parameters specifyingthe characteristics of the motor patterns to be

executed. In this fashion, omnidirectional locomotion is specified by the planning level through high

level locomotion descriptors, such as the walking velocity, walking orientation and angular velocity.

This approach greatly reduces the dimensionality of the control problem. All the motions are coor-

dinated at the generation level, in two fronts: 1) the properexecution of a stepping pattern is guaranteed

through a generation of coordinated motions for all the DOFswithin a limb-CPG; 2) the maintenance of

phase relationships among the four legs, through the coordination of the four limb-CPGs. Furthermore,

the regulation level maps three high-level commands to the parameter values of all the four limb-CPGs,

significantly reducing the parameters which are used to modulate the motor patterns.

A simple goal-oriented locomotion task was used to demonstrate the feasibility of the architecture

and ability to continuously modulate the walking motions. The three high-level commands are output

from local planning systems, reacting to real-time to visually acquired sensory information, making the
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robot walk towards a given target while avoiding obstacles,by steering and changing its velocity.

These characteristics and the simplicity of the solution are possible to attain mainly due to the

properties presented by the Landau-Stuart oscillator. However, its simplicity also limits its application

for a high gain position controlled quadruped robot, mainlybecause the oscillator produces sinusoidal

shaped motions and the system does not make use of the robot’skinematical model. This fact limits

the solution to not reach the performance of typical solutions for quadruped statically stable walking,

and due to the platform characteristics, it is not possible to pursue dynamic walking. Nonetheless, the

robot performs the desired locomotion and the obtained results have been quite satisfactory, especially

considering the simplicity of the system.

The proposal of feedback mechanisms tries to address these issues to some extent, with the aim to

include temporal and spatial adaptation terms onto the CPGs. However, it is not clear or yet established

the best procedure on how to pursue the integration and design of feedback mechanism. One advantage

on building upon the presented approach is the possibility of integrating sensory feedback mechanisms

already presented in other works [45,174].

This chapter investigates a method of coupling the CPG rhythmic activity to the step phase of the

quadruped robot, trying to create a link between the robot dynamics and the walking motion of the

locomotor controller. The phase coupling mechanism achieves slight improvements of the locomotion

in flat terrain, slightly changing the shape and timing of thenominal trajectories and correcting some

of the step phases. However, the usability of the proposed mechanism is largely dependent on the

parametrization of the CPGs and limited to locomotion in flatterrains.

Postural stability of a standing quadruped was addressed with the goal of further expand the solution

for locomotion. The proposed postural system produces online trajectory modulation, achieved through

the inclusion of feedback loops through a set of integrated responses. The proposed responses are

included in the dynamical system equations and generate therequired joint trajectories that enable a

coordinated and smooth movement towards an equilibrium condition. This coordination, competition

and redundancy among the responses are a key element for the adaptive, flexible and fault tolerant

postural actions observed from the system.

This solution for postural control relies on postural responses which specify static equilibrium con-

ditions to be achieved, through reactive mechanisms. This choice was demonstrated to limit the appli-

cation of the posture system to locomotion.

In the future, postural responses should include dynamic effects, taking in consideration acceler-

ations and dynamic equilibrium conditions. The behavior ofresponses should also be augmented to

include predictive action, not only reactive. For instance, the use of optic flow would be a good indica-

tor of future postural conditions, depending on the observed terrain configuration. The hierarchization

of the postural responses depending on the behavioral and postural context could also be explored,

possible through weight manipulation of the postural responses.

Postural control should also be considered as a high-level complex skill, rather than only a com-

bination of reflexes, because it requires estimation of the pose and mechanisms to address dynamic

conditions, and to produce anticipatory postural corrections based on voluntary movements.
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CHAPTER 5

BIPED LOCOMOTION

This chapter presents a CPG approach based on phase oscillators to bipedal locomotion where the

designer with littlea priori knowledge is able to incrementally add basic motion primitives, reach-

ing bipedal walking and other locomotor behaviors as final result. The proposed CPG aims to be a

model free solution for the generation of bipedal walking, not requiring the use of inverse kinematical

models [8,10] and previously defined joint trajectories [149,173].

The incremental construction of bipedal walking allows an easier parametrization and performance

evaluation throughout the design process. Furthermore, the approach provides for a developmental

mechanism, which enables progressively building a motor repertoire. It would easily benefit from

evolutionary robotics and machine learning to explore thisaspect.

The proposed CPG system also offers a good substrate for the inclusion of feedback mechanisms

for modulation and adaptation. Other studies have exploredmechanisms for phase resetting [4,5,173],

phase coupling [147], and frequency adaptation [149], entraining the walking dynamics with the con-

troller. The current proposal explores phase regulation mechanisms using load sensory information,

observable in vertebrate legged animals [158].

Results from simulations, on HOAP and DARwIn-OP in Webots software show the adequacy of

the locomotor system to generate bipedal walk on different robots. Experiments on a DARwIn-OP

demonstrates how it can accomplish locomotion and how the proposed work can generalize, achieving

several distinct locomotor behaviors.

The last section explores the integration of the proposed CPG controller within a whole-body control

framework formulated as a Linear Quadratic Program (LQP), to investigate how the proposed system

fares in comparison with typically used approaches of ZMP based walking.

5.1 Bipedal CPG approach

On the proposed locomotion system each CPG produces the motions of a single leg, controlling all

the leg’s DOFs by outputting reference angle positions. In contrast with the quadruped CPG solution,

99
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the design of the biped CPG requires a different approach, asthe simple sinusoidal patterns are not

appropriate for achieving biped walking. The CPG is modeledon the suggested two layered organi-

zation, having one rhythmic generation layer producing thetemporal reference and one other pattern

generation layer receiving the temporal drive to produce the spatial reference. A group of motion pat-

tern generators, each responsible for a single joint, are driven by a shared rhythmic generator [139]

(fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Representation of left and right CPGs. Each CPG is composed by a shared rhythmic genera-
tor and a group of motion pattern generators for the corresponding joints of the leg. Bilateral interaction
between the rhythmic generators is represented by the bilateral arrow, providing for maintenance of in-
terlimb relationships.

The rhythmic generator is implemented as a phase oscillatorto generate the base rhythm of loco-

motion. The use of a phase oscillator presents appealing properties as straightforward maintenance of

phase relationships and entrainment, which are used to achieve interlimb coordination and to serve as a

substrate to feedback pathways, such as the later proposed phase regulation.

The motion pattern generators receive the rhythmic signal and generate joint trajectories through

the sum of motion primitives. Similar to other approaches [91,142,149], motion primitives are encoded

as a set of non-linear dynamical equations with well-definedattractor dynamics, and are smoothly and

easily modulated regarding their amplitudes, frequencies, and pattern offsets.

A motion primitive describes a simple motion, meant to be employed as components for the achieve-

ment of more complex motions. This approach is based on the idea that certain biped locomotor behav-

iors are achieved by performing complex motions at the kinematic level, and these complex motions are

best tackled when addressed separately. It is a synergisticapproach, considering that by weighting or

sequencing the motion primitives, it is possible to modulate the produced complex motions and alternate

between the achieved locomotor behaviors. It also shares the idea that by weighting or sequencing the

motion primitives, it is possible to modulate these complexmotions and alternate between the achieved
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locomotor behaviors.

Motion generation in this approach is flexible in the sense that it allows for an easy addition and

change of motion primitives, and provides for an easy integration with autonomous mechanisms for

learning, optimization or evolution and exploration of locomotor behaviors. The expansion of the motor

repertoire can be achieved through tuning of parameters formotions; creating new motion primitives;

empirically, or even evolutionary methods; creation and reorganization of feedback pathways and its

effects in motor patterns. Regardless, it is considered that as a starting point in the life of the robot,

it should have a basic motor repertoire of motion primitivesthat achieve basic, but capable, walking

behavior. It can also be regarded as a starting point for local policy search methods, which benefit from

the existence of an initial solution, such as POWER [113,211] and PI2 [202,212].

The creation of the basic motor repertoire for walking is presented in the next sections. The motor

repertoire is created manually through a progressive increment of motion primitives, using sinusoidal

and bell-shaped trajectories to describe general motions observable from biped walking.

Using only sinusoidal and bell-shaped profiles in the designof motion primitives is a conscious

choice, reasoned on the designer’s lack of knowledge and ability to describe any of the following: i) the

complete joint trajectories for achieving biped locomotion; ii) changes in joint trajectories to achieve

different locomotor behaviors; iii) modular motion primitives for achieving detailed biped locomotion.

By using a reduced description through the superposition ofonly sinusoidal and bell-shaped motion

primitives it is possible to overcome these limitations.

The proposed approach provides for an easy addition and change of motion primitives with the

objective of performing a broad, flexible repertoire of locomotor behaviors.

5.1.1 Rhythm generator

A rhythm generator is implemented as a coupled phase oscillator, given by eq. (5.1) from sec-

tion 3.2.

φ̇i = ω + k sin (φi − φo + π) , (5.1)

It outputs a monotonically increasing periodic signalφi (rad), with rateω (rad.s−1), which specifies

the phase of the current legi. The rhythmic output signalφi is employed as a time keeping clock,

determining the state of the step. The signal drives the pattern generators, providing for a timely and

coordinated generation of the motor trajectories.

To use the phaseφ not only in2kπ periodic functions (e.g. sine and cosine), the output is bounded

in the range[−π, π]. Each motion primitive is anchored into a specific phase value, where each period

corresponds to the final step cycle period.

By having a single central rhythm generator for all the joints of a single leg, the coordination be-

tween all motions within that leg is guaranteed. Furthermore, the use of a phase oscillator provides for a

simple mechanism for contralateral coordination, accomplished by simple bilateral coupling (eq. (3.11))

between the two legs, maintaining a strictly contralateralanti-phase relationship, between left and right
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legs.

5.1.2 Motion pattern generator

Each CPG is composed of six motion pattern generators drivenby the shared phase oscillator,

addressing all the joints in a leg for the DARwIn-OP and otherrobots with similar kinematical config-

uration. A single motion pattern generator produces the trajectories in real-time for each joint within a

leg, and the final produced periodic motion is used as the reference angular position, input to the low

level PID control. The produced periodic trajectory by eachmotion pattern generator is the overall

result from the employment of several motion primitives.

In the proposed implementation, each motion pattern generator is based on a set of non-linear

dynamical equations, defining the attractor dynamics. Joint positionzj,i is generated according to the

current phaseφi of the CPG, in eq. (5.2) from section 3.2.2.

żj,i = α(Oj,i − zj,i) +
∑

f(zj,i, φi, φ̇i) (5.2)

An offset attractorOj,i specifies the offset attractor, for the final generated rhythmic pattern. Subscriptj

defines the motion pattern generator of a single joint from DARwIn-OP’s legs: hip roll (hRoll), hip yaw

(hYaw), hip pitch (hPitch), knee (kPitch), ankle roll (aRoll) and ankle pitch (aPitch); and subscripti

defines the left or right leg CPG. A single motion primitive isdefined by a functionfmotion
j (zj,i, φi, φ̇i),

and the final generated trajectoryzj,i results from the sum of all motion primitives for that joint.

Sinusoidal profile Sinusoidal motions are useful for recreating symmetrical motions which repeat

a maximum excursion one or more times throughout the step cycle. A general sinusoidal profile is

described by:

fmotion
j = −Aj,motionφ̇i sin (φi + ψmotion) , (5.3)

with amplitudeAmotion and phase shiftψmotion for joint j in leg i.

Bell-shaped profile Bell-shaped motions are more appropriate to describe motions which happen once

in a step cycle, with a defined duration within the step period. A general bell-shaped profile is described

as:

fmotion
j = −Aj,motionφ̇i (φi + ψmotion)

σ2
exp

(

−(φi + ψmotion)
2

2σ2

)

, (5.4)

whereAmotion defines the amplitude andσ the width of the bell curve, or the duration of the movement,

andψmotion the phase shift.

Biped locomotion requires the same motions to be produced for both legs in alternate fashion,

therefore, when a motion primitive is defined, it is used for both legs. Furthermore, for simplifying
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the design of motion primitives for the ankle joints, and to simplify the general walking behavior, it

is assumed that the feet should be maintained parallel to theground during the whole step cycle. To

accomplish parallel movements of the feet, symmetric motion primitives from the hip pitch and ankle

pitch are assigned to the joint ankles.

Each motion pattern generator is assigned a set of motion primitives, which can be enabled or

disabled through own parameter manipulation. Modulation of each motion primitive is dependent on

the final desired locomotor behavior, rendering locomotiona problem of modular motor programs.

5.2 Motion primitives

The proposed motion primitives for achieving basic goal-directed bipedal walking are herein pre-

sented in such an order, that by sequentially adding them, one can easily parameterize to achieve a

correct and stable walking behavior. From own familiarity with human walking, observations and kine-

matical descriptions [188], one can put together a set of coarse motion primitives that compose a basic

locomotion, resorting only to sinusoidal and bell-shaped profile trajectories.

A minimum of four motion primitives is required to achieve a capable biped locomotion. These four

motion primitives are described next: the balancing motion; the flexion motion; the compass motion

and the turning motion. Other motion primitives can be considered, either for expanding the locomotor

abilities, e.g. turning motion, pelvis rotation motion, orto add detail to the walk, e.g. yielding motion.

In biped walking typically a duty factor ofβ = 0.6 is performed, achieving two types of support

during a step cycle: single and double support. During single support the robot propels the body forward

using one leg, while the other swings forward to be placed in the ground. At this point both legs support

the robot simultaneously, describing a double support phase, transiting from one single support phase

to the contralateral single support phase.

A B E

zhPitch

zknee

-zknee - zhPitch

zhPitch

-zhPitch

zhRoll

zaRoll

Figure 5.2: 3 motion primitives. A) Balancing motion; B) Flexion motion; E) Compass motion.
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5.2.1 Balancing motion

The first motion primitive considered is the balancing motion (fig. 5.2, A), one of the crucial motions

for bipedal walking. As the robot steps alternately, it exhibits moments of single foot support, requiring

the displacement of the body over the supporting foot duringa step cycle, unloading the swinging foot

and allowing to execute the swing phase of the step, by lifting it from the ground and transferring it to a

more forward position. Failing to achieve a correct displacement over the supporting foot at the correct

timing for the next swinging foot, will certainly lead to a fall.

The balancing motion addresses the displacement of the body, transferring the body in the frontal

plane from one foot to the other. It acts on the hip roll (hRoll) and ankle roll (aRoll) joints as a sinusoidal

trajectory that makes the robot oscillate laterally. This motion is defined as:

f
balancing
hRoll,i = −Abalancingφ̇i sin (φi) , (5.5)

f
balancing
aRoll,i = −fbalancinghRoll,i , (5.6)

wherei specifies the left or right leg,φi is the phase of left or right CPG, and parameterAbalancing

specifies the amplitude of the lateral displacement motion,disabling the motion when set to 0.

The phase shift of the balancing motion is 0, which means thatwhenφL = 0 (left CPG) andφR = π

(right CPG), the balancing motion is at the maximum displacement, with the weight over the left foot.

WhenφL = π andφR = 0, the balancing motion is at the maximum displacement over the right foot.

This phase difference ofπ is enforced by the contralateral coupling.

This choice effectively anchors the middle of the swing phase to be defined atφi = 0, as the

maximum excursion of the balancing motion in either leg.

The motion of the ankle roll joint is symmetrical to the hip roll joint, enforcing the assumption that

the foot should always be parallel to the ground.

Fig. 5.3(a) shows the final trajectory when applying the balancing motion withAbalancing = 11 and

joint offsets configured toOhRoll = −1.5 andOaRoll = −1.5. Snapshots of the executed balancing mo-

tion during half the step cycle are presented in fig. 5.3(b). Aslight inward angling of the legs, specified

by offset parametersOi,hRoll,Oi,aRoll, reduces the required amount of lateral displacement [188].

5.2.2 Flexion motion

Flexion motion is the second essential motion, and is meant to achieve vertical clearance for the

feet, effectively marking the swing phase of the step. Aftera correct displacement of the body weight

through the employment of the balancing motion, the swinging foot is unloaded and the flexion motion

changes leg length by actuating on the three pitch joints: hip, knee and ankle (fig. 5.2:B). This motion

is described at joint level as having a bell shaped curve, resulting in a smooth profile for the trajectory
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(b) Overall movement of the robot during half cycle of the balancing motion.

Figure 5.3: Balancing motion is applied to the hip roll (hRoll) and ankle roll joints (aRoll), displac-
ing in the frontal plane the weight between the left and rightfeet. The balancing motion presented:
Abalancing = 11, OhRoll = −1.5,OaRoll = −1.5.
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of flexion. This is given in eq. (5.7) for hip, eq. (5.8) for knee, and eq. (5.9) for ankle.

fflexhPitch,i =
Ahipφ̇iφi

σ2
exp

(

− φ2i
2σ2

)

(5.7)

fflexkPitch,i = −Akneeφ̇iφi

σ2
exp

(

− φ2i
2σ2

)

(5.8)

fflexaPitch,i = −
(

fflexhPitch,i + fflexkPitch,i

)

(5.9)

The amplitude of the flexion motion is specified by parameterAhip for the hip andAknee for the knee.

This motion primitive in the ankle is the sum of the hip and knee flexion motions, imposing a parallel

feet to the ground at all times.

The flexion motion is defined with phase shift of 0 rad, just as the balancing motion, centered at

φi = 0. It specifies the swing phase of the right leg whenφL = 0 andφR = π, and the swing phase of

the left leg whenφL = π andφR = 0.

Through the use of a bell-shaped profile, the joints perform aretracting movement only during a

specified time frame, defining the swing phase. In order to achieve an overall swing phase of about50%

of the step cycle, the width of the flexion motion primitive should comprise the range
[

−π
2 ,

π
2

]

, set by

σ = π
6 .

Fig. 5.4 demonstrates the final generated trajectories whenapplying the balancing motion to the roll

joints and the flexion motion to all pitch joints, as well as the generated movement by the robot during

the swing phase of the right leg.

5.2.3 Compass motion

The third essential motion is the compass motion, responsible for producing the propulsion of the

body during locomotion. This motion moves the legs in the sagittal plane, alternately moving the

contralateral legs forward and backward (fig. 5.2:E). It generates the forward steps in coordination with

all the other motions, resulting in forward walking. This motion is described as sinusoidal profiles at

the hip pitch and ankle pitch joints,

f
compass
hPitch,i = −Acompassφ̇i sin

(

φi +
π

2

)

, (5.10)

f
compass
aPitch,i = −f compass

hPitch,i , (5.11)

with amplitudeAcompass and π2 phase shift.

A phase shift ofπ2 places the maximum excursion of the motion at the beginning and end of each

swing phase. This results in the coordination between the transfer of the swing leg, and the propulsion

of the stance leg, with the balancing and flexion motions.

The final trajectories that result when employing the compass motion, along with the balancing and

flexion motions, are presented in fig. 5.5(a).
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(b) Overall movement when applying the balancing and flexionmotion during half the step cycle.

Figure 5.4: Flexion motion is applied to the hip pitch (hPitch), knee pitch (kPitch) and ankle pitch
joints (aPitch), shortening the leg to increase foot clearance. The flexion motion presented:Ahip = 15,
Aknee = 30,OhPitch = −25, OkPitch = 40 andOaPitch = 20.
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(b) Overall movement when applying the balancing, flexion and compass motions during half the step cycle.

Figure 5.5: Overall movement of the robot resulting from allthe three motion primitives: balancing,
flexion and compass motions. Compass motion is applied to thehip pitch (hPitch) and ankle pitch
joints (aPitch). The compass motion presented:Acompass = 11, OhPitch = −25, OkPitch = 40 and
OaPitch = 20.
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5.2.4 Turning motion

After having the robot able to walk forward, it is possible toachieve turning while walking. During

the single support phase of the step cycle, if the robot twists by its vertical axis, the placement of the

next stance foot will be pointing on the direction to turn. This turning can be achieved by employing a

sinusoidal profile on the hip yaw joints of the robot, coordinated with the previous presented motions

(fig. 5.6).

A single sinusoidal motion primitive,

f turnhYaw,i = −Aturnφ̇i sin
(

φi +
π

2

)

, (5.12)

with a phase shift ofπ2 , acting on the robot’s yaw joints can rotate the body by its vertical axis during

the leg’s support phase, proportionally to the modulated amplitudeAturn. Having the same phase shift

as the compass motion, effectively synchronizes the turning motion with the compass motion.

5.2.5 Knee yielding motion

A characteristic of legged locomotion is the yield that occurs in the knee joint when the leg starts

the stance phase and the body weight is passed onto it. As mentioned by Saunders [188] as the third

determinant of walking, this flexion happens when the centerof mass (COM) is passing its peak. Al-

though shown to be more energy costly to maintain a flat COM during human walking [117], it may

be beneficial in the used robotic platform to apply a small flexion on the knee joint during the stance

phase, so the vertical trajectory of the COM of the walking robot is flattened.

This motion is added to the knee and ankle joints and is described by a sinusoidal profile of ampli-

tudeAyield with π phase shift making the flexion occurring at middle of stance phase:

f
yield
kPitch,i = Ayieldφ̇i sin (φi + π) (5.13)

f
yield
kPitch,i = −2Ayieldφ̇i sin (φi + π) (5.14)

f
yield
aPitch,i = −fyieldhPitch,i (5.15)

5.2.6 Pelvis rotation motion

In level human walking the pelvis rotates alternately. Saunders et al. mention it as the first determi-

nant of walking [188], flattening the vertical COM trajectory, as well as smoothing the inflections when

changing the vertical direction of the COM.

Whether or not this motion will reduce vertical displacement of the COM, or will contribute to

improve performance and stability, it has the ability of increasing the step length by twisting the body,

placing the swinging foot further in front. This pelvic rotation is performed at the hip yaw joints,

described as a sinusoidal trajectory

f rotationhYaw,i = −Arotationφ̇i sin
(

φi +
π

2

)

, (5.16)
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(b) Resulting robot movement when applying the balancing, flexion and turning motions.

Figure 5.6: Overall movement of the robot resulting from thethree motion primitives: balancing, flexion
and turning motions. The turning presented:Aturning = −5 andOhYaw = 0. In panel (a) is observable
in the generated trajectories the coordination between thejoints. During the swing phase, here identified
by the hip pitch flexion, the hip yaw rotates the robot in the vertical axis.
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with amplitudeArotation and π2 phase shift.

A phase shift ofπ2 anchors the maximum excursion of the rotation motion at the beginning and end

of each swing phase, so the rotation motion happens only whenone leg is on the ground, coordinated

with the compass motion.

5.2.7 Motion summary

For the realization of goal-directed bipedal locomotion inflat terrain, only four motion primitives

are strictly required: balancing motion, flexion motion, compass motion and turning motion. These

four motion primitives can be considered the basic motor repertoire for bipedal locomotion, upon other

motion primitives could be added. Other added motion primitives could be used to add new features to

the walk or fine tune the performance, and toggling motion primitives can be used to alternate between

locomotor behaviors.

A summary of the proposed CPG and motions primitives is presented:

φ̇i = ω + k sin (φi − φo + π) , (5.17)

żhRoll,i = −α(zhRoll,i −OhRoll) + f
balancing
hRoll , (5.18)

żaRoll,i = −α(zaRoll,i −OaRoll) + f
balancing
aRoll , (5.19)

żhYaw,i = −α(zhYaw,i −OhYaw) + f rotationhYaw + f turnhYaw, (5.20)

żhPitch,i = −α(zhPitch,i −OhPitch) + fflexhPitch + f
yield
hPitch + f

compass
hPitch , (5.21)

żkPitch,i = −α(zkPitch,i −OkPitch) + fflexkPitch + f
yield
kPitch, (5.22)

żaPitch,i = −α(zaPitch,i −OaPitch) + fflexaPitch + f
yield
aPitch + f

compass
aPitch . (5.23)

A correct tuning of parameters is necessary for achieving bipedal walking in the robot. This

parametrization is performed by sequentially and incrementally tuning and adding each motion primi-

tive in sequence by trial-and-error, as detailed in the nextsection.

5.2.8 Other locomotor behaviors

The proposed system allows the achievement of other locomotor behaviors in a scalable manner

through the manipulation of motion primitives. The method for addressing other locomotor behaviors

and gait modulation in the proposed framework is to: 1) perform parameter modulation of already

defined motion primitives; 2) toggling between primitives or defining new ones to fulfill the required

locomotor ability.

Parameter modulation With parameter modulation, quantitative changes are imposed in the already

established motions, which is quite useful for achieving a smooth continuous locomotor diversity. For

instance, smooth variation of forward velocity can be achieved by adjusting the amplitude of the com-

pass motion. The modulation of the same parameter, the amplitude of the compass motion, if set to a

negative value will result in backwards walking.
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Primitive selection Providing new locomotor abilities for the robot can be a matter of adding new

motion primitives and toggling between the available set ofmotion primitives, selecting the appropriate

ones to achieve the desired locomotor task. For instance, achieving goal directed walking is a matter of

activating the correct primitives, toggling the activity of the turning motion.

In order to achieve other more complex behaviors, one could resort to mechanisms of developmental

robotics, such as evolutionary or learning algorithms.

5.3 Bipedal walking demonstrations

In this section the adequacy of the system to produce walkingbehaviors for different robots in

simulation is demonstrated, as well as the deployment on a real robot.

Initially is demonstrated the proceedings on how to tune themotion primitive’s parameters, and

how to sequentially pursue a basic walk. Then the results from the walking robot are presented, ac-

complishing several locomotor behaviors, such as walking forwards and backwards, and turning. After,

a comparison of CPG walking and ZMP walking in simulation is presented, and results compared in

matters of performance and stability.

The robot used in the demonstrations is the DARwIn-OP by ROBOTIS [73], a small open-platform

humanoid with 20 DOFs, using digital position controlled servos, measuring 45.5 cm and weighting

2.9 kg. It includes a built-in computer equipped with 1.6 GHzIntel Atom Z530 (32 bit), 1GB RAM and

on-board 4GB flash SSD. The robot’s body is equipped with a 3-axis gyro, a 3-axis accelerometer and

each foot is equipped with four force sensing resistors (FSR) distributed through the four corners. The

DARwIn-OP humanoid presents a common configuration for the DOF to other humanoid robots.

A simulated model of the robot is used in the Webots, using ODEphysics simulator, to perform

preliminary tests and validations before transferring thesolution to the real robot.

5.3.1 Motion primitive parametrization

A few simple steps are taken to find adequate amplitude parameters for the motion primitives,

following a sequential procedure by trial-and-error in a short number of tries.

The robot starts upright, stopped on its feet, with all motion primitives disabled (amplitudes zeroed).

First, joint offsets are chosen to find a correct posture for the robot. Usually for this type of biped robots,

legs are maintained flexed, in a posture that allows for feet placement at the onset of swing and onset

of stance, without reaching singularities. Offsets for thehip, knee and ankle pitch joints are assigned in

a fashion to achieve this posture and a pre-determined leg length. Table 5.1 presents the chosen offsets

that specify the general posture of the robot. Legs are pointing inward in the frontal plane by setting

symmetrical offset values for the hip and ankle roll joints.Offsets for the hip, knee and ankle joints are

assigned to achieve a flexed leg posture, with a slight forward body tilt.

After achieving an acceptable body posture, the balancing motion is parameterized by choosing

an adequate amplitude that results in a movement transferring the COM over the two feet alternately.

Having the correct alternate displacement of the COM, the stepping movements can be executed by
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Table 5.1: Joint’s offsets to maintain upright posture.

Offset (◦)

OhYaw 0
OhRoll 1.5
OhPitch -25
OkPitch 40
OaPitch 20
OaRoll -1.5

choosing the amplitudes for the flexing motion primitives. Now, the forward progression resulting from

the walk depends only on the step length, which is dependent on the compass motion amplitude.

Parametrization of the motion primitives is not critical, nor necessarily detailed. Due to the nature

of the synergistic approach, the influences to the final trajectory from the preceding parameterized

motion primitives are not clear. The used motion primitivesare coarse kinematic descriptors, and

especially when combined, the final achieved kinematic and dynamic behavior is difficult to anticipate.

It is therefore difficult to pursue more detailed locomotionand a better performance. Following the

described steps ensures that the resulting movements from the overall motion primitives will produce a

successful walk.

Balancing motion parameters

The role of this motion is to displace the COM away from the swing foot. Finding a suitable

amplitude value for the balancing is a matter of increasing the amplitude until the displacement of the

body weight is directly above the support feet, which can be visual inspected and further tuned by the

readings from the COP measured at the robot’s feet.

Fig. 5.7 shows the trajectories produced for the hip and ankle roll joints, and the resulting ground

reaction force on each foot. For different amplitudes of balancing, different degrees of displacement

are achieved. The greater theAbalancing value the greater the displacement and the weight transfer,as

shown in fig. 5.7(a) forAbalancing = 11 and fig. 5.7(b) forAbalancing = 14. At maximum excursion

it is possible to observe a greater weight release from one foot to the other. WithAbalancing = 11

the maximum supported weight in the stance leg is 23.4 N and inthe swing leg is 6.7 N, and for

Abalancing = 14 is 26.7 N in the stance leg and 3.6 N in the swing leg.

This effect is better observed from the COP readings in fig. 5.8, showing the COP is transferred to

the center of the foot whenAbalancing = 14, while whenAbalancing = 11 the COP does not reach the

center of the foot. Also, if balancing amplitude is too large, the weight will be displaced beyond the

foot’s outer edge and the COP will leave a valid support region.
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Figure 5.7: Trajectories generated (solid blue), performed joint position (dashed green) and the resulting
ground reaction forces (GRF) for the left and right legs. Thebalancing motion withAbalancing = 14
achieves a greater release of the weight at the maximum excursion.
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Figure 5.8: Progression of the COP during the balancing motion. Red rectangle represents the left foot,
and the green rectangle the right foot as seen from the top. The balancing motion withAbalancing = 14
achieves a closer displacement of the COP to the center of thefeet.
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Flexion motion parameters

The shortening of the leg, preparing for the execution of theswing phase, is achieved by the flexion

motion primitive. Fig. 5.4(b) shows the resulting movementof the robot when the balancing and flexion

motion primitives are employed. The robot displaces the weight over the supporting foot, allowing for

flexion of the contralateral leg.

The generated trajectories from the application of this flexion motion are presented in fig. 5.9, as

well as the resulting foot vertical clearance achieved by the robot’s feet. This achieved vertical clearance

can be controlled by the amplitudes used in the motion,Ahip andAknee. In this example amplitudes are

set toAhip = 15 andAknee = 30. From the force sensor readings in the feet it is possible to conclude

that the weight is successfully supported alternately (bottom in fig. 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Trajectories generated (solid blue), performed joint position (dashed green), the resulting
foot height and ground reaction forces (GRF) for the left andright legs. The flexion motion with
Ahip = 15, Aknee = 30 achieves a ground clearance around 1.5 cm.
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Compass motion parameters

The final motion required for a complete walk is the compass motion. The robot is already able

to step in place, missing only the propulsive action to walk.Compass motion achieves this propulsive

action, parameterized in amplitude byAcompass, which directly influences the step length. The greater

the amplitude, the greater the step length and therefore theachieved velocity. This motion accepts a

range of values for the amplitude, starting from deactivation by settingAcompass = 0, to a upper limit

value that the robot no longer can perform the walk without falling. In the current configuration using

the previously defined offsets and motion’s amplitudes (tables 5.1 and 5.2), the upper limit was found

to beAcompass = 13.7 when applying the previously chosen parameters.

Table 5.2: Motion’s amplitudes.

Amplitude (◦)

Abalancing 11
Ahip 15
Aknee 30
Acompass [0, 13.7]

ω(rad.s−1 ) 4.9087

The different step lengths performed by the robot when usingdifferent values are evident in fig. 5.10.

When walking withAcompass = 6 the robot achieves a step length of 3.26 cm, and when walking with

Acompass = 11 achieves a step length of 6.0 cm.

An almost linear relationship between the compass motion amplitude and the achieved walking

velocity was found on the current configuration, as shown in fig. 5.11. The robot was made to walk

forward with differentAcompass values, with increments of 0.1 for each eight steps, and the velocity

achieved at each step was recorded. Fig. 5.11(a) presents the mean achieved velocity for all steps for

a givenAcompass value, and fig. 5.11(b) presents the performed step length. In the bottom panels is

possible to take a closer look at the mean values and the standard deviation at the higher values of

Acompass. As the robot approaches the upper limit ofAcompass, the measured velocity and step length

present a greater variation, evidencing an increase in instability, just before falling forAcompass > 13.7.

Turning motion parameters

The robot would be able to navigate its environment if a controller changed the motion primitives’

parameters. It was shown that the forward walking velocity has a relationship with the compass motion

amplitude. Here it is evidenced that the turning velocity ofthe robot also has a relationship with the

turning motion amplitude.

A set of simulations are performed, where the robot walks with the offsets from tab. 5.1, the am-

plitudes from tab. 5.2 withAcompass = 8, and a set ofAturn values: {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}. Fig. 5.12
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Figure 5.10: Feet placements when walking with two distinctvalues, left foot is red and right foot
green, as seen from above. The trajectory of the COM (black line) throughout the walk. The achieved
step lengths are influenced byAcompass value. Walking withAcompass = 6 it achieves a step length of
3.26 cm, and achieves a step length of 6.0 cm when usingAcompass = 11.
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Figure 5.11: In the presented posture and parametrization,the achieved velocity and the performed
step length can be approximated by a linear relationship with Acompass. The velocity is calculated for
each performed step, and the mean is presented. In the bottompanels is observable the deviation from
a linear relationship as the value ofAcompass reaches the upper limit. Evidence of the robot reaching
instability.
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illustrate the paths taken by the robot using these eight amplitude values. It demonstrates that there is

a relationship betweenAturn and the achieved angular velocity, and that there is an upperlimit for the

Aturn. In the right panels is observable the increase in instability when changing fromAturn = 6 to

Aturn = 7, suggesting either that the chosen motion primitives are not adequate for performing tighter

curves, or the value ofAturn is not adequate for the current CPG configuration, i.e. the chosen offsets

and other motion primitives.
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Figure 5.12: Top-down view of world and the paths (black line) performed by the robot while walking
with the previously defined configuration, using 8 values forAturn, {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} (left panel),
and isolated views forAturn = 6 (top right) andAturn = 7 (bottom right). The green line represents the
path of the COM. The bottom right panel shows that the combination of Acompass = 8 andAturn = 7
is on the limit of stability.

The mean angular velocities for twenty steps are presented in fig. 5.13, along with the standard

deviation between steps. ForAturn > 6 there is an increase on the variance of the achieved angular

velocity at each step, caused by a decrease in walking stability.

In these demonstrations was shown that by controlling the motion primitive’s parameters, certain

characteristics of biped walking can be controlled. The magnitude of lateral displacement of the body

is controlled by theAbalancing parameter, which in turn influences the displacement of the COP in

the frontal plane. Foot clearance during the swing phase depends on the leg flexion, which is mainly
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Figure 5.13: Achieved angular velocity when applying differentAturn. The applicable range values
for Aturn is highly dependent on the chosen offsets, on the employed motion primitives and on the
chosen motion’s parameters. In the presented tests, applyingAturn > 6 exhibits a greater variation in
the achieved angular velocity at each step, and also an increase in instability.

generated by the flexion motion, parameterized byAhip andAknee. The compass motion parameter,

Acompass influences directly the performed step length while walking, as well as walking direction

accordingly tosign (Acompass). The angular velocity of the robot is directly controlled byAturn from

the turning motion.

5.3.2 Forward walking

As in simulations, the real DARwIn-OP robot walks successfully in flat terrain after a short parametriza-

tion of motions. Parameters for forward walking are presented in tab. 5.3.

Table 5.3: Parameters for the real DARwIn-OP

Amplitude (◦)

Abalancing 10
Ahip 20
Aknee 40
Ayield 2
Arotation 10
Acompass 9

ω(rad.s−1 ) 5.236

Offset (◦)

OhYaw 0
OhRoll 1
OhPitch -30
OkPitch 40
OaRoll -1
OaPitch 20

k 1

Fig. 5.14 depicts the forward walking behavior of the robot through snapshots from the video record-

ing1.

Recorded joint trajectories and resulting ground reactionforces are presented in fig. 5.15. The

robot walks forward successfully. However it should be noted that despite the strict symmetry in the

1Available athttp://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1.

http://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1
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1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 5.14: Snapshots of video recording of the DARwIn-OP robot walking forward.

generation of walking motions, the resulting walking behavior is not entirely symmetric, as seen from

the foot force readings, and the performed joint trajectories (green).

The resultant foot force profiles are dissimilar between theleft and right leg. Despite the striking

on the ground with the outside first, the weight distributionis different throughout the step cycle, and

presents different duty factors, 0.8 for the left leg and 0.72 for the right leg.

Joint trajectories are generally tracked by the servo’s low-level PD controllers with a slight delay.

However, in thehPitch joint at the foot strike instant it is observed the highest deviation from the

reference trajectory.

5.3.3 Turning

Achieving turning is just a matter of modulating the amplitude of the turning motion, independently

of what other motions the robot is performing. If the robot isstepping in place, the robot turns in place.

If it is walking forward, the robot turns while walking, performing a circular path. Fig. 5.16 presents

snapshots from the robot walking and steering left1.

The performed trajectories are alike the trajectories for forward walking, excepting the trajectories

produced for thehYaw joints, due to the employed turning motion primitive ofAturn = 5. The resulting

ground reaction forces are also similar to the ones recordedduring forward walking (fig. 5.17).

5.3.4 Ball following

A simple ball following scenario was devised to demonstratethe ability of the system to produce

goal-directed walking through simple parameter modulation (fig. 5.18)1. This scenario serves only

as a demonstration of the accomplishment of locomotor behaviors, and does not strive for an accurate

tracking or a robust solution. The robot detects a colored ball using its built-in head camera, maintaining

its gaze directed at the ball, using a simple PID control loopto keep the detected ball in the center of

the image. Goal-oriented walking is then controlled through the gaze of the robot, through simple

parameter modulation:

• Acompass is kept proportional to the vertical angle of the head, controlling the forward velocity of

the robot. If the gaze at horizon level,Acompass = 12, if its located down at the feet,Acompass =

0.
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Figure 5.15: Reference trajectories for forward walking asoutput from the proposed CPG (dashed blue)
and the performed joint motions (solid green). Ground reaction forces as read from foot force sensors.
Blue: front left; red: front right; yellow: back left; cyan:back right.
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1 2 3

4 5 6

Figure 5.16: DARwIn-OP steering left. Walking behavior defined by parameters in table 5.3 and
Aturn = 5.

• Aturn is modulated in proportion to the lateral gaze, controllingturning velocity. If the robot

looks π
2 to the left or to the right,Aturn = [−15, 15].

In fig. 5.19 are depicted the joint motions during three time intervals, where is possible to observe

the role of the modulation of the motion primitives. The leftmost time interval is depicted in snapshots

1 and 2 (fig. 5.18), when the robot walks right almost in a90◦ turn. It is observable in thehYaw joint

that the turning motion has increased its amplitude (Aturn) to perform the turn. A slight turn to the

left happens depicted in snapshots 3 and 4, resulting in an opposite amplitude ofAturn, as presented

in hYaw trajectory, in the middle time interval. The rightmost timeinterval is depicted in snapshot 7,

where the robot is close to the ball and therefore it reduces its walking velocity by reducingAcompass

close to zero. The influence of the compass motion primitive in the whole trajectory is observable on

thehPitch andaPitch joints.

5.3.5 Comparison with ZMP walking

From an engineering perspective it makes sense to directly compare different solutions which aim to

solve the same problem in the same application platform, as ameans to choose the most cost effective

and the best performer. In the case of robot biped locomotion, the typical approach is to employ a

ZMP based method for the generation of walking motions. BothZMP and CPG solutions aim to solve

the problem of generating the reference joint trajectoriesto achieve biped locomotion, applicable to the

generation of a stable walk for a high-gain position controlled biped robot, allowing a direct comparison

in terms of performance and cost of implementation. Both solutions produce the position for the joint

space vector in real-time, open-loop implementations, with the only difference being how these two

implementations reach the value for the joint space vector at a given time.

The ZMP is a popular and widely used method in humanoid robotics for the design of walking
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Figure 5.17: Reference trajectories for walking left (dashed blue) and the performed joint motions (solid
green). Ground reaction forces as read from foot force sensors. Blue: front left; red: front right; yellow:
back left; cyan: back right.
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Figure 5.18: Snapshots from ball following scenario. The robot’s gaze towards the ball directs the
walking, through simple parameter modulation.
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Figure 5.19: Three time intervals from the ball following scenario (fig. 5.18) and the resulting joint
trajectories and ground reaction forces. Leftmost: 1 and 2,the robot turns right. Middle: 3 and 4, the
robot turns slightly to the left. Rightmost: 7, the robot walks forward towards the ball and reduces
greatly the velocity.
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generators, with many contributions that furthered its study and resulted in subsequent improved loco-

motion abilities [226], such as omnidirectional walking, walking on ramps, climbing stairs and obstacle

negotiation.

In this comparison the implemented walking generator is based on ZMP method and on the work

for a NAO robot [70]. This walking generator relies on 1) desired body motion, 2) a stepping planner,

3) ZMP criterion, 4) inverse kinematical model. Given a desired translational and rotational velocity

for the body, a planner computes the foot placement before each step, which will achieve the desired

motion. The motion of the body is adjusted to satisfy the ZMP criterion on the planned foot placements,

using a dynamical representation of a biped simplified model. The final step is the computation of the

joint positions, using the inverse kinematic model of the robot, to perform the footsteps and the correct

ZMP body motion.

For the comparison, the tests were performed in the Webots simulator and the same assumptions are

made in regards to the two solutions: the ground is flat, the robot walks unperturbed and both solutions

achieve very similar locomotion characteristics:

• Step period, 1.28 s

• Duty factor,≈ 0.6

• Sagittal step size,≈ 0.057 m

• Lateral foot placement,≈ 0.032 m

• Walk velocity,≈ 0.085 m.s−1

• Body height and posture, 0.29 m and7◦ forward pitch

To achieve these similar characteristics for both solutions, the CPG approach was first parameterized

to achieve the upper limit in walk velocity. The footstep planner used in the ZMP solution was param-

eterized in order to exhibit the same achieved locomotion characteristics as the CPG approach. The

parameters used in the CPGs are presented in table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Parameters for straight walking.

Amplitude (◦)

Abalancing 14
Ahip 15
Aknee 30
Ayield 0
Arotation 0
Acompass 11

ω(rad.s−1 ) 4.9087

Offset (◦)

OhYaw 0
OhRoll 1.5
OhPitch -25
OkPitch 40
OaRoll -1.5
OaPitch 20

k 1

Visually inspecting both solutions yields the conclusion that both walks are successful, and the

achieved walking characteristics are very similar, only a more detailed analysis can shed some infor-

mation on the difference in performance between both solutions. It will be analyzed and compared
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the difference in the generated trajectories, the resulting COP throughout the walk, the ground reaction

forces and the body oscillations.

Computational time The first difference between the two approaches is the computation time required

for calculating a solution at each computation cycle of the robot. The difference in the required time

to compute the solutions, in a modern laptop equipped with anIntel Core i7-2620M@2.7GHz and

6GByte RAM, is tenfold, the ZMP solution takes 0.0233 ms (0.00702 ms std) while the CPG approach

takes 0.0023 ms (0.00043 ms std). These results are expected, as the CPG approach only requires

the numerical integration of the used dynamical equations in the CPG, while for the ZMP solution

it requires a sequence of procedures to reach the desired body motions and foot placements, and the

computation of the inverse kinematics to find the respectivejoint positions.

Energy consumptionIt is assumed that for comparison purposes, the energy consumption on the leg’s

servo joints can be inferred by the produced torques (τ ), as recorded from the simulator’s dynamics

engine.

E =

∫ t=20

t=0
τ⊤τdt (5.24)

For this comparison, both CPG and ZMP solutions walk straight for 20 s. The produced torques and

respective trajectories were recorded, relaying an energyconsumption of 8698(N.m)2 for the ZMP

solution, and 10867(N.m)2 for the CPG solution.

Produced trajectories Similar walks are achieved for both solutions in terms of general character-

istics, but are distinct in some aspects when analyzed carefully, such as the produced trajectories. In

fig. 5.20 are presented all the outputs to the joints of ZMP (dashed green) and CPG (solid blue) solu-

tions. It is possible to observe that both solutions producetrajectories with similar coarse features, but

the ZMP solution produces more detailed trajectories and with sharper inflections.

One can infer that the differences in the trajectories between both solutions will cause divergent

walking performances, despite producing similar general walking characteristics.

Ground reaction forces A look at the ground reaction forces of each solution provides some insight

on how the weight is distributed throughout the walk and how it is transferred from single support to

double support. In fig. 5.21 is presented the force sensor resistor readings (FSR) from the left (top) and

right (bottom) feet, from the CPG (solid blue) and ZMP (dashed green) solutions.

As stated previously, the produced weight distribution throughout the walk is similar for both solu-

tions, exhibiting a strict alternate foot placement and thesame duty factor. Observing the instant of foot

strike in the right foot (bottom), it is clear that the CPG solution suffers higher impact forces than the

ZMP solution. Otherwise both solutions exhibit generally the same ground reaction forces.

The ZMP solution produces slightly smoother weight transfers between support phases than the

CPG solution, as expected from a solution which uses ample knowledge of the robot kinematical model.
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Figure 5.20: Joint trajectories generated by the CPG (blue solid lines) and ZMP (dashed green lines) so-
lutions. These periodic trajectories with a period of 1.28 sshare the same coarse features. However, the
ZMP generated trajectories are more detailed because the approach uses the robot’s inverse kinematics
model.
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Figure 5.21: Ground reaction forces (GRF) measured from force sensing resistors (FSR) in the robot’s
feet. Blue solid lines are the values read from the CPG solution, and green dashed lines from the ZMP
solution.

Foot placements and center of pressureIt should be given closer attention to the progression of the

COP in order to perform a more detailed analysis in the differences in the weight transfer between sup-

port phase throughout the walk, and the respective walking stability. The measured COP is considered

to correctly represent the performed ZMP when the robot is dynamically balanced, as is well explained

by Vukobratovic [217].

In fig. 5.22 the foot support throughout the step cycles can beobserved, in the top for the CPG

solution and bottom for the ZMP solution. Comparing the feetplacements (red for left foot, green for

right foot) it is possible to observe that both walks are verysimilar in step size in the sagittal and frontal

planes.

The described trajectories of the COM (fig.5.22(a)) and COP (fig.5.22(b)) for both walks are strik-

ingly different however. For the ZMP solution, the COM follows a straight, direct progression between

support areas as planned through the ZMP planner. In contrast, for the CPG solution, the resulting COM

progression is not directed, presenting wider curves and brief backward motions during double support

phases. The lack of COM planning in the CPG solution, means that the COM progression over the

support areas in detail is uncertain, but the resulting broad characteristics are expected from the overall

motion primitives employed.

The progression of the COP in the CPG solution is quite difficult to follow in the figure, due to the

transition from single support to double support phase and then back to single support. The full weight

of the robot starts at the center of the left foot, where it lies throughout the entire single support of the

left foot. At the time of ground strike the center of pressureshifts instantly from the left foot to the right

front corner of the right foot. It then progresses through the front edge of the support defined by the two

feet, returning to the left foot. The COP then progresses from the middle of the left foot to the back of

the right foot, and then to the middle at the onset of the rightsingle support phase.
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Figure 5.22: Feet placement sequence for CPG (top) and ZMP (bottom) solutions, as viewed from top
to bottom. Robot walks forward in thex axis (left to right). Red rectangles represent the placement of
the left foot and green rectangles represent the placement of the right foot. Black lines represent the
COM progression projected in ground plane, as viewed from the top, and the blue lines represent the
COP throughout the walk.
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In the ZMP solution the COP follows a close progression on theplanned points, taking a direct

route between support areas, despite a small oscillation around the center of the end effector (small

circle in the foot). This oscillation of the COP, back and forward between the two feet, reveals a slight

oscillation in the robot during the transition between single support and double support phases.

Body oscillationsThe greater oscillations in weight transfer exhibited by the COP on the CPG solution,

compared to the ZMP solution, can be corroborated by the bodyangle oscillations measured through

the robot’s IMU.

The robot’s body pitch and roll angles are depicted in fig. 5.23, with the measurements from the

CPG solution in solid blue and from the ZMP in dashed green.

Roll angle oscillations (bottom) are close in amplitude,≈ 10◦, and shape for both solutions, which

is expected from analysis of the produced trajectories in the roll joints that govern the movements in the

frontal plane (fig. 5.20), and from the frontal displacementof the COM and exhibited trajectory of the

COP, as seen in fig. 5.22.

Oscillations in pitch angle (top) present an amplitude of≈ 4◦ in the ZMP solution, while for the

CPG solution the amplitude is≈ 10◦. The difference in detail produced by the CPG solution in the

movements that govern the sagittal plane, the three pitch joints in fig. 5.20, may be the cause of this

greater oscillation in the pitch angle. This greater oscillation in the sagittal plane was also observed in

the COM displacement and COP path in fig. 5.22. Curiously, theresulting oscillations in the pitch angle

from both solutions are in anti-phase.
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Figure 5.23: Pitch and roll angles measured from the robot’sIMU for the CPG (blue solid lines) and
ZMP (green dashed lines) solutions.
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5.3.6 Remarks on bipedal walking

The proposed CPG solution for biped walking successfully produces the required motion patterns

for purposeful, goal-oriented biped walking. The procedure to attain the manual parametrization of the

motion primitives has been demonstrated, revealing a briefand straightforward sequence of intuitive

tuning steps. Each motion primitive produces an intuitive motor action, rendering the tuning of the

motion primitive’s amplitudes a matter of observing the robot’s walking behavior, and adjusting the

amplitudes accordingly.

The performance achieved by the robot using the proposed CPGsolution is similar to the perfor-

mance achieved by a typical ZMP solution.

The major difference in performance is observed during the double support phase of the step, with

the CPG solution presenting greater oscillations in the weight transfer on the support area. This effect is

the result of a lack of kinematical planning of the end effector pose at the instants of the double support

phase. The absence of kinematical planning in the generatedmotions also reflects onto the maximum

attainable step length, with the ZMP solution being able to perform larger steps, almost the double

length of the CPG solution.

Despite these slight differences in performance, the CPG solution is capable of accomplishing al-

most all the locomotor behaviors as the ZMP solution in flat terrain, except side stepping and choosing

the position of feet placement to achieve precise walking.

The proposed solution is able to produce stable, goal-oriented walking with real-time modulation

of walking, as shown in the ball following demonstration. Head gaze towards the ball is sufficient for

modulating the amplitude parameters of the significant motion primitives, resulting in a ball following

behavior.

5.4 Phase regulation

Feedback pathways play an important role in the generation of legged locomotion. Sensory infor-

mation originating from tactile information; from muscle position, velocity and strain; as well as other

more complex senses like vestibular and vision; are used to dynamically adapt the centrally generated

pattern of locomotion to the requirements of the environment.

Step phase transition is a well discussed feedback in vertebrate walking, with many studies evi-

dencing feedback mechanisms which control the transition from swing-to-stance and stance-to-swing,

dependent on afferent signals [56, 143, 156, 160]. Direct evidence from observations in walking decer-

ebrate and intact cats indicate that two types of sensory afferents are involved in eliciting transitions

between step phases, relating to ankle loading and hip extension.

For example, it has been observed that chronic spinal and decerebrate cats adapt the rate of hind

stepping to the speed of the treadmill, by adjusting the duration of the stance phase through holding

or initiating the transition to swing [160]. Manipulation of the hip extension can hold the stepping

action, by holding the hip in place, or elicit the transitionfrom stance to swing by bringing the hip
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backwards [143]. Also, swing-to-stance transitions can beinitiated by taking the leg and bringing it

towards the front.

These observations were the subject of investigation in research works on animal locomotion and

CPG modeling simulations, including phase transition rules based on the sensory information related

to hip position and leg load [56,68,218]. In robotics, some works have explored feedback mechanisms

which use the ideas from these observations to some extent.

Phase resetting mechanisms have been used quite frequentlyin CPG based controllers [4, 6, 149,

173]. Phase resetting updates the nominal temporal state ofthe rhythmic generator based on some

external sensory event, usually a foot strike. It aims to synchronize the temporal reference with the

external state through a specific, well timed event, usuallythe contact of the foot with the ground which

indicates the initiation of the stance phase.

However the mechanisms at play in regulating the transitionof step phases also address the tran-

sition from stance-to-swing, and more importantly they regulate the duration of the step phases by

advancing and delaying the transitions. This kind of phase regulation has been explored for quadruped

robots usually only relying on foot load sensory information. It has been discussed as a method for

achieving physical entrainment [174], interlimb coordination and to increase robustness to unperceived

slopes, steps and lateral perturbations [135,136].

5.4.1 Phase regulation mechanism

The proposal for the phase transition mechanisms are designed on the assumption that by delaying

and advancing between phase transitions, it provides for adaptation and adequation of the executed

motions to the robot state and environment. The transitionsbetween swing and stance phases are

regulated using four mechanisms, divided in two roles for each temporally defined transition, swing to

stance and stance to swing. For each transition there are twomechanisms with the ability to delay or

elicit the advance to the next step phase, triggered when certain events occur or certain conditions are

met.

A phase transition is delayed with the aim to hold the transition to the next step phase, until a correct

expression of the walk is observed, or the fulfillment of certain events. If some expression of the walk

is observed earlier than expected or certain events have already occurred, an early phase transition can

then be elicited, promoting for the execution of the next step phase.

Swing to stance

At the transition from swing to stance, the leg comes from executing the transfer of the foot towards

the front, up to the point when the foot is placed on the ground, at the same instant the motions of

stance phase start to be performed. If the sequence of these events is not followed, the phase transition

mechanism should regulate the performed motions. In this sequence the easily identifiable event is

the placement of the foot, which happens at the same instant as the transition from swing to stance.
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Therefore, the foot placement event is used as an indicator for whether or not the executed step phase

matches the exhibited step phase, performed by the robot.

Two circumstances in the transition from swing to stance areconsidered, when the foot has touched

the ground before swing phase has finished, and when the stance phase has already initiated even before

the foot being securely placed and able to support the body. Herein it is assumed that a corrective action

should take place accordingly to these two circumstances byapplying delay or advance mechanisms.

Advance If the foot touches the ground before the end of the swing phase, an early and fast transition

from swing to stance should be elicited.

Delay Just before the initiation of the stance phase, if the foot has yet to touch the ground, the transition

from swing to stance should be delayed.

The designed mechanisms need to detect the transition between the step phases, and it should act

accordingly with the described adjustments in case sensoryevents are not occurring correctly.

Detecting the transition between step phases is a matter of verifying the value of each CPG’s phase

φi. The transition from swing to stance happens aroundφi = π
2 . This value is used to temporally

activate the advance mechanism before the transition (eq. (5.25)), and activate the delay mechanism at

the boundary region between the two step phases (eq. (5.26)).

ai,adv =







1, 0 ≤ φi <
π
2

0, otherwise
(5.25)

ai,del =







1, φi ≈ π
2

0, otherwise
(5.26)

The mechanism, if activated within the correct temporal region, is able to be triggered through the

loading and unloading of the feet. Feet force sensors are used to detect the loaded and unloaded status,

returned by a boolean functionδi for the footi and defined by a pre-determined threshold (eq. (5.27)).

δi =







1, load is higher than threshold

0, load is lower than threshold
(5.27)

Advance from swing to stance Triggering of the advance mechanism for the swing to stance transi-

tion happens when the foot comes in contact with the ground,δi = 1, before the transition to the stance

phase,ai,adv = 1, meaning the CPG is in swing phase, contrarily to the real robot. Eliciting an early

and fast phase transition is a matter of influencing the dynamic state of thei leg’s CPG: phaseφi and

the motion trajectorieszj,i.

The presented mechanism in eq. (5.28) advances the phase by increasingφ̇i to a very high value,

much higher than the value of the stepping frequencyω and the effects from the coupling term. After

the triggering of the mechanism, the phase of the oscillatorφi rises abruptly until it reaches the stance

step phase (φi > π
2 ), resuming the normal behavior dictated byω and the coupling terms. Function
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ai,adv deactivates the mechanism just after reaching stance phase.

It is unclear what should be the ideal behavior of the generated motion when a phase transition is

elicited. Therefore it is proposed that the generated motions should resume from the same trajectories

exhibited just before the transition was elicited. This choice is justified by the need to maintain the joint

positions at the moment the foot touches the ground, not allowing the trajectories to change abruptly by

the sudden change in the phaseφi. To block the change inzj,i during the transition,̇zj,i is set to 0 by

the mechanisms in eq. (5.29), activated on the region beforethe stance phase (ai,adv) and triggered by

the foot touching the ground (δi).

φ̇i =ω + k sin (φi − φo + π) + τadvai,advδi (5.28)

żj,i =
−α (zj,i −Oj,i) +

∑

fj

(

zj,i, φi, φ̇i

)

1 + τadvai,advδi
(5.29)

By setting a very large value forτadv, it is ensured that the transition on the phase from swing to stance

will happen in a very short time, and the trajectory will be brought to an halt by means ofżj,i ≈ 0.

Delay transition from swing to stance Similarly to the fast transition from swing to stance, the

triggering of the delay mechanism is carried out by the activation of the mechanism within the range

of the boundary between swing and stance,ai,del = 1, and the lack of foot contact with the ground,

δi = 0. Changes in phase oscillator are presented in eq. (5.30). Holding the transition is a matter of

not allowingφi to change at its normal rate, which is achieved by settingφ̇i ≈ 0 when the mechanism

is triggered. The motion patterns are also stopped while themechanisms are delaying the transition.

The resultingżj,i ≈ 0 from havingφ̇i ≈ 0 will hold the trajectories at the positions just before as the

transition from swing to stance had occurred.

φ̇i =
ω + k sin (φi − φo + π)

1 + τdelai,del (1− δi)
(5.30)

A large value ofτdel easily achieves the desired effect of holding the transition in terms of phaseφi.

The CPG resumes nominal behavior after the triggering of thedelaying mechanism, as soon as the foot

touches the ground.

Stance to swing

The transition from stance to swing marks the point when the leg ends the execution of the stance

phase, reaching the maximum leg extension, followed by the initiation of the swing phase by lifting the

foot.

Again, the lifting of the foot is a good indicator of whether or not the stance phase has finished,

and the swing phase has been initiated, compared to the currently generated motions. Discrepancies

between the executed motions and the requirements for a proper expression of a walk may result in

problematic situations. For instance, initiating the swing phase, and the lifting motion, of a loaded foot
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may leave the robot unsupported. It is assumed that delay andadvance mechanisms for the step phase

transition should address these situations and correct thediscrepancies.

Advance If the foot is unloaded before the end of the stance phase, an early transition from stance to

swing is elicited.

Delay At the limit of the transition between stance and swing, if the foot remains loaded, the transition

should be delayed.

The detection of the transition from stance to swing is performed by verifying the value ofφi,

which is carried out by functionsbi,adv andbi,del. These functions are used to activate the advance and

delay mechanisms at well-defined temporal zones. The advance mechanism is activated in the later half

of the stance phase, allowing for the mechanism to elicit an early fast transition into the swing phase

(eq. (5.31)). The delay mechanism is activated by detectingthe transition region between stance and

swing of the currently executed phaseφi (eq. (5.31)).

bi,adv =







1, −π ≤ φi < −π
2

0, otherwise
(5.31)

bi,del =







1, φi ≈ −π
2

0, otherwise
(5.32)

Within the activation zones of the step phase, which concerns the transition from stance to swing,

the mechanisms are able to be triggered by events regarding the readings from the feet sensors. These

events are detected by functionδi defined in eq. (5.27), detecting the loading of the feet (δi = 1) and

unloading of the feet (δi = 0).

Advance from stance to swing A fast transition from stance to swing is triggered when the foot is

unloaded before reaching the swing phase, enabled byai,adv = 1 and triggered byδi = 0. Similarly

to the advance from swing to stance, a fast transition is achieved by manipulating the phaseφi and the

motion trajectorieszj,i dynamics. Increasinġφi to a value much higher thanω + k sin (φi − φo + π)

and stopping the motion generation by holdingżj,i ≈ 0, as given by:

φ̇i =ω + k sin (φi − φo + π) + τadvbi,adv (1− δi) (5.33)

żj,i =
−α (zj,i −Oj,i) +

∑

fj

(

zj,i, φi, φ̇i

)

1 + τadvbi,adv (1− δi)
(5.34)

The phase of the oscillator rises abruptly after triggering, until just reaching the swing step phase,

where the functionbi,adv deactivates the mechanism. A very large value forτadv is chosen, ensuring a

fast transition on the phase, and a stop on the generated motions.

Delay transition from stance to swing Just like the delay on the transition from swing to stance,

the delay mechanism is enabled at the boundary region of the transition (bi,del = 1) and triggered by a
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continued load of the foot (δi = 1). The manipulation of the phase dynamics is presented in eq.(5.35),

delaying the transition for the next step phase by makingφ̇i ≈ 0, for a largeτdel.

φ̇i =
ω + k sin (φi − φo + π)

1 + τdelbi,delδi
(5.35)

The nominal behavior of the CPG is resumed after the unload ofthe foot is detected, releasing the

delaying mechanism.

Phase regulation summary

In summary, it is considered that the transition advancing mechanism is enabled during the latter

half of the step phase, definingai,adv from swing to stance andbi,adv from stance to swing. Delaying

mechanisms are enabled on the boundary region between two step phases, which definesai,del from

swing to stance andbi,del from stance to swing. A phase transition mechanism is triggered if a deter-

mined loading or unloading condition is verified in the respective legi through the functionδi.

The four mechanisms are implemented as term added to the phase oscillator eq. (3.11) and motion

pattern generators eqs. (3.12) for all leg joints:

φ̇i =
ω + k sin (φi − φo + π)

1 + τdel (ai,del (1− δi) + bi,delδi)
+ τadv (ai,advδi + bi,adv (1− δi)) (5.36)

żj,i =
−α (zj,i −Oj,i) +

∑

fj

(

zj,i, φi, φ̇i

)

1 + τadv (ai,advδi + bi,adv (1− δi))
(5.37)

whereτadv andτdel are positive constants that adjust the strength of delay andadvance effects.

The objective of adding members in eq. (5.36,5.37) is to increase or decrease the rate of change

of the CPG phaseφi and stop joint motionzj,i during phase regulation. Makinġφ ≈ 0 delays phase

transition, while increasinġφ above the nominal frequency achieves an earlier transition. For stopping

the joint motion,żj,i is set to≈ 0.

This interplay, between phasic dependent feedback and triggering conditions from physical exhibi-

tions of the walking dynamics, is expected to adjust the nominal walking trajectories according to the

robot and environment needs.

5.4.2 Simulations with HOAP-2

Simulations are used to demonstrate the proposed phase regulation mechanisms work as designed

and to compare the effects of phase regulation in the walk. Herein are presented the results from

simulations in the Webots robotics simulator, using the model of the HOAP-2 humanoid robot. HOAP-2

is a small biped robot with 48 cm, weighting 6.8kg, with 28 DOFs, presenting a very similar kinematical

configuration as the DARwIn-OP.

Fig. 5.24 shows the phase regulation mechanism elicited at the designed conditions in a straight
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walk in flat ground. An early transition from swing to stance is triggered at (A), after the foot touching

the ground earlier than expected. At this instance the phaseof the CPG advances to the next step

phase, the stance phase, and the trajectories are held untilthe transition is complete, resuming from this

point throughout the stance phase. At the end of the stance phase, noted by (B), the foot measures a

sudden unload, which triggers an early transition from stance to swing. However this transition is not

completed because the foot remains loaded in the subsequentinstants, which is deemed a false positive

on the triggering of the mechanism. At (C) the delay mechanism from stance to swing is triggered due

to the remaining load at the foot. The phase of the CPG and the trajectories are held until the foot is

unloaded below the threshold, resuming after the swing stepphase.
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Figure 5.24: Left leg trajectories and phase regulation mechanism triggering during one step cycle. A
transition was elicited from swing to stance due to early foot touchdown (A). When the load decreased
under the threshold a transition from stance to swing is elicited (B). However, the foot was not fully
unloaded before entering the swing phase, so the oscillatorwas delayed until reaching below the force
threshold (C).

Several simulations were performed with the aim to test a range of values for the compass motion

amplitudeAcompass, ranging from1 to 16, affecting the nominal step length. In fig. 5.25 is observable

the achieved step period, velocity and step length with (cross) and without (circle) the feedback for each

value of appliedAcompass. The inclusion of phase regulation allowed to increaseAcompass further than

8 without the robot falling. Globally, the effective achieved velocity was lower at the same amplitudes

when the feedback was active (cross). This is due to the effect of the delay mechanism in the transition

from stance to swing. The step period is similar in both situations. However forAcompass > 9 the
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period is reduced due to the effect of elicited early transitions between swing and stance (cross). When

phase regulation is active (cross), the achieved step length is slightly smaller than when it’s disabled

(circle), mostly due to the early transitions.
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Figure 5.25: A smaller velocity is achieved overall, when phase regulation is active (cross). However
the inclusion of phase regulation feedback allows for greater Acompass values, compared to when the
feedback is not used (circle). The range of useable values increased 100% for a successful walk with
phase regulation.

Simulations suggest that with phase regulation feedback the designer has more room in parametriza-

tion of walking motions. It is not necessary to find the perfect parameters for slight variations in envi-

ronment and is possible to use a greater range of values. An adaptation to slight environment changes

was also verified, where nominal motions are adjusted and therobot is able to walk up and down modest

slopes.

Simulations in up and down modest slopes have also been performed (fig. 5.26). The aim was to

ascertain if the application of phase regulation mechanisms enable any adaptation in the walk, which

would enable it to cope with perturbations such as tilted ground. A range of slope inclinations was

tested, from0◦ to 4.5◦ upslopes and from0◦ to −3.4◦ in downslopes.

Without phase regulation the robot is not able to walk, either, up-slope or down-slope, falling in the

very first steps.

5.4.3 DARwIn-OP experiments

The real robot walks successfully in flat terrain after a short parametrization of motions, and when

phase regulation is active it adjusts slightly the nominal gait. Walking slight sloped terrains (up:≈ 4◦,

down: ≈ 2.5◦) is not possible without the activation of phase regulation, reinforcing the obtained

results from simulations. Videos of the experiments are available athttp://asbg.dei.uminho.

pt/user/1.

http://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1
http://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1
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(a) Up-slope walking without phase regulation. (b) Up-slope walking with phase regulation.

Figure 5.26: Simulations’ snapshots from up-slope walkingwith an inclination of4.5◦.
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(a) Up-slope results.
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(b) Down-slope results.

Figure 5.27: Results from the simulations testing up and down-slope walking with different angles, in
terms of step length, step period and achieved velocity. Thesimulations with phase regulation allowed
the robot to walk in steeper slopes.
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The robot walks a down-slope of≈ 2.5◦ with the phase regulation activated until 36.8 s in the

experiment. At this instant of time, phase regulation is deactivated, just about when the next step takes

place, the robot loses balance and falls (fig. 5.28). Fig. 5.28 depicts joint trajectories for the right leg,

ground reaction forces from the right foot, right phase and triggered phase regulations. Only advance

transition from swing to stance is triggered at≈ 35 s and≈ 36 s, when the foot touches early the ground

because of the inclination. Clearly visible is the difference between the adjusted joint trajectories when

phase regulation is employed (t < 36.8 s) and the nominal trajectories when phase regulation is not

employed (t > 36.8 s).
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Figure 5.28: DARwIn-OP walking down a slope up until phase regulation is deactivated and falls.
After deactivating phase regulation (t > 36.8) nominal trajectories are no longer adjusted according the
sensed ground reaction forces (GRF). Just about the next step (t = 37 s) no phase advance is elicited
due to an early touchdown, making the robot lose balance and fall.

These achieved adjustments changed the overall step periodin up-slope walk from 1.20 s to 1.04 s

and also reduced the performed step length from the nominal 0.0505 m to 0.0424 m.
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5.4.4 Remarks on phase regulation

In this section a phase regulation mechanisms is proposed, using foot load information for con-

trolling the transition between the step phases, and investigated the potential improvements on biped

walking. Although not necessary for obtaining a stable walkin flat terrain, results have suggested that

the application of the regulation mechanisms does introduce some level of adaptation to the walk.

The inclusion of the phase regulation mechanisms has increased the range of admissible values

for the amplitude parameters of certain motion primitives,such as the compass motion. Besides the

ability to perform larger motions, the feedback mechanismscorrect out of range motions resulting from

parameters with values greater than it would be admissible.

Experiments have demonstrated that without the adaptationof the nominal walking motions pro-

duced by the proposed motion primitives, the robot falls when walking up and down slopes. The

inclusion of the phase regulation mechanisms allows the robot to walk up slopes up to4◦ and walk

down up to2.5◦, eliciting especially the transition from swing to stance upon earlier contact with the

ground.

The proposed phase regulation mechanisms requires, nonetheless, a very careful choice of param-

eter values and magnitude of the regulation effects, otherwise it the effect of the mechanisms risk to

hinder the walk. The region of activation on the rhythmic phase signal controls for how long the mech-

anisms are listening to the signals from sensory information, having an important role of defining a

temporal window of the step which the feedback is able to affect the walk. A careful choice of the load

thresholds used for each transition mechanism is also required, as a less adequate value can result in

intermittent walking behavior. For instance, choosing a low load threshold for the transition delay from

stance phase to swing phase may cease stepping, completely halting the walking robot.

The robot was subject to other disturbances for purposes of evaluating the role of the phase regula-

tion feedback, such as small pushes in the sagittal and frontal plane and stepping on unperceived small

steps. However, the inclusion of the regulation mechanismswas not fruitful, as the robot was not able

to recover from such disturbances.

5.5 Open-loop CPG within LQP whole-body control

The current section demonstrates the integration of a CPG based walking controller within a model-

based paradigm for whole-body control [181,182]. The goal is to have the CPG to control the locomotor

task, in a framework which can pursue several tasks simultaneously. The CPG approach presented in

section 5.1 will be used to substitute the ZMP walking generator that has been previously applied in the

framework. It will explore the advantages of general purpose, model-based, control framework allowing

for the combination of tasks of different nature, and the CPG’s ability to produce periodic and stereo-

typical behavior such as locomotion. However, the CPG should provide the same abilities as the ZMP

based solution, in terms of generating proper walking behavior, to allow change in walking velocity,

have the ability to navigate the environment and to work wellwithin the whole-body framework.

Here the proposed CPG is integrated in the framework as a taskwhich produces reference positions
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and how it is combined with other tasks. Then the performanceof the resulting walk is compared to

the produced ZMP walk, in energy consumption, computational time, stability and walking abilities.

Finally it is demonstrated how the CPG has the ability to produce goal-directed walking within the

whole-body control framework, in a scenario where the robothas to perform several tasks. Videos of

all simulations are available athttp://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1.

The LQP whole-body control framework will be next summarized.

5.5.1 Whole-body control

The control problem formulation for whole-body control presented is based on [182]:

1. A description of the constraints acting on the system;

2. An objective function to minimize.

At each time step the control algorithm computes the actuators’ input torque that minimizes the objec-

tive function without violating the constraints.

Constraints

The constraints of motion of a floating-base robot, as biped or other legged robots, can be described

using the Euler-Lagrange formalism for the equations of motion:

M(q)q̈ + n(q, q̇) + g(q) = Sτ + Jc(q)
twc. (5.38)

For a given state(q, q̇), this first constraint relates the generalized acceleration q̈ to the generalized

forces acting on the system. These forces are due to the inertial (M ), Coriolis, centrifugal/non-linear

(n) and gravitational (g) effects as well as to the actuation and the interactions of the robot with the

environment. On the left hand side,S andτ are respectively the actuation matrix and the input torque

vector whereasJc,wc are the contact points Jacobian and the contact wrench.S allows to account for

the fact that some DOFs are not actuated (typically the free-floating base).

Other constraints considered are: joint position, velocity and actuation torque limits as well as the

ones related to the contact of the robot’s feet on the ground.These constraints are written as equality

and inequality functions of̈q, τ andwc and their general expression is given by:

A(q)X ≦ b(q, q̇) (5.39)

whereX =
[

q̈T wT
c τT

]T

is defined as the dynamic variable of the system.

Tasks

Redundant robots, like humanoid robots, with a large numberof DOFs and several end-effectors can

pursue several objectives simultaneously. For example, walking and holding an object, in a transporting

http://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1
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task, or in a more challenging example, holding an object with the left arm, opening a door with the

right arm while balancing in one leg and kicking a ball.

The objectives are described in terms ofoperationaltasks, i.e. tasks associated to controllable parts

of the robot. More specifically, an operational task can be defined as:

• a frame on some part of the body of the robot and which is to be controlled;

• the target value for this frame;

• the desired error dynamics.

Using this kind of control, depending on the task to pursue, the target can be expressed in terms of

desired frame pose (frame position + frame orientation), frame acceleration or using screw theory by

means of a target twist or wrench. For the error dynamics, a local controller is used, as the commonly

applied PID, or an impedance controller structures. In cases where pure reactive control is not sufficient,

model predictive control can be used.

Taski outputsvdesi at each control instant, related to the dynamic variableX through models of the

system and the task is written as a weighted-euclidean norm to minimize:

Ti(q, q̇,X) = ‖Ei (q)X− f i

(

q, q̇,vdesi

)

‖2Wi
(5.40)

whereEi (q) andf i
(

q, q̇,vdesi
)

encapsulate model related information.Wi is the weight used for

computation of the weighted-euclidean norm.

Considering a task consisting in controlling the operational acceleration of the right hand of the

robot,Ei (q) =
[

JRH (q) 0 0
]

andf i
(

q, q̇,vdesi
)

= −J̇RH(q, q̇)q̇ + vdesi wherevdesi is the

desired acceleration at control timet andJRH(q) is the Jacobian associated to the right hand of the

robot.

Solver

Given the generic task formulation (5.40), convex optimization theory [25] is employed through

the use of a LQP solver which, at each time step, minimizes thecombined task errors while ensuring

strict compliance to the constraints. Such solvers do not require the explicit inversion of any model of

the system, they are implicitly done through the constrained optimization process. Moreover, physical

constraints are, for most of them, naturally described as inequalities which can naturally be handled by

this type of solver.

For combining incompatible or conflicting tasks there are two options. Either tasks are organized

in hierarchical fashion, which strictly decouples the tasks, or tasks are weighted. Both strategies are

valid and more adequate depending on the applications. A comparison and further detailed analysis are

presented by Salini et al. [182]. The presented work uses weighted tasks.
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The retained n-tasks solver can be summarized by

min
(X)

1

2

(

n
∑

i=1

(

β2i .Ti(q, q̇,X)
)

+ β20 .T0(q, q̇,X)

)

(5.41)

s.t. : AX ≦ b(q, q̇)

whereβi is the weight of taski, T0 is a regularization task andβ0 ≪ βi.

5.5.2 CPG based walking on Whole-body control

Considering the previously summarized whole-body controlframework, a minimum of four tasks

are necessary to achieve a bipedal locomotion in a humanoid robot:

T1 Task enforcing body posture;

T2 Task enforcing body height;

T3 Task enforcing the tracking of feet placement;

T4 Task maintaining and tracking the COM on a reference trajectory from ZMP.

TaskT3 controls the feet frames’ pose, tracking the placement positions computed through a param-

eterized walking pattern generation. To maintain stability throughout the walk,T4 controls the COM

of the robot using linear model predictive control, maintaining the robot’s ZMP coincident with the

reference ZMP, from the feet placements.

While taskT3 controls the legs’ DOFs andT4 controls the COM, the pose of upper body’s DOFs,

back joints, arm joints and neck joints, are not provided a reference value. These other DOFs would be

left adrift and their pose would result solely from the COM tracker in taskT4 and feet placement from

T3. It is important to remember that the solver will find the mostefficient solution in terms of energy

and use minimum effort to fulfill the tasks. To maintain an upright body posture,T1 provides for the

tracking of reference positions in all the body joints to result in a upright stance. Legs are maintained

stretched and back straight, holding the robot upright under its own weight. Neck and arm joints are

set in a pose to complete the overall upright posture of the robot. TaskT2 aims to reduce the body

oscillations and height variation from the walk, maintaining a prescribed height and upright orientation

on theroot frame.

Besides of the typical constrains regarding robot’s configuration and actuators’ limitations, feet

collision constraints are added to the control problem formulation in this walking application.

In this section the aim is to demonstrate how the biped CPGs proposed in this chapter can take the

role of the two later tasks in the generation of locomotion. Here is hypothesized that a CPG taskT3′

could generate lower body joint reference trajectories, replacing tasksT2, T3 andT4. The CPG taskT3′

is expressed in terms of a desired joint positionqj,i (t), input to a local PID controller. It implements

the integration of the differential equations, outputtingthe solutionszj,i (t), in the proposed abstraction

used as leg joint trajectoriesqj,i (t) = zj,i (t).
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The implementation from the presented biped CPG solution insection 5.1 is retained, each CPG

is constituted by a rhythm generator and six motion generators, one for each joint. Motion generators

rely on the specified motion primitives and on the phase output from the coordinated rhythm generator

to generate the respective joint trajectories. In the following demonstrations five motion primitives are

used:

• Balancing motion - lateral displacement of the body;

• Flexion motion - achieves vertical clearance;

• Knee yielding - perform small flexion of knee on stance;

• Compass motion - generates propulsive movements;

• Turn motion - allows the robot to turn while walking.

In the CPG demonstrations, two tasks are sufficient to address the walking problem. TaskT1′ is

similar to taskT1 and maintains upright posture by maintaining reference positions in the back, arms

and neck joints. TaskT3′ , the CPG task, produces the reference positions on the leg joints to maintain

the upright posture, configured as rhythmic offset on the rhythmic motions, and the necessary walking

patterns to achieve a successful walk.

However, the achieved performance in terms of step length orvelocity achieved, and the occasional

loss of balance in certain situations brings to attention the limitations of the simple and limited nature

of the selected motion primitives and the effect of open-loop trajectory generation. To quickly address

these issues a taskT5 to control the COM was devised. TaskT5 was designed to take a reactive role to

maintain a projection of the COM of the robot over a referenceCOM, calculated from the center of the

current convex hull of the support polygon.

5.5.3 Simulations

To validate the proposed CPG application in the whole-body control framework and to quantita-

tively compare it to the ZMP implementation within the same framework, two scenarios are simulated.

Simulations are performed in Arboris-Python [179], an open-source dynamic simulator developed at

ISIR in Python programming language. The implementation ofLQP relies on CVXOPT/CVXMOD,

two Python packages for convex optimization [43]. The simulated robot is a model of iCub present at

ISIR, with 38 DOFs (32 joints + 6 floating joints to locate the root in space) and four contact points at

each foot.

To fully demonstrate how the CPG controller can successfully substitute the walking algorithm

based on the ZMP point, two simulation scenarios are addressed. In the first scenario the robot walks

forward, freely in a flat environment. The goal is to demonstrate the ability of the CPG controller to

produce and fulfill the walking task and then further comparethe performance between the walking

implementations. The second scenario demonstrates the ability of the whole-body control framework

to sequence tasks, and the ability of the CPG controller to produce different locomotor behaviors, ac-

cordingly to external commands.

Parameter values used in these two simulation scenarios arepresented in table 5.5.
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Table 5.5: Parameters used in both simulation settings.

Abalancing 6
Aflex,knee 35
Aflex,hip 18
Ayield 2
Acompass [0, 7]

Aturn [−10, 10]

ω(rad.s−1 ) 4.18

OhYaw 0
OhRoll -1.5
OhPitch 15
Oknee -25
OaRoll 1.5
OaPitch -16

k 1

Walking simulation

On this simulation scenario, the robot is made to walk forward, freely in a flat terrain (fig. 5.29), to

demonstrate the ability of the CPG controller to produce theleg’s walking motions and substitute the

typical ZMP based implementations in this whole-body control scheme.

Three walking implementations are simulated and presented, aiming to provide results for compar-

ing the performance of each approach. A summarized view of the three implementations:

I1 CPG walking, tasks:

• T1′ - upper body pose,

• T3′ - CPG task;

I2 CPG and COM task walking, tasks:

• T1′ - upper body pose,

• T3′ - CPG task,

• T5 - COM task;

I3 ZMP walking, tasks:

• T1 - body posture,

• T2 - root frame height and pose,

• T3 - feet placement,

• T4 - ZMP tracking.

In implementationI1 only two operational tasks are used to control the complete walking of the

robot. TaskT1′ goal is to maintain an upright posture of the robot, controlling all the joints, except

leg joints, by maintaining fixed reference positions. The CPG taskT3′ is assigned to control the 12 leg

joints, achieving two goals: supporting the robot and generating the movements that will produce the

actual walking.

It has been verified that in certain cases when usingI1, the whole-body control scheme would not

always follow the reference trajectories produced by the CPG task. To quickly address these cases, in

I2 an additional taskT5 was introduced. TaskT5 tries to maintain the robot’s COM over the center of
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Figure 5.29: Snapshots from straight walking using implementationI2.

the support polygon, defined at the different step phases as the center of the foot and ground contact

points, aiming to provide increased robustness while walking.

The I3 implementation is similar to the walking implementation bySalini [182]. Body posture,

orientation and altitude are controlled by tasksT1 andT2. TaskT3 andT4 produce the actual walking.

The task weights used in the three implementations are presented in table 5.6, based on previous

works [182] and heuristically.

Table 5.6: Weights for active tasks.

T1 T2 T3 T4
βi 1 0.1 0.1 0.1

T1′ T3′ T5
βi 1 0.1 0.1

These implementations achieve straight, forward walking,and present very similar walking charac-

teristics in terms of step period, step length and progression. Parametrization for the stepping planner

in I3 was performed to reflect these similarities from the CPG based walking inI1 andI2 that use the

parameters in table 5.5,Acompass = 5 andAturn = 0, the longest step length able to be performed when

not using the COM taskT5. Using COM taskT5 allows for a slightly larger range of values for the CPG

parameters, e.g. maximumAcompass = 7 when using COM task.

Fig. 5.30 shows the CPG produced joint trajectories (dotted) and the performed joint trajectories

(solid). For the two CPG implementationsI1 andI2, the output joint trajectories from the CPG task are
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the same, since the only difference is the existence of taskT5. Even the performed joint trajectories are

almost indistinguishable, despite the inclusion of taskT5.

In fig. 5.30, in both implementations during swing phase at around 13.5 s, it is evident the role of the

LQP in producing the final joint positions. The reference trajectories from the CPGs are not followed

by the LQP as to produce the final solution. Because the whole-body framework is kind of black box, it

is very difficult to have an idea on why the final joint trajectory does not result from a perfect tracking

of the CPG output. It results in a lack of information on the causes of the tracking error demonstrated

in the ankle roll (fig. 5.30).

Figure 5.30: Joint trajectories output from the CPG task (dotted lines) and the performed joint trajec-
tories (solid lines). In the first vertical panels are presented I1 solutions (red) and in the second panels
I2 solutions (green). The third vertical panels superimposesthe performed joint trajectories for better
visualization and comparison.

Fig. 5.31 brings more insights in the small differences between the simulations. It presents the feet
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placement sequence forI1 (top),I2 (middle) andI3 (bottom), as well as the COM path during the walk

(solid).

Foot placements can be clearly visualized and an idea of the achieved step length in the three

implementations can be obtained. In implementationI1 the step length achieved is slightly smaller than

the step length achieved in implementationI2. Both implementations use the same CPG parameters,

with the sole difference on the additional COM taskT5 in I2.

The COM path progression on the frontal plane (y axis in the figure) is similar in both all imple-

mentations. However, in the sagittal plane (x axis) the COM exhibits a backward motion during double

support phase in the first implementation (I1). Fig. 5.31(b) shows a detailed area where this effect is

visible. With the addition ofT5 in I2, the backward motion during double support phase is practically

suppressed. Therefore it can be deduced that taskT5 affects the progression of the COM, resulting in a

monotonically increasing progression during the walk and an increased step length.

Comparing bothI1 andI2 CPG implementations to the ZMP implementationI3 in fig. 5.31(b), it is

observable that the sagittal progression of the COM (x axis) in the ZMP linearly increases at a constant

rate, while for the CPG it presents periodic halt in progression, happening during the double support

phase.

To investigate the energy efficiency between the CPG and the ZMP based solutions, energy con-

sumption was approximated by:

E =

∫ tf

0
τ⊤τ dt, (5.42)

The energy values are presented in table 5.7, which suggeststhat CPG based locomotion is more costly

energy wise. A direct correlation appears between energy consumption and the efficiency of the control

of the COM. Minimum energy expenditure is obtained when explicitly controlling the COM inI3 by

using a dynamical criterion. A reduced energy consumption in I2 in comparison toI1 is suggested by

the use of a static balancing criteria inT5. Also, most of the energy consumption in the three strategies

is dedicated to walking.

Table 5.7: Energy consumption and average computation timeper control iteration for the three walking
implementations.

Consumption (N2.m2) I1 I2 I3
Whole-body 811669 771504 512931
Legs 776711 752606 499215

Computation time (ms) I1 I2 I3
Total time 72.13 (9.08) 83.45 (8.57) 125.68 (s.d.=11.83)
Constraints and tasks update12.42 (0.61) 25.54 (0.75) 57.4 (6.28)
Solver 59.71 (9.28) 57.90 (8.70) 62.28 (8.88)

In terms of computation time presented in tab. 5.7, the results are as expected and rather logical: the
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more model reliant the approach is, the longer is the computation time. This time difference is one of

the argued benefits of using a CPG based approach for performing cyclic tasks, such as walking. Other

computational task unrelated to the generation of walking movements, take a similar amount of time

for the three implementations.

Task sequencing simulation

In the second scenario is demonstrated the ability of the whole-body controller to achieve sequential

and simultaneous task execution, where walking is producedby the CPG control.

The sequence of executed tasks is depicted in fig. 5.32: the robot initiates walking (1), walks forward

towards a table (2,3). It then stops and reaches for a box on the table, picking it up (5). While holding

the box, it turns right in place (6-9) and then resumes walking while transporting the box (10-12). On

this simulated scenario the tasks defined previously in implementationI2 used , and two new tasks are

added:

T5 Left hand contact point with the box,β5 = 0.02;

T6 Right hand contact point with the box,β6 = 0.02.

Task sequencing is achieved by altering the weights of relevant tasks at certain triggering events

[182]. For instance, when the robot reaches a certain distance from the table and stops, the tasks that

maintain the contact between the hands and the box are activated. Events also trigger the change and

modulation of CPG parameters, producing different locomotor behaviors. Such events:

• start locomotion at the beginning of the simulation;

• modulate the compass amplitude in proportion to the distance of the table;

• stop the robot at the table;

• initiates walking after holding the box and turns right in place, by changing motion amplitude

values;

• resumes forward walking after finishing a90◦ turn, transporting the box.

The used CPG parameters are presented in tab. 5.5 and are maintained constant throughout the sim-

ulation, except parameters in tab. 5.8 for the values used inthe triggered events and walking modulation,

such asAcompass andAturn.

Table 5.8: Parameters used while turning and walking while holding the box.

Walking forward: (◦)
Acompass 7
Aturn 0

Turning: (◦)
Acompass 0
Aturn -10

Walking and holding box: (◦)
Acompass 5
Aturn 0

Fig. 5.33 shows the footsteps of the robot throughout the simulations as well as the optimal (dotted)

and actual COM path (dashed). When walking with the box, the robot performs smaller steps as the
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mass of the box increases. The measured step length after grabbing the box are 0.163 m, 0.161 m and

0.158 m for the simulations with 0.1kg, 0.5kg and 1.0kg boxesrespectively. However, one can not draw

a definite conclusion on what is causing the difference in step length in the obtained results. The only

changing factor is the box’s mass. Results suggest that the extra mass from the box is weighting down

the robot, and therefore it produces smaller steps, or it could be the result of the application of the task

T5 which adapts the walk to the change of the robot’s global mass.
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(a) I1 - top,I2 - middle,I3 - bottom

(b) I1 - left, I2 - middle,I3 - right

Figure 5.31: Feet placement sequence and COM path when walking forward.
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1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

Figure 5.32: In the depicted scenario, the robot initiates walking towards the table, until it stops when
reaches a minimum distance to the box. The box picking task isactivated, and the robot resumes
walking while holding the box. The robot turns right and thenwalks forward while transporting the
box.
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A  (0.3,0.0)

B

C  (0.0,0.4)

Figure 5.33: Second scenario: Feet placement throughout the simulation and resulting CoM ground
projections when A) walking towards the table, B) grabbing the box and turning in place and C) holding
the box while walking. Results are shown for different weights of the box: 0.1kg (red), 0.5kg (green)
and 1.0kg (blue).
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5.5.4 Remarks on CPG within whole-body control framework

The proposed CPG is included in the whole-body controller, as a task which produces joint reference

trajectories, substituting the ZMP controller which produces reference end-effector positions.

Simulations demonstrate how the CPG task is able to achieve basic goal-oriented walking, and goal-

oriented walking while the whole-body controller pursues several tasks simultaneously. The walking

task is achieved as well as the ZMP’s task, with only slight change in the obtained performance. How-

ever, the employment of the CPG task instead of the original ZMP task does not seem to yield many

advantages.

Effectively, the robot is able to walk and perform goal-directed locomotion which is modulated in

real-time, and the total time of a computing cycle decreasesalmost twofold when using only the CPG

task to govern the walk. Besides these advantages, the employment of ZMP task seems more favorable.

It achieves lower energy expenditure by a third in comparison the CPG walk, it performs a smoother

progression of the robot, it is possible to achieve precise foot placement and easily include placement

planning methods for navigation in cluttered environments, climb stairs and slopes. Moreover, stability

cannot be guaranteed with the same confidence as the ZMP implementation.

5.6 Discussion

In this chapter is proposed a CPG based solution for the generation of biped locomotion for a small

humanoid robot. In contrast with the CPG solution presentedin chapter 4 for a quadruped robot, the de-

sign of a CPG for a bipedal robot requires a different approach, as the sinusoidal patterns from the CPG

are not appropriate for achieving biped walking. The CPG solution proposed in this chapter addresses

this problem by tackling the generation of a temporal and spatial reference in two separate layers, al-

lowing to accomplish more complex motions, and to accomplish the required temporal coordination for

a walk.

An initial repertoire of motion primitives is proposed as a starting point in the locomotor abilities

of the robot, presented as a set of simple motions which are able to produce goal-oriented walking.

The main idea is that the motion primitives can be combined, sequenced and scaled, depending on the

desired locomotor behavior. Despite the simple representation of the motion primitives and the possible

final motor patterns, the approach has been demonstrated to be applicable to goal-oriented locomotion

in a ball following scenario, and in more complex scenarios which also required the simultaneous

execution of other tasks.

The idea of having motion primitives which can be generalized, scaled and modulated depending

on the desired locomotor behavior has been demonstrated to be practical, but within a limited scope.

For instance, one could think that by increasing the amplitude of the stepping motion, the robot would

produce enough vertical clearance to step on stairs, generalizing in this fashion the ability of walking

forward, to the ability of climbing stairs. In this case, therobot is indeed capable of clearing the stairs’

height by increasing the flexion motion, but the act of climbing the stairs requires careful displacement

of the body’s weight, which is not considered in flat forward walking.
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Performing all biped locomotor behaviors is not possible solely by generalizing the basic motor

repertoire here proposed. To perform other locomotor behaviors, such as stair climbing or walking on

slopes, the improvement and expansion of the motion primitives repertoire is required, as initially in-

tended when the approach was proposed. The aim is having a robot performing a basic walk, facilitating

the task of policy exploration methods such as recent reinforcement learning methods, PoWER [113]

andPI2 [212]. The question is: to what extent can these methods explore the policy space through

interaction with the environment and learn new, and very distinct motor behaviors? This question has

been preliminarily addressed by Teixeira et al. [211], withthe goal of improving the robot’s walking

velocity by adding DMPs on the compass motion primitive, andusing PoWER to explore the DMP

policy, rewarding the trials with greater performed velocity.

A phase regulation mechanism is proposed with the goal of exploring feedback mechanisms which

influence and adapt the centrally generated motor patterns,with the aim to reject disturbances while

walking. Phase regulation and phase resetting are popular feedback mechanisms in CPG based solu-

tions, adding robustness to the walking behaviors. Simulations of simple planar bipeds have employed

phase resetting, providing robustness against small pushes, increase in mass and small slopes [5, 6]. In

real biped robots it increased the robustness against limited external forces pushing on the robot and

adapted the walk for different friction surfaces [149].

The experimental results obtained with the employment of the proposed phase regulation feedback

indicate an adaptation of the walking behavior, the regulation of the temporal reference and shaping of

the final motor patterns. This adaptation allowed the robot to tackle slight unperceived perturbations in

terrain inclination, preventing the tumble of the robot when walking in up and down slopes.

It is unclear, however, if it should be expected to have a broader scope on the abilities of disturbance

rejection by employing the phase regulation mechanisms, orif the obtained robustness is limited by the

nature of the high gain position control of the robot, or other characteristics of the platform, such as the

big flat feet.

The usefulness of the proposed CPG, on producing walking behaviors in more realistic scenarios,

was investigated within a whole-body control framework. Simulated scenarios demonstrate the fea-

sibility of using the CPG as a walking generator task, successfully substituting typical model based

methods, as the ZMP based walking generator. Results have demonstrated that the CPG is able to pro-

duce goal-oriented walking controlled in real-time, even when used simultaneously with other working

tasks. After a more careful and objective evaluation of the attained performance by the CPG and mo-

tion primitives, the lesser performance in stability and the exhibited oscillatory progression is apparent,

due to the lack of accurate control of the COM, even with the use of the COM task. The use of the

ZMP method with predictive control achieves a smoother progression of the robot, especially when

performing tight walking maneuvers and performing simultaneous tasks which alters the dynamics of

the robot.
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CHAPTER 6

REFLEX-BASED QUADRUPED WALKING

The organization of the neural mechanisms for the generation of rhythmic motions, fundamen-

tal to locomotion, had two prospective explanations in the beginning of the 20th century [27]. One

idea, by Charles S. Sherrington [34], defended that rhythmscould be the result of a chain of reflexes

triggered and governed by external sensorial events, producing the final rhythmic locomotor activity.

The other explanation, by T.G. Brown proposed the generation of rhythmic activity as a central neural

process [27], not relying on external sensory events to generate the rhythmic activity for locomotion,

bringing the conceptual idea of a CPG, granted by further research and evidence as discussed in sec-

tion 2.2.

Even though locomotion is a centrally generated process, the important role that sensory feedback

plays in the adaptation and correction of legged locomotionis unarguable. It has been shown that the

CPG and locomotion generation is highly integrated and dependent on feedback pathways. For instance,

it has been demonstrated [176] that stimulation of sensory afferents can elicit locomotion, sensory

events can adjust the duration of the rhythmic activity and sensory removal deteriorates locomotor

abilities, such as precise foot placement.

Also studied in the last decades, is the importance of the mechanical characteristics on the achieve-

ment of locomotion. Passive mechanisms have been made to walk and run, only pushed forward by

gravitational or elastic energy, exploiting concepts of mechanical self-stability [140]. Without a walk-

ing controller, these mechanisms are able to walk relying solely on their characteristics and their in-

teraction with the environment. Furthermore, locomotion has also been achieved by the application of

simple sensory driven reflexes rules, both in simulations and in robotic platforms [42,67,68].

All these aspects evidence the fact that locomotion generation is much more complex than a simple

feedforward process of muscle activations. Despite much research on the topic, it is still not clear

how CPGs and spinal mechanisms are neurally organized and how they are integrated with feedback

pathways. The relative roles in the interplay between the CPG feedforward generation are also largely

unknown, the feedback pathways and the mechanical stabilization for control of locomotion.

Arthur Kuo [116] discusses the relative importance of feedforward and feedback, and their prospec-

159
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tive roles on the control of rhythmic movements. He hypothesizes that the primary advantage from the

existence of a central rhythmic generator is in the processing of sensory information for use in feedback,

instead of timing control. This hypothesis suggests that the CPG has a role as a spinal processor within

the feedback loop, correcting imperfect sensory feedback and adapting peripheral inputs and feedback

pathways. Kuo argues that the relative role of feedforward and feedback components depends on the

relative significance between unexpected disturbances andimperfect sensors.

In this chapter are presented the tentative steps in exploring this idea of the CPG as a regulator for

a reflex chain network. The goal is not to propose or study a biological plausible model of the CPG or

of the reflex network. The goal is to explore the idea of the CPGas a possible endogenous rhythmic

internal model which governs the reflex network, either by modulating the reflexes, determining the

activated feedback pathways, or serving as an internal model of the expected sensory information.

In the following sections is presented a survey on works which achieve walking through the reflex

based control, and the respective applied reflex mechanisms. These mechanisms are summarized and

implemented in a sensory driven reflex controller which aimsto control the walk of a quadruped robot.

The goal is to accomplish a parsimonious controller, resorting to a minimum number of reflexes to

produce a successful walking behavior. How the CPG could be integrated with the reflexes and improve

the walking behavior is discussed after demonstrating the ability of the proposed reflex network to

produce quadruped walking.

6.1 Related works

In this section are surveyed some works in computational simulations and robot locomotion which

use purely rule based or reflex based generation of locomotion, or use CPG generated locomotion

and apply reflexes to tightly regulate the rhythmic activity. To compare, some works which use CPG

generated locomotion augmented with corrective reflexes are also mentioned.

One of the earliest works accomplishing rule based locomotion stemmed from the research on the

locomotion of the stick insect, by Cruse et al. [42]. Severalmodels have been proposed with the goal

of understanding the biological control of locomotion in insects, to the building of low computational

demanding locomotion control for walking machines. Cruse took a set of six rules defining the in-

teractions between legs, based on the observation of locomotion on the stick-insect, and designed a

locomotion controller that later was used to control a hexapod robot [42]. A leg controller consists of

three parts: the swing net, the stance net, and the selector net which determines whether the swing or

the stance net can control the motor output, and it uses sensory inputs from joint position and velocity

and four sensory inputs signaling obstructions during the swing. The designed controller is considered

as a distributed controller of six leg controllers, coordinated through the six rules:

In work of Wörgötter et al. in 2005 [66] a purely reflexive controller generates the walking of a

planar biped robot. The simple reflex network is divided intoa top level and a bottom level, encoding

the locomotor reflexes in the connections between the sensory events and motor interneurons. These
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Table 6.1: The six rules based on stick insect locomotion in the work of Cruse et al.
Action Description Goal

Suppress lift-off caudal leg swing inhibition
while rostral leg is performing
swing

avoid static instability

Elicit earlier protraction rostral excitation of swing
when caudal leg begins retrac-
tion

favours temporal coherence

Enforce late protraction caudally influence depending
on position of the leg

maintain temporal coherence

Aim touchdown location legs to be placed in similar lo-
cations

exploit prior foothold location
of the fore legs

Distribute propulsive force increase in leg load causes
other legs to prolong stance

share the load efficiently

Enforce correction step becomes active if one leg step
of the neighbour leg

avoids stepping in the rostral
leg

connections are summarized in table 6.2. The top level implements the network which encompasses

hip stretch receptors, ground receptor and interneurons responsible for integrating these receptors. On

the bottom level are implemented the motor neurons and jointangle sensor neurons. The interneurons

are implemented as leaky integrators, and sensory receptors as sigmoid functions with parameterizable

gain and bias.

Table 6.2: Reflexes encoded in the network in the work of Wörgötter et al. [66].
Sensory event Action

Ground contact contralateral knee flexor and hip extensor excita-
tion

Ground contact ipsilateral knee extensor and hip flexor excitation
Anterior extreme position (AEP) ipsilateral knee extension excitation
AEP ipsilateral knee flexion inhibition

The work was later extended [67]. A very similar controller is applied, but two parameters defining

the AEP at the hip joints and the gain of the motor-neurons in hip joints are learned on-line to reach

faster velocities. Besides the reflex network, Manoonpong [126] proposed a body control mechanism

that moves a mass to control the balance during the walk, relying on an infrared sensor to detect a white

ramp, while the postural response is learned on-line.

Geyer demonstrated that it is possible to accomplish locomotion in a biped musculoskeletal simula-

tion [68], by having a set of reflexes which exploit the principles of legged mechanics. Simple reflexive

positive and negative feedback loops control muscle activity, specific for each step phase, swing and

stance, identified by the existence of ground contact. For instance, in the stance phase, a positive force

feedback loop is used to achieve compliant behavior of the leg. Although very relevant and interesting,

it is possible that most reflexes would not translate well to the presented abstraction.
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Ekeberg in 1998 [218] developed a single leg walking simulation, using a Neural Phase Genera-

tion (NPG) and a system of fast feedback pathways, adapted from a model used for the simulation of

swimming lamprey [55]. The NPG is implemented using neuronsas leaky integrators, divided into four

phases: touchdown, propulsion, lift-off and swing. Each ofthe phases activates the respective excitatory

and inhibitory interneurons that activate the extensor andflexor muscles. This description of the state of

the leg sets the appropriate feedback pathways, which benefits the ability to correct any inconsistencies

in the afferent input. Sensory feedback influence directly the transition in the activity of the NPG, it

influences the activity of the motor interneurons and the respective motor activity, and also entrains the

NPG. A summarized description of the reflexes and their effects are presented in table. 6.3.

Table 6.3: Feedback mechanisms employed by Ekeberg [218]
Sensory event Action

Reaching AEP (anterior extreme position) excites transition to touchdown
Reaching PEP (posterior extreme position) excites lift-off
Ground contact on touchdown excites the transition from touchdown to propul-

sion
Ground contact on lift-off excites the transition from lift-off to swing

Using a similar NPG, Ekeberg and Pearson studied the role of the sensory information in the regu-

lation of the transition from stance and swing. Their goal was to investigate the relative role of the two

sensory inputs in the regulation of the transition: the hip angle and the ankle loading. In a simulation of

the cat hind legs, muscle activation is controlled in a sequence of four states, lift-off, swing, touchdown

and stance. The transition between the four states is governed by sensory information related to leg:

• Swing - transits to touchdown after hip and knee reach a certain angle value.

• Touchdown - transits into stance after the leg establishes ground contact.

• Stance - transits into lift-off after reaching a certain hipangle, and/or the unload of the ankle

tendon.

• Lift-off - transits into swing after loss of ground contact.

Authors conclude that coordination of the stepping dependson load information of each leg, and that the

mechanical connection between the hind legs mediated by thetransition mechanisms, play a significant

role in establishing the alternating gait.

The same ideas presented in these works are used by Maufroy etal. [134] to implement a walking

controller for quadruped musculoskeletal model of the foreand hind legs. The four NPGs previously

employed are reduced to only two in this work, oneExtensor moduleand oneFlexor module. In this

work they extend the controller, subdividing the differentparts and improving the adaptive stepping

motion. By having only two NPG states, four synergies are used to produce muscle activation,lift-off,

swing, touchdownandstance, activated and timed in relationship to one of the NPG states, or com-

bined with sensory events such as foot placement. Similarlyas the other exposed works, the controller

relies on sensory information related to hip angle, AEP and PEP, as well as leg loading, to regulate

the transition between the step states of the NPG. This sensory information is input into the NPGs,
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inhibing/exciting the transition between Flexor and Extensor modules, and into the synergies, serving

to regulate the stretch reflex and load compensation feedback. For receiving a tonic input and drive

rhythm of the NPG, a mechanism is employed in the proposed controller, thepropulsive force control

module.

Lewis et al. [112] study a neural architecture of the CPG withreflexes, employed in a model of the

human lower body, as a planar biped robot implemented with motors and straps mimicking the human

leg muscles. The proposed CPG has four central neurons controlling hip extension and hip flexion,

receiving sensory information from ground contact, load sensor, and hip position. The lower limb is

controlled by the phase of the step cycle and the hip angular position. The CPG produces the rhythmic

activity for the hip, and simultaneously modulates the activity of the reflexes which govern the muscles

in the knee and ankle. The interaction between the reflex system, CPG and body dynamics produces an

entrained walking cycle. Authors argue that the CPG helps tostabilize the gait against perturbations,

when comparing to a purely reflexive system.

In other works, reflexes are used as fast, involuntary actions triggered by sensory events during a

certain state of the step. For instance, in the work of Kimuraand Fukuoka [110], CPGs implemented

as a Neural Oscillators produce the step rhythm which is divided into three states:lift-off, swingand

stance. For each of these states, a reference joint position and PD gains are obtained from a lookup

table. Then, several reflexes were proposed to correct the stepping motions in case of disturbances. The

proposed reflexes are presented in table 6.4.

Table 6.4: Corrective reflexes from Kimura and Fukuoka [110]
Reflex Trigger Step phase Description

Flexor reflex collision
with obsta-
cle

swing Enhance flexion during swing upon
touching an obstacle, to prevent stum-
bling

Stepping reflex forward
speed

swing adjustment of touchdown angle of a
swinging leg

Vestibulospinal body pitch stance shortens/extends the legs in the sagittal
plane to control the pitch angle

Tonic response roll stance and
swing

shortens/extends the legs in the frontal
plane to control the roll angle

Sideways stepping roll swing Yaw joint proportional to roll
Corrective stepping loss of

ground
contact

swing at the end of swing, extends the leg fur-
ther if it does not touch the ground as
expected

Crossed flexor ground con-
tact of con-
tralateral leg

swing higher swing in contralateral leg due to
excessive yield
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6.1.1 Summary of reflexes

Most of the presented works on reflex based locomotion are implemented in simulation, using

models of musculoskeletal fore and hind legs, with the solution producing muscle activations, or the

torques to be applied at the joints calculated from the musculoskeletal models. Only the work by H.

Cruse and the work by Wörgötter are applied to rotational controlled DOFs in robots. In the case of

H. Cruse the generator outputs the joint velocities for the hexapod robot, and in Wörgötter’s work, the

locomotion generator outputs motor voltages for the biped robot.

However, in all these works three sensory events are used to trigger locomotor actions (reflex based

walking) or regulate the rhythm activity of the CPGs. In common is the use of the angle of the hip joint,

indicated by the AEP and PEP signals, regulating the timing of the stance and swing phases. The signals

indicating ground contact from foot sensors are also used, or even leg load, used to inhibit the transition

from the stance phase to the swing phase. Here a summary of thereflexes is presented, which tries to

abstract from the implementation details and how they are integrated in the controller, concerning only

to a general description of the sensory-action effect.

• Hip reaching the Anterior Extreme Position (AEP) initiatesthe stance phase by eliciting the

extension of the leg.

• Hip reaching the Posterior Extreme Position (PEP) initiates the swing phase by flexing the leg.

• Unload of the leg elicits, or allows, the swing phase.

• Ground contact promotes the stance, or reinforces stance behavior

• Contralateral ground contact promotes swing, or lack of contralateral ground contact inhibits

swing/lift-off phases.

6.2 Modeling and implementation

The proposed reflex system controls a quadruped robot with position controlled hips and retractable,

passive compliant knees. Some assumptions on how to bring the biological reflexes’ to the current

abstraction are here clarified.

It is assumed that the final trajectories are not previously known, and should result from the interplay

between the motor actions and the sensory information. The walking behavior should be an emergent

realization of motor actions reflecting the general rules asencoded in the reflexes, and not a result from

strict tracking of a predefined desired behavior.

Some of these reflexes express motor activities as a continuous activity depending on sensory infor-

mation. e.g. ground contact promoting/reinforcing the stance phase of the step. It is therefore assumed

that joint velocity is the best abstraction for the output ofthe system based on the reflexes described

in section 6.1.1. Reflexes reflect a set rate of change dependent on sensory information, producing

motor actions while a determinate sensory condition is maintained, or mimic positive feedback mecha-

nisms found in the motor control of animals. This assumptionaccepts that joint positions change while

necessary, and sensory events determine the final output trajectory.
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It is considered that one step cycle is divided into four motor actions:

1. Lift-off - reduction of the leg length by flexing the knee.

2. Swing - bring the leg forward by acting on the hip.

3. Touchdown - having the leg in the rostral (to the front) position, increase the leg length to support

the foot on the ground, by extending the knee.

4. Stance - propulsion of the robot by acting on the hip.

These motor actions are not mutually exclusive in time, for example, the swing action could be executed

just after lift-off has started.

The position controlled joints track the position as integrated from the reflex system output in joint

velocity, θ̇:

• Hip joint: θh joint position,θ̇h joint velocity

– By specifying a positive velocity for the hip joint, the leg produces the motion of propulsion,

reflecting the hip action in thestance.

– A negative velocity for the hip joint transfers the leg to thefront, reflecting what happens in

theswing.

• Knee joint:θk joint position,θ̇k joint velocity

– A positive velocity in the knee flexes the leg and decreases the leg length, achievinglift-off .

– And a negative velocity in the knee releases the spring, extending the leg, achievingtouch-

down.

These motor actions are implemented by assigning fixed ratesof change, activated by discrete neu-

ron activations from a reflexive network dependent on sensory information. The joint output is given

by:

θ̇h = αhustance − γhuswing (6.1)

θ̇k = − (αkutouchdown − γkuliftoff)

+ glim(θk −Θk,max) exp
−
(θk−Θk,max)

2

2σ2

+ glim(θk −Θk,min) exp
−
(θk−Θk,min)

2

2σ2 (6.2)

whereu are the neuron activations of the described actions (u ∈ [0, 1]), andα andγ are the fixed rates

of change for hip and knee joints. To limit the range of activity on the knee, due to its limited range

of action, two additional joint limiting terms are included. Parameterglim defines the strength of the

repeller,σ the width of the repeller, andΘk,max andΘk,min the maximum and minimum joint limits of

the knee, respectively.
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6.2.1 Neuron model

The reflex network is based on the neuron model used by Ekeberg[55], representing a population

of functionally similar neurons and outputting a mean firingfrequency.

ξ̇+ =
1

τ





∑

i∈Υ+

uiwi − ξ+



 (6.3)

ξ̇− =
1

τ





∑

i∈Υ−

uiwi − ξ−



 (6.4)

Eq. (6.3) and eq. (6.4) are simple leaky integrators which model a single neuron, with a time constant

τ , and a set of excitatory (Υ+) and one set of inhibitory (Υ−) connections, weighted by the parameter

w. The output of the neuron is given by eq. (6.5), reflecting a mean firing rate, between 0 and 1. The

activity of the neuron is characterized by its gainΓ and the activation thresholdΘ.

u =







1− exp ((Θ− ξ+) Γ)− ξ−, if positive

0, otherwise
(6.5)

6.2.2 Sensory inputs

The sensory inputs to the reflex network translate sensory events based on the leg’s proprioceptive

information, such as leg joint position and foot force:

• Anterior extreme position - sensory signal becomes active if hip exceeds AEP angleΘAEP

• Posterior extreme position - sensory signal becomes activeif hip exceeds PEP angleΘPEP

• Ground contact - sensory signal becomes active if touch force sensor exceeds a small threshold

These sensory events are detected through the logistic function in eqs. (6.6)(6.7)(6.8), activated

(= 1) when the sensory value crosses the defined threshold. For each leg there is a set of sensory

inputs:

uAEP =
1

1 + e−b(θh−ΘAEP)
(6.6)

uPEP =
1

1 + eb(θh−ΘPEP)
(6.7)

uGC =
1

1 + eb(Fthreshold−Ftouch)
(6.8)

6.2.3 Reflex network

The three sensory events are assigned to the neuron inputs which govern the motor actions.
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A single leg is controlled by four neurons, which determine the activation of the four motor actions.

Two motor actions are assigned to the hip joint, each governed by one neuron,swing andstance. The

other two motor actions,lift-off andtouch-downare assigned to the knee joint.

Based on the description of the reflexes in section 6.1.1 and the three sensory events, the following

behaviors are encoded in the reflex network as excitatory andinhibitory connections:

• Hip reaching AEP elicits the touchdown action on the knee:Υ+,touchdown,i ⊃ {uAEP,i} and

wAEP,touchdown,i = 1

• Hip reaching AEP inhibits the continuation of hip protraction: Υ−,swing,i ⊃ {uAEP,i} and

wAEP,swing,i = 1

• Hip reaching PEP elicits lift-off, making the knee flex:Υ+,liftoff,i ⊃ {uPEP,i} andwPEP,liftoff,i =

1

• Ground contact elicits and reinforces the stance:Υ+,stance,i ⊃ {uGC,i} andwGC,stance,i = 1

• Lack of ground contact elicits the protraction of the hip:Υ+,swing,i ⊃ {(1− uGC,i)} and

wGC,swing,i = 1

These connections are depicted in fig. 6.1. This simple reflexnetwork is enough to produce stepping

motions in a single leg.

Hip

α γ

θh

ξstance ξswing

θ̇h

Knee θk

ξtouchdown ξliftoff

θ̇kα γ

AEP GC PEP

Sensory events

Figure 6.1: Reflex network governing a single limb. Ground contact (GC) excites the stance and the
lack of ground contact excites the swing of the hip. The hip reaching AEP inhibits the swing on the hip
and excites the liftoff on the knee. Reaching PEP excites thelift-off of the knee.

Contralateral coordination

Although independent leg reflex networks produce alternated stepping in a girdle, the addition of an

inhibitory contralateral connection imposes strict alternation of step phases, preventing the execution of

simultaneous swing motor action on contralateral legs.

The inhibitory contralateral connection comes from the contralateral ground contact sensor input,

to the lift-off motor action in the knee (fig. 6.2):
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• Lack of ground contact in the contralateral leg (j), inhibits the initiation of the lift-off (in legi):

Υ−,liftoff,i ⊃ {(1− uGC,j)} andwGC,liftoff,j = 1

Hip

α γ

θh

ξstance ξswing

θ̇h

Knee θk

ξtouchdown ξliftoff

θ̇kα γ

AEP GC PEP

Sensory events

Hip

α γ

θh

ξstance ξswing

θ̇h

Knee
θk

ξtouchdown ξliftoff

θ̇kα γ

AEP GC PEP

Sensory events

Left

Right

Figure 6.2: Added contralateral connection meant to accomplish strict contralateral coordination. The
lack of ground contact inhibits contralateral touchdown onthe knee.

Ipsilateral coordination

Ipsilateral coordination can be achieved by applying an inhibitory connection when a strict alterna-

tion of ipsilateral legs is desired.

• Lack of ground contact in the ipsilateral leg (o), inhibits the initiation of the lift-off (in legi):

Υ−,liftoff,i ⊃ {(1− uGC,o)} andwGC,liftoff,o = 1

This inhibitory connection (fig. 6.3) is applied with the goal of preventing the execution of the swing

motor action in ipsilateral legs, as in a pace gait, and impose some phase relationship in ipsilateral legs

to achieve walk or trot gaits.

6.3 Simulations

In this section are presented the results from simulations on the reflex network applied to the com-

pliant quadruped robot Oncilla. The Oncilla is a small quadruped robot, with pantograph, three-segment

leg design, providing passive compliant behavior to the cable driven retractable knees. The movements
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Figure 6.3: Meant to prevent the execution of the pace gait, an ipsilateral inhibition is added, relating to
the lack of ground contact.

of the leg on the sagittal and frontal plane are actuated by position controlled servos. Pertaining videos

are available athttp://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1.

The reflex network is parameterized empirically and based onother works [134, 218]. The experi-

ments are divided into three experimental setups, for an easier study and parametrisation of the reflex

network. The first two experiments only concern the employment of the reflex network on a single

girdle. On the first experiment it is only considered the employment of the reflex network on the hind

legs, with the robot supported on the front by two fixed wheelswith the same width as the fore legs,

such that only the hind legs propel the robot and slightly constraining rolling motions (fig. 6.4). The

second experiment presents a similar setup as the first, but applied only to the fore legs, while the

back of the robot is supported (fig. 6.8). On the third experiment it is intended to accomplish the full

quadruped walking, by using the empirical insight from the previous two simulation scenarios on the

full quadruped reflex network (fig. 6.12).

As far as startup conditions are concerned, the joint positions are established such that the contralat-

eral limbs are at the AEP and PEP positions, and initial neuron activities are set to the respective step

phase.

6.3.1 Hind legs

Here the simulation results from the reflex network applied only to the hind girdle are demonstrated.

First it is explained how the sensory events trigger the sequence of reflexes which produce the motor

actions, followed by a short comparison between the resultsobtained from the two sets of parameters

http://asbg.dei.uminho.pt/user/1
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1 2

3 4

Figure 6.4: Snapshots from simulation depicting the four actions of stepping. Left leg: 1- stance, 2-
lift-off and swing, 3- swing and touchdown, 4- stance.

values presented in table 6.5. This simulation aims to verify if the reflex network is able to produce

stepping behaviors, and gain insight for the application ofthe reflex network to the quadruped robot.

Table 6.5: Neuron parameters and joint output parameters for hind leg simulation.
τ Γ Θ

liftoff 0.01 0.1 1
stance 0.01 0.1 1

touchdown 0.01 0.1 1
swing 0.01 0.1 1

ΘAEP ΘPEP Fthreshold αh γh αk γh

set 1 10 0 1 50 300 300 500
set 2 10 0 1 100 300 300 500

Fig. 6.5 and fig. 6.6 depict the activity of the neurons and therespective motor output in the two

hind legs simulations. It is possible to analyze in these figures how the chain of reflexes produces the

motor actions.

Consider the left panels on fig. 6.5 and fig. 6.6, depicting thehind girdle simulation withαh = 50.

Initially the stanceneuron is active (ustance,HL = 1, dashed line in fig. 6.5) due to the existence of

ground contactuGC,HL, producing a constant propulsive motion in the hip. After the hip angle reaches

the PEP value (uPEP,HL = 1), thelift-off neuron is activated (uliftoff,HL, solid line in fig. 6.6), producing

a flexion motion of the knee, shortening the leg’s length and lifting the foot from the ground. The lack

of ground contact (uGC,HL = 0) activates theswingneuronuswing,HL (dashed line in fig. 6.5) which

produces a flexion motion of the hip, transferring the leg to arostral position. After reaching the AEP

value (uAEP,HL = 1), theswingneuronuswing,HL (solid line in fig. 6.5) is deactivated halting the motion
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of the hip, and the touchdown neuronutouchdown,HL (dashed line in fig. 6.6) becomes active, producing

the extension of the knee and the consequent foot placement.Just as the foot regains contact with the

ground (uswing,HL), the stanceneuron becomes active and produces the propulsive motion ofstance.

The sequence repeats onwards, producing the stereotyped motions of walking.

The neuron activations and motor output of the second hind girdle simulation withαh = 100 are

depicted on the right panels of figs. 6.5 and 6.6. Despite the same sequence of reflexes and motor

actions, it is possible to observe a distinct motor output solely by changing one motor gain parameter.

In terms of reflex neuron activity, one striking difference is the delay on the activation of theliftoff

neuron (uliftoff,HL, solid line in fig. 6.6) with respect to the ipsilateral excitation ofuPEP,HL, due to the

lack of contralateral ground contact (uGC,HR = 0).

The motor output is also quite distinct. By using a largerαh in set 2, the motor action of the stance

phase is executed with an increased angular rate of change, resulting in faster stance movements and

greater amplitude of motions in the hip and knee joints, and alarger step length. Notice that the hip

extension well exceeds the defined PEP value.

Despite only changing one parameter relative to the angularrate of the stance phase, the obtained

walking pattern has changed considerably. Fig. 6.7 presents the obtained stepping sequence in the two

simulations, presenting an alternating walking pattern. It is observable an increase on the performed

velocity, and a decrease on the duty factor. However, the increase of the velocity results from the

increase of the step length, and not from the decrease of dutyfactor or step period like typical animal

locomotion. The step period increased, due to the increase of the swing duration, maintaining the stance

duration.
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Figure 6.5: Neuron activity and motor output for the hip joint. Results from parameter set withαh = 50
are on the left, and withαh = 100 on the right. The first row presents the resulting motor output for
the hip joint, dashed lines are the reference values, the solid lines the produced joint values, and dotted
lines represent the AEP and PEP values. In the second row, solid lines representustance,HL and dashed
linesuswing,HL. ustance,HL is active as long the sensory neuronuGC,HL is active. uswing,HL is active
until when the hip hasn’t reach AEP and there is not ground contact.
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Figure 6.6: Neuron activity and motor output for the knee joint. Results from parameter set with
αh = 50 are on the left, and withαh = 100 on the right. The first row presents the resulting motor
output for the knee joint, dashed lines are the reference values, the solid lines the produced joint values
and dotted lines represent the AEP and PEP values. In the second row, solid lines representuliftoff,HL

and dashed linesutouchdown,HL. The neuronutouchdown,HL is activated when the hip reaches AEP.
uliftoff,HL is activated byuPEP,HL and inhibited by the contralateraluGC,HR.
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(a) αh = 50
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Figure 6.7: Stepping sequence of the hind girdle simulations.
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6.3.2 Fore legs

1 2

3 4

Figure 6.8: Snapshots from the simulation on the fore legs. The sequence of actions on the left leg: 1-
swing, 2- touchdown, 3- stance, 4- lift-off.

Similar simulations were performed for the fore girdle (fig.6.8), with the same parameter values as

for hind girdle (table. 6.6), yielding distinct behavior when comparing to the hind legs.

Table 6.6: Neuron and joint output parameters for fore leg simulation.
τ Γ Θ

liftoff 0.01 0.1 1
stance 0.01 0.1 1

touchdown 0.01 0.1 1
swing 0.01 0.1 1

ΘAEP ΘPEP Fthreshold αh γh αk γh

15 5 1 60 500 300 500

Fig. 6.9 depicts the neuron activity and motor output from the hip joints, and fig. 6.10 depicts the

activity and motor output from the knee joints. A striking difference when comparing to the hind

simulation, is the excursion of the joint well beyond the AEPand PEP values (fig. 6.9).

Consider the results from the left leg. Initially the left leg produces no motor action, because the

ground contact which activatesustance,FL hasn’t been observed. When the foot is placed on the ground

ustance,FL is activated and the hip joint propels the robot. When the hippasses PEP angle (uPEP,FR = 1)

and the contralateral leg is placed on the ground (uGC,FR = 1), the liftoff neuron produces the flexion

of the knee, releasing the ground contact, activating theswingneuron, producing the swing movement

in the hip. The swing movement is halted after the hip having reached AEP, holding its position until a

new ground contact is detected.utouchdown,FL is also activated and the leg is stretched.
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Figure 6.9: Neuron activity and motor output for the hip joints. The joint reference values are the
dashed lines, and the performed joint movements are the solid lines (top row). Dotted lines represent
the AEP and PEP values.ustance,i is represented with solid lines anduswing,i with dashed lines.

The obtained stepping sequence is presented in fig. 6.11. Therobot walking on its fore legs achieves

a velocity of 0.11 m.s−1, greater than the 0.09 m.s−1 obtained in the walk with the hind legs and

employing the same parameter values. The stepping pattern is also alternated, with a lower duty factor:

0.55 in the fore legs and 0.8 in the hind legs; larger swing duration: 0.85 s in fore and 0.11 s in hind

legs; and stance duration: 0.85 s in fore and 0.75 s in hind legs .
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Figure 6.10: Neuron activity and motor output for the knee joints. Joint reference values are depicted
by dashed lines and the performed knee joint angles by solid lines. uliftoff,i is represented with solid
lines andutouchdown,i with dashed lines.
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Figure 6.11: Alternated stepping sequence obtained from the fore girdle simulation.
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6.3.3 Fore and hind legs

1 2

3 4

Figure 6.12: Simulation of quadruped walking using the reflex network.

The current simulation addresses the full quadruped walk, using both fore and hind girdles. The

previous two simulation scenarios served to demonstrate the obtained motor behaviors when employing

the same parameters from the two independent girdles. With this insight the parameter set for the gull

quadruped scenario was established. The parameter set presented in table 6.7 accomplishes stepping

motions of the legs while propelling and maintaining the robot’s balance.

Table 6.7: Neuron and joint output parameters for fore leg simulation.
τ Γ Θ

liftoff 0.01 0.1 1
stance 0.01 0.1 1

touchdown 0.01 0.1 1
swing 0.01 0.1 1

ΘAEP ΘPEP Fthreshold αh γh αk γh

Fore 15 5 1 50 300 300 500
Hind 10 0 1 50 300 300 500

The obtained motor behavior can be said to resemble a walk, despite the lack of a constant periodic

pattern, as observable in fig. 6.13. From the stepping sequence it is possible to ascertain that the robot

performs a walking behavior which resembles a mix between a trot and a diagonal sequence walk. The

stepping sequence also evidences an asymmetry along the sagittal plane, concerning the fore legs. In

the fore girdle, there is an asymmetry in duty factor, with one leg having a greater support duration,

randomly alternating between the right fore and the left fore. In fig. 6.13 at around 25 s and at 55 s it is

noticeable this asymmetric pattern (red boxes).
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Despite a not ideal stepping sequence pattern, the robot effectively propels itself forward while

maintaining an upright posture, without falling over. It iseven resilient to falls in certain parameter

configurations. The robot may stumble and delay a step, but the stepping movements elicited by the

reflexes make the robot regain stability again.
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Figure 6.13: Stepping sequence from the full quadrupedal simulation.
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6.4 Remarks on reflex-based quadruped walking

In this chapter was proposed and tested a reflex network for the walking of a compliant quadruped

robot. The parsimonious reflex network is able to generate a sequence of motor actions triggered

by external sensory events, accomplishing stepping motor behaviors. Although capable of generating

quadrupedal stepping behaviors, the final stepping sequence pattern is not consistent and periodic.

When tested independently fore and hind girdles produce a dissimilar expression of the stepping

patterns, and no set of parameters would produce similar stepping behaviors for the fore and hind legs

in terms of duty factor, step period, stance and swing durations.

The range of possible parameter values was also much larger in single girdle setups, with the ability

of producing high velocities and large step lengths. Such solutions were not possible in the quadrupedal

scenario, resulting in a loss of balance and fall. However, in certain quadrupedal scenarios with appro-

priate parameter values, it was observed that the robot becomes quite resilient to external disturbances,

such as small ramps and random height terrains.

The final exhibited posture on the quadruped robot is a resultof the overall walking pattern and the

interplay of the reflex chain and sensory input. It is not possible to specify a reference walking posture

with the current approach, as the final motor behavior is not defined.

So far in the current implementation, the reflexes are alwaysenabled and are not phase dependent.

Because there is no control of the current state within a stepcycle, the sensory events can influence the

leg behavior in any moment of the step cycle. This ability maybe relevant when considering certain

phasic feedback mechanisms, such as corrective stumbling and stepping reflexes.

Also relevant, is the inclusion of other sources of sensory information, such as roll and pitch of the

body, and leg load information. The inclusion of these feedback pathways could produce more adequate

motor actions and contribute to the maintenance of posture and compensate external disturbances.

6.4.1 Integration of the reflex network with a CPG

The original aim concerned with the exploration of an alternative role for the CPG, acting as a reg-

ulator, or supervisor of the sensorimotor processes of a locomotor reflex network. This role can either

be achieved by modulating the reflex magnitude, reflex activity and the respective feedback pathways.

The CPG could alternatively serve as a possible endogenous rhythmic internal model, acting as a pre-

dictor of the expected sensory signals or the state. It couldeven have a role within the feedback loop,

correcting imperfect sensory feedback and adapting peripheral inputs and feedback pathways [116].

The walking performance of the proposed reflex network is notsatisfactory in the sense that it does

not produce a consistent locomotor pattern. It also does notallow the modulation of walking behavior,

lacking the mechanisms for changing rhythmic activity and performing more complex walking behav-

iors. The improvement of the reflex network was not sought, because its performance serves the initial

goal of having an initial reflex network as a starting point for the integration of the CPG.

The proposed reflex network clearly presents some limitations, exacerbated by the lack of a well-

defined step phase. The inclusion of a CPG can address these issues, e.g. producing a reference step
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phase, used to modulate phase dependent corrective reflexessuch as stumbling correction.

In fig. 6.14 are represented three new conceptual suggestions on how the CPG can be integrated

with the reflex network. All three suggestions are alternative formulations of the CPG, where the CPG

does not produce directly a motor output, but instead acts asa process supervisor, entrained by the

dynamic interactions between the body and environment.

These approaches are meant to differ from others, where the CPG produces the final motor output

which is then corrected by a set of reflexes [110], or where theCPG produces the motor output of

proximal joints and then modulates the reflex circuits of thedistal joints [112].

CPG

Robot

Reflexes

Environment

(a) CPG as modulator of the reflex network.
The entrained rhythmic activity of the CPG
establishes the step phase, and the CPG reg-
ulates the activity if the reflex circuits.

CPG

Robot

Reflexes

Environment

(b) CPG as forward model, receiving informa-
tion from the motor actions and the robot in-
teraction with the environment, and outputting
predicted sensory information to the reflex net-
work.

CPG

Robot

Reflexes

Environment

Corrective 
actions

(c) CPG as an inverse model. Entrained by
sensory information and the interaction with
the environment, the CPG establishes the phase
of the step cycle and outputs the expected mo-
tor actions.

Figure 6.14: Suggested approaches for the inclusion of the CPG within the reflex based solution.

Fig. 6.14(a) depicts the CPG role producing a feedforward modulation of the reflex network. The

CPG receives sensory information about the robot’s state and the body-environment interaction, en-

training the CPG rhythmic activity with the exhibited motorbehavior of the robot. The CPG produces

a rhythmic modulation of the reflex network, governing the activity of reflexes’ sensory pathways, con-

trolling phasic reflexes, mediating the sensory information which elicits the reflexive actions, and even

modulating motor gains.

In fig. 6.14(b) the CPG acts as a forward model, filtering and processing sensory information. The

rhythmic of the CPG is entrained by the input signals relating to the motor state of the robot and

its interaction with the environment. Sensory informationis filtered and compared with the expected

output from the CPG, and is then input to the reflex network.

Fig. 6.14(c) depicts the CPG as a predictor of the motor output from the reflex network, building an

inverse model of the sensorimotor interactions. The CPG is entrained by sensory information and the

interaction with the environment, and establishes the phase of the step cycle and outputs the expected

motor actions. The predicted motor actions from the CPG are compared with the motor output from the
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reflex circuits, eliciting corrective motor actions when deemed necessary.

These possible methods of integrating the CPG within the reflex based solution, having the CPG as

a mediating layer between higher-centers, the low-level reflexive motor actions and the dynamic body-

environment interactions. As far the author is aware, this is an original endeavor, which has not been

explored. They are conceptual proposals and require further work and thought on development and

implementation, with no apparent advantages among each other.
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CONCLUSIONS

The work developed in this thesis was integrated in a team’s research project endeavoring the ex-

ploitation of the concept of CPGs and the framework of dynamical systems to accomplish robust and

adaptive legged locomotion in potentially unperceived andirregular terrains, for small position con-

trolled robots. The research project aims to explore insights from neuroethology research on vertebrate

motor control and from the concept of CPGs, trying to apply the knowledge on the functional descrip-

tion of the vertebrate CPGs, its organization, and most importantly, the sensorimotor interactions which

adapt the locomotor behaviors to perturbations. The choiceof using methods of dynamical systems

and nonlinear oscillators is motivated by the fact that it presents interesting features for dynamic motor

control of robots, while it allows to explore previously proposed mechanisms and contribute to further

advancement of the framework.

Goals: The goals of this thesis concern with the design of a model free solution for legged robots,

using dynamical system methods and oscillators to implement a CPG based controller. It intends to

exploit the features provided by the oscillators’ characteristics to accomplish a solution capable of

generating coordinated motor patterns for walking robots.The final solution should be able to perform

different locomotor behaviors, ultimately resulting in goal-oriented locomotion. It aims to include feed-

back mechanisms, contributing towards robust locomotion,stable foot placement, terrain adaptation, as

well as equilibrium maintenance and posture control. The work has a strong focus on the application

of the designed solutions to high gain position controlled robots, such as the addressed Sony AIBO and

Robotis DARwIn-OP.

Contributions: The main contributions of this work is the proposal of a CPG based architecture

for a quadruped robot, a CPG for humanoid biped robots and a reflex based network for a compliant

quadruped.

The CPG based solution for quadrupedal walking is based on interconnected oscillators to drive

the motor patterns for the whole leg, organized such that it produces the stepping motions of a leg,
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including the double peaks motions for the knee, without explicit low-level planning. The CPGs are

included in the generation level of a structured architecture, divided by levels of abstraction, coordi-

nated to produce the temporal relationships of quadruped symmetric gaits and the final goal-oriented

locomotion. The regulation level feeds the CPGs with the parameters which specify the motor patterns

and the temporal relationships among the CPGs, translatingbetween task level goals and generation

level parameters. This approach reduces the dimensionality of the control problem, decoupling low

level trajectory generation from high level planning, as demonstrated in a navigation task.

Postural control of a standing quadruped is addressed by proposing a set of parallel postural re-

sponses, which define static equilibrium criteria which depends on sensory information. This method

accomplishes the integration and fusion of several sensorymodalities which contribute towards the bal-

ance maintenance of the robot. The proposed postural control system is also integrated with the CPG

locomotor system, with its output projecting into the offset parameter of the oscillators. The capabili-

ties of the postural system have been successfully demonstrated in a quadruped AIBO robot, subject to

different types of postural disturbances.

The biped CPG solution employed a different approach for theCPG implementation, due to the

stricter requirements in terms of balance and motor patterncomplexity required to make the robot

walk. The CPG is divided into rhythm generation and pattern generation, based on the idea of motion

primitives and the modular construction of motor skills. A required minimum set of motion primitives is

identified, which is able to produce goal-oriented walking,motivated by the fact that it should be used

as an initial locomotor repertoire, and should later be improved and expanded using developmental

methods, such as reinforcement learning methods. Within the proposed solution, a phase regulation

mechanisms based on the phase transition reflexes observed in vertebrates is also proposed. The role

of the proposed phase regulation mechanisms were evaluated, demonstrating an extended ability of the

biped robot to walk on, and adapt to small unperceived slopes.

The capabilities of the proposed solution are demonstratedin several experiments in the DARwIn-

OP humanoid robot, other simulated biped robot models, and is also applied within a whole-body

control framework.

In the final chapter is proposed a network based on a chain of reflexes for producing the motor

patterns of quadrupedal walking. This approach is meant as ameans to initiate a discussion on possi-

ble alternative roles of the CPGs in the generation of leggedlocomotion. It provides a parsimonious

framework for purely reflexive walking, where it is possibleto study how the CPG could take part on

the regulation of the reflex activity, or sensory signal filtering. The walking behavior produced by the

reflex network is unpredictable, not possible to specify a motor behavior, and the walking performance

has room for improvement in many aspects, e.g. in terms of regularity, stability and achieved velocity.

The inclusion of a CPG within the reflex framework is hoped to improve the limitations of a purely

reflexive behavior, by introducing a reference rhythmic activity, making the locomotor pattern more

regular and allowing the modulation of the rhythmic activity. It would also introduce a reference step

phase which would allow the application of phasic feedback mechanisms.
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Outlook: Robots have been usually built as fully actuated, high gain position controlled, rigid ma-

chines, including most of the legged robots. Legged locomotion is however a task which requires a high

degree of agility and a dynamic interaction with the environment. Such interaction application demands

from these kind of robots very fast control loops in order to neutralize the effects of disturbances.

This aspect has been observed as a limiting factor when applying the proposed CPG solutions on

the biped and quadruped robots. The lack of planning on the task space of the end-effector position

and orientation, the generation of simplified joint space trajectories, and the stiff actuation of the robots

have demonstrated to be a detractor to accomplish the most stable locomotion. This is not a factor in

other CPG solutions which define the motion of the end-effectors in the task space [15, 135, 215], and

accurately establish joint position references. However,these approaches maintain the challenge of:

i) designing feedback mechanisms to be integrated with the CPGs, ii) the requirement of a very fast

control loop for reactive corrections, and iii) the limitation of high gain position controlled joints. On

the quadruped postural task, the slow position control loopalso demonstrated to be a limiting factor,

reflected on how fast the postural corrections can be produced by the system.

Furthermore, it has been revealed to be quite difficult to propose analogous feedback mechanisms

as those observed in animal locomotion due to the limited backdrivability and the stiff actuation of

the joints. The inclusion of compliant elements in the robot’s actuation can simplify the walking task

and help on achieving agile locomotion, by passively rejecting small disturbances in a fast way, and

exploring self-stabilization. On the other hand, it is not atrivial matter, as it hampers the control

problem and state estimation. This is one area where oscillator based CPGs may present an advantage

due to their entrainment properties [29], but has not been fully explored in more capable robots.

Throughout the period of development of the presented work,great advances have taken place in

the topic of locomotion in legged robots, and the outlook seems promising. The capabilities of active

compliance in walking robots have been developed and further explored [87, 193], ever improving the

abilities towards agile locomotion.

Some CPG based approaches have recently been applied in hybrid solutions, employing CPGs and

model based control methods in order to achieve active compliant behavior in torque controlled plat-

forms, capable of addressing unperceived irregular terrains. Mostafa Ajallooeian et al. [2] implement

the CPGs as coupled nonlinear oscillators, producing jointtrajectories based on user defined piecewise

Hermite polynomials with four knots. The outputs of the CPGsare transformed into actuation torques

through a P-controller and adjusted with torques produced from a virtual model, which maintains the

attitude of the trunk. Barasuol et al. [15] used a CPG producing task space trajectories mapped to joint

space through a regular PD position and torque controller, and a floating-base inverse dynamics to pro-

vide the feed-forward commands. On top of the end effector controllers, there is a trunk controller to

maintain the trunk’s attitude and push recovery mechanismsbased on capture points.

The most interesting feature on the concept of CPGs, remainsyet an satisfactorily unanswered

question. If devising a CPG solution for robotics, how should feedback mechanisms be designed, what

effects should they have to produce adaptations and which corrections performed when facing distur-

bances? This key question may remain unanswered for the nearfuture, while research on the neural
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organization of vertebrate motor control further studies the intricate processes of motor generation and

adaptation in more depth. Meanwhile, independently of the implementation method chosen to model

the behavior of CPGs, engineered solutions may continue to take the role of locomotion adaptation and

disturbance rejection.
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APPENDIX A

LANDAU-STUART OSCILLATOR

The oscillator presented in chapter 3 and used for the quadruped CPG in chapter 4 is here analyti-

cally analyzed. A simple representation of the Landau-Stuart equation with amplitude independent fre-

quency is presented in cartesian coordinates in equations (A.1) and (A.2). The mathematical expression

defines an isochronous oscillator (frequency is independent of its amplitude) with an Hopf bifurcation,

having a stable harmonic limit cycle solution or a stable fixed point at the origin(x, z) = (O, 0).

ẋ = fx = α
(

µ− ((x−O)2 + z2)
)

(x−O)− ωz, (A.1)

ż = fz = α
(

µ− ((x−O)2 + z2)
)

z + ω(x−O), (A.2)

A.1 Behavior and stability of the oscillator

To study the behavior, the system is linearized about the fixed point(x, z) = (O, 0), by computing

the Jacobian matrixJ(fx, fz).

J(fx, fz) =

[

∂fx
∂x

∂fx
∂z

∂fz
∂x

∂fz
∂z

]

(A.3)

=

[

−α(z2 − µ+ (O − x)2)− α(O − x)(2O − 2x) 2αz(O − x)− ω

ω + 2αz(O − x) −2αz2 − α(z2 − µ+ (O − x)2)

]

(A.4)

The eigenvalues of the Jacobian at the fixed point are used to determine the behavior of the system:

J(O, 0) =

[

αµ −ω
ω αµ

]

(A.5)

The eigenvalues given bydet |λI− J | = 0 areλ = αµ ± iω, giving the necessary information for

the system’s classification at the fixed point. The imaginarypart of the eigenvalues reveals a periodic
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behavior in the linearized approximation. The real part denotes wether it behaves as a source or sink at

the fixed point.

• For αµ > 0 the fixed point behaves as source (repeller). Trajectories spiral outwards from the

fixed point.

• Forαµ = 0 stability can not be determined by linearization.

• Forαµ < 0 the fixed point behaves as sink (attractor). Trajectories spiral towards the fixed point.

To further study the periodic behavior of the system, a change to polar coordinates is performed, for

an easier analysis.

Let x = O+ r cos(θ), z = r sin(θ) andr =
√

(x−O)2 + z2. Substituting in eqs. (A.1) and (A.2)

yields:

ṙ cos(θ)− rθ̇ sin(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r cos(θ)− ωr sin(θ) (A.6)

ṙ sin(θ) + rθ̇ cos(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r sin(θ) + ωr cos(θ) (A.7)

Multiplying eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) bycos(θ) and bysin(θ) respectively, results in:

ṙ cos2(θ)− rθ̇ sin(θ) cos(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r cos2(θ)− ωr sin(θ) cos(θ) (A.8)

ṙ sin2(θ) + rθ̇ sin(θ) cos(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r sin2(θ) + ωr sin(θ) cos(θ) (A.9)

Then, adding both equations yields:

ṙ
(

cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)
)

= α(µ− r2)r
(

cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)
)

(A.10)

=⇒ ṙ = α
(

µ− r2
)

r (A.11)

Multiplying again eqs. (A.6) and (A.7), this time bysin(θ) and bycos(θ), becomes:

ṙ sin(θ) cos(θ)− rθ̇ sin2(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r sin(θ) cos(θ)− ωr sin2(θ) (A.12)

ṙ sin(θ) cos(θ) + rθ̇ cos2(θ) = α
(

µ− r2
)

r sin(θ) cos(θ) + ωr cos2(θ) (A.13)

Then, adding both equations yields:

θ̇r
(

cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)
)

= ωr
(

cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)
)

(A.14)

=⇒ θ̇ = ω (A.15)

Equations (A.11) and (A.15) are the polar representation ofthe oscillator, making it easier to analyze

because the radius (r) and phase motion (θ) are independent. Classifying the behavior of the oscillator

is a matter of analyzing the behavior of the radius and phase.
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In terms of phase, the behavior defined by the differential equation (A.15) is easy to be analyzed.

The phase of the periodic solution increases with a constantrate of changeω.

The fixed points described by eq. (A.11) define the steady state of the oscillator’s radius. Making

ṙ = 0, yields the fixed points:r∗1 = 0, r∗2 = ±√
µ. Given thatr =

√

(x−O2) + z2, the fixed point

r∗2 = −√
µ is not considered. The linearized system is studied at the fixed points:

r∗1 = 0:

d

dr

(

α(µ − r2)r
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=r∗1

= α(µ − 3× 02) (A.16)

= αµ (A.17)

The fixed pointr = 0 is stable ifαµ < 0, and unstable ifαµ > 0. Given the previously determination of

the origin’s behavior, the fixed point at the origin(x, z) = (O, 0) is a sink whenαµ < 0 and the radius

of the periodic solution will converge to the stable fixed point r = 0. Whenαµ > 0 the(x, z) = (O, 0)

behaves as a periodic source and the fixed pointr = 0 is unstable.

r∗2 =
√
µ:

d

dr

(

α(µ − r2)r
)

∣

∣

∣

∣

r=r∗2

= α(µ − 3
√
µ2) (A.18)

= −2αµ (A.19)

The fixed pointr =
√
µ is stable ifαµ > 0, and unstable ifαµ < 0. This means that the fixed point

at the origin(x, z) = (O, 0) acts as a source whenαµ < 0, producing a periodic solution which then

stabilizes with a radius ofr =
√
µ. Whenαµ < 0 the fixedr =

√
µ becomes unstable, and the radius

converges to the other fixed pointr = 0.

The radius of the periodic solution is determined by the value of
√
µ, established at all times that

µ > 0. The oscillator behavior is then specified by the sign ofα, controlling the supercritical Hopf

bifurcation [201].

• The oscillator produces a periodic motion, forα > 0, centered at(x, y) = (O, 0) with ω fre-

quency and a radius
√
µ.

• The oscillator produces an oscillatory convergent solution towards(x, y) = (O, 0), for α < 0.
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A.2 Phase coupling into Landau-Stuart oscillator

The coupling established in section 4.5, in chapter 4, is here demonstrated. Consider the oscillator

in polar coordinates, coupled with a phase referenceψ, for an easier addition of the coupling term:

ṙ = α
(

µ− r2
)

r

θ̇ = ω + k sin(ψ − θ)
(A.20)

The oscillator is then changed to cartesian coordinates, consideringθ = cos−1
(

x
r

)

, θ = sin−1
(

z
r

)

,

r = x
cos(θ) , andr = z

sin(θ) .

ẋ = ṙ cos(θ)− rθ̇ sin(θ)

ż = ṙ sin(θ)− rθ̇ cos(θ)
(A.21)

=⇒
ẋ = α(µ − r2)r cos(cos−1(x

r
))− z

sin(θ) [ω + sin(ψ − θ)] sin(θ)

ż = α(µ − r2)r sin(sin−1(x
r
))− x

cos(θ) [ω + sin(ψ − θ)] cos(θ)
(A.22)

=⇒ ẋ = α(µ − r2)x− z [ω + sin(ψ − θ)]

ż = α(µ − r2)z − x [ω + sin(ψ − θ)]
(A.23)

Using the trigonometric identitysin(α− β) = sin(α) cos(β)− cos(α) sin(β):

sin(ψ − θ) = sin(ψ) cos(θ)− cos(ψ) sin(θ)

= x
r
sin(ψ) − z

r
cos(ψ)

= 1
r
(x sin(ψ) − z cos(ψ))

(A.24)

Substituting in equations (A.23):

ẋ = α(µ − r2)x− z
[

ω + k
r
(x sin(ψ) − z cos(ψ))

]

ż = α(µ − r2)z − x
[

ω + k
r
(x sin(ψ) − z cos(ψ))

] (A.25)

We have then the oscillator coupled with a phase referenceψ in cartesian representation:

ẋ =α(µ − r2)x− zω (A.26)

ż =α(µ − r2)z − xω (A.27)

ω =ω +
k

r
(x sin(ψ)− z cos(ψ)) (A.28)

r =
√

x2 + z2 (A.29)
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PHASE OSCILLATOR COUPLING

Synchronization and phase locking of two phase oscillatorsis here analytically studied and phase

locking properties demonstrated, in the particular case which both have the same frequency.

The dynamics of the two coupled phase oscillators are described by the nonuniform phase oscilla-

tors [1]:

φ̇ =ω +K sin (θ − φ+Ψ) , (B.1)

θ̇ =ω +K sin (φ− θ −Ψ) , (B.2)

whereφ andθ are the phase of the oscillators,ω is the phase speed, or frequency, as given by the period

of oscillationsω = 2π
T

, Ψ is the desired phase difference, andK the coupling strength.

The phase relationship resulting from the coupling betweenφ andθ phase oscillators can be easily

analyzed in terms of dynamical system stability. Consider the phase difference dynamics between the

two oscillators as:

ψ =φ− θ (B.3)

ψ̇ =φ̇− θ̇ (B.4)

Performing the variable substitution from eq. (B.1) and eq.(B.2) in eq.(B.4), obtains:

ψ̇ =ω +K sin (−ψ +Ψ)− ω −K sin (ψ −Ψ) (B.5)

⇒ ψ̇ =− 2K sin (ψ −Ψ) (B.6)

The value of a stable phase difference betweenφ andθ is achieved wheṅψ = 0. In other words,
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the stable fixed points froṁψ in eq. (B.6).

−2K sin (ψ −Ψ) =0 (B.7)

⇒ ψ −Ψ =kπ (B.8)

⇒ ψ =Ψ+ kπ (B.9)

The fixed points for the phase relationship are found to beΨ+ kπ with k ∈ Z.

To find which of these fixed points are stable, a linear approximation is performed around the fixed

points:

d

dψ
(−2K sin (ψ −Ψ)) <0 (B.10)

(−2K cos (ψ −Ψ)) <0 (B.11)

Therefore, withK > 0, the stability of the fixed points follows that for:

−2K cos (ψ −Ψ)|(ψ−Ψ)=kπ,k∈Z (B.12)

• The fixed point is unstable, whenk is even.

• The fixed point is stable, whenk is odd.

The stable fixed points are found analytically to be periodic, with period2π. This is also possible

to be verified through visual inspection in fig. B.1.

0

−K

0

K

π
2

3π
2

- π
2

- 3π
2 2 π−2π −π

ψ

ψ̇

π

Ψ-2π Ψ

Figure B.1: Phase plot of the phase difference between the two oscillator.

This means that two phase oscillators with equal frequencies, using the coupling method in eq.(B.1),

will always maintain the desired phase relationship ofΨ, regardless of initial conditions.
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